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Bulimia n m s a  k an motional dhadw Mat impacls the live6 of 
individuah. families, and wc iW as a whole it is &mated that up to 80% of 
Nmth American -n suffer horn sub-clinical eating disorders, wim 20% 
u%mate!y maniksting fulCblorm anom- da bulimia nemna (Famil, 1969). 
In this M y ,  a phenomenological memod of inquiry vius selected to 
explore the lived expemce of bulimia ne-. Ssven female, nineleen years 
of age and older, each patiidpatEd in two audiotaped interviews. Curing the 
in- participants mna enmuraged to speak openiy and freely about meir 
expen'ence wim bulimia nervosa. Data anahlais war mnducted in lone wilh van 
Mann's d o d  of hemneutiG phenanenologl. 
Fmm me wiling and rewiling of Me ten. five memer emerged: feelngs of 
inadequacy. stwi ing for control, concealment, consumed by Me Inesr. and 
the elusive mad to recabmy. The interrelationships between the flvs themes 
guided the essence of Me l~ved expeIbnce of bulimia nervose: searchtng for 
acceplance and a meaningful existence. Study's findings and new imights into 
the lived expe- of bulimia nwvora are discussed, as wen as llm implications 
for nursing, heailh care providers and the health care aY8tem. Nursing as well Ps 
other heailh care professionals are challenged to d&p efkclive treatment 
modaliiies to help alleviate the suffering of individuah and families 
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cn- 1 
lntmdurrion 
It is ertimated M a  up to 80% of Norlh American women suffer fran sub 
dinical eating disorders, with 20% ultimately manifesting fult-blwm anorexia 
narvoaa or bulimia (Fanell. 1999). Anorexia new= and bulimia 
narwra are the most prevalent typN of eating disorders. Resbiclions on f o d  
intake is more chanderistic of anorexia nsrvosa. In contrast, bulimia nwwsa is 
charaaetfzed by unmnmled binge eating episodes in combination with drastic 
measures of weight control, including wlf-induxd miling,  use of dnt pilk and 
taxa6ws. rigamus exercise and priaiicfasts (bumann 6 Yates. 1994). 
There is considerable contmvemy aver the exact prwaleme of bufmla 
n e w  in the population. While some authors b e r m  there has been a 
decease in the rates (Heatherton, Nichols, Maharnedi. (L K d .  1995). 0th- 
assertthat Mere has been an increase (Haimi. 1994; Jarman 8 Wakh. l9W). 
Fairbum and Beglin (1990) esbmated the prevalence rate of bulimia nervosa B 
be 1% lo  2% ofthe population of young wmen 
Using data from me Mental Healfh Supplement of the Ontario Heah 
Survey. Garfinkel, Lin, et al (1995) examined the prevalace of bulimia newosa 
and associated cwmorbidii in a noncl~nical community sample. Of the total 
number of survey participants @ = 9,116). 124 and 22 subiecb, most of whwn 
were women, met the cnteria for full and partial syndrome bulimia nervosa. 
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retpectively. L i i m e  preva$nceforiheent'ke aamrkwas 1.1% fwfemalcr 
and 0.1% for males. In addiin, the mean age of mastwas 21.4, with those 
barn before 1950 depidhg a 4nifmnUy lMer age of onset (i.e.. 32.6 yean) 
man those bom -n 1950 and 1959 (i.e.. 18.2 yean) or aner l9W (i.e., 
17.5 years). Similarfindings were s ported by Fairbum. Welch. Don. Davits, and 
O'Connor (1997) who estimated me age of illness onset at 19 r 4 years and the 
age ofinlial symplomsat 15.5 * 3.9 years. 
The Diinwtic and Slalislical Manual of Maml Diirtkrs (DSM - N) has 
lncwporated recent research findings to facilitate health provaed access to 
reliable d~agnmw Mob. It is nil1 debatable whether w rot existing diagnostic 
criteria are capable of capturing full spcbum of lifeb'me behaviors. 
In- in me incidence and prevaknce rates of bulimia m s a ,  especially in 
Fnge r  children, are b e l i i  to be only a fraction of the aclual number wim 
many hdividuals delaying medical anemion until physical symptoms reach a high 
level of seventy (Brawerton. 1995: Fredenberg. Berglund. 8 Diien. 1998, Hwn. 
1994: Kreipe, Golden. Wman. 8 Fisher. 1995; Slrauss. 1995). As well, me 
shame and secrecy mat charastame me disorder precludes Me accuracy of 
StatilicD (Fairbum. Cowen. 8 Hanbon. 1999). 
Bul~mia newma impacts not only the individuals wah the eating d i i rdw 
buf also has the potential to affect me emotional, physical and financial wall 
being of famlies. Unfmnately, early warning signs are not read~ly discamibk 
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by nhem and oRen became firmly entrenched in behavior patterns by early 
adulthood. Wih the scarciiy of health care dollars and the escalatim of human 
suffering, the imitabk long t e n  care of- persons may be dramaticalk 
reduced wnh early *on. diagmnis and trealmem (Hay, Gifchrist. Ben-Twim. 
Kalucy, 8 Walker. 1998: Keel. Mitchell. Miller. Davis. 8 Cmw. 1989). Althwgh 
many dollan haw besn  pent on research and lreahnem, most authon agree 
lhat past and cunemireabnant modamies have failed to abate the escalating 
rate of bulimia nerwsa (Fisher et al.. 1995: Walsh 8 Devlin. 1998). 
hkamund  and Rationale 
There has been quB a bii of m n t m n y  concerning the etiology and 
treatment ofthe disorder. W i t h e  precise etiology unknown, research 
continues to unravel the enigma sunounding bulimia nervosa (Boumann 6 
Yates. 1994: Hay etal.. 1998: McGilley8 Pryor. 1998; Rodin. 1999: Wakh (L 
DBvlin. 1998: Yager. 1994). Today. dinicians agree lhat bulimia n e w  is a 
muh-dimensional disease (Irwin. 1993; R W ,  Yager. 8 Ranotlo. 1994) which 
requires a mullidisciplinary appmach to lreatment (Fisher et al., 1995; 
Fredenberg etal,l996; Halmi. 1994: Imin, 1993: Schachtel8 Wilbom. 1990: 
Slrauss. 1995) 
A few decades ago bulimia n e m a  was believed to be cmfined to 
Wenern socisty and more pmnoumed in white, upper class females between 
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HE ages of 18 and 25 years. Cunent research findings indicate thal males and 
females as ywng a% 12 years fmm all mnic and sodoeconant classas are 
being dugnored wim eaSng disorders (Hay el al.. 1998: Stmuss. 1995: WiMey 8 
Grilo. 1994). Bulimia mmxa has a chmnt, sometimes episodic course, wh ih  
involves perids of remissions alternating w h  bingelpurge cqcb (McGilley 6 
Pryor. 1998). The bnger tk  duration of symptoms before heatment, the more 
negative the outcome. Thus, the importam of early diagnnsm and treatment for 
improving prcgnosia is important (Keel ct al.. 1999). 
Them 1s a plemwa of W m r e  on the trearment of eating disorders. 
Despb inmared krorvledge and awareness about eating disorders, heailh care 
pmvlders are still sbvggling to i d e m  effedive Ireamrent modalities (Fredenberg 
el al.. 799s: Jarman 8 Walsh. 1999). The efficacy of any one heatmenl modality 
has yet to be established, with dinical rtudims repDmng recovery rates ranging 
fmm 13% to 69% two years or more aftermalment (Herzog et al., 1993). 
Longitudinal studies into effed'i mamrent modalities have found mgnilive. 
behavioral therapy to be s u w r  to oMer regimes (e.9.. pharmacological. 
cognlive Meraw and interpersonal therapy) (Fairbum el al.. 1991: Gamer el al.. 
1993: Goldbloom el al.. 1997: Wilson. 1898). 
Bared on the assumption that prcgrmsis may impmve vith early diagnosis 
and treabnent (Fisher el al.. 1995: W i W  8 Grilo. 1994). prevention and heath 
promotion strategies have become the focus of recent research (Childress. 
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Bnwenon, Hedges. 8 Jarrell. 1993; Crbp. 1988: Ksnnody (L Gafinkel, 3992). 
Howwer, conflicting findings also exirt on lhe timelimss, appqwiamess, and 
e f f e d i i s  of prevention s(rategiea (Crisp. 19W; Paxmn, 1993; Shirriak. 
Crago. 8 Neal. 1990; Wakh 8 Devlin. 1998; Wilson. 1633). 
A -1 impediment to early detedion, diagnosis, and neaknenl is me 
surreptilious and complex nature of the disease. One signrwnt anbunding 
fanor is the p m c e  ofcomorbd Ilmses, which oflen Dbscure and 
mmplihte diagnosis and neahnem. Comorbidii coupled wiih the secretive 
nature of bulimia nervosa (Hay el al.. 1998; Mdjilley 8 Pryor. 1998; Mdjawn 8 
Wh'lread, 1996) prevens detenion ulnl lhe sage of chmnkityexposes lhe 
phytical manifestations ofthis emolmnal dlsoder. Zaldsr. Johnson, and Cockell 
(2000) i d e n l i i  major depress-, anxiety, obsessive wmprlsive disorders, as 
Well as drug and alwhd abuse, as illnesses whbh often precede or accompany 
bulimla n e m a .  
P m h  S i a i e m  
For many pars  researckrs have been W i n g  toward de-ping 
diagnostic tools thatwill help diagnose bulimia n e m .  Consaerable research 
effotts have also been focused on refining merapeutic appmscher, that will ass* 
in eadicanng the disorder. D w i t e  i m p m n t s  in treatment modalmes and a 
sliaht decrease in the number ofimg-term chronic illness cases, there is still a 
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high percentage of women living with bulimia ne-. The chronicity ofme 
inn= is asroci f id with a dismal baiestwy, higher rates of recidiim, and a 
poorer pmgnons. 
As a clinician having worked with ind iua ls  living with buhmia nervosa. 
Me problems associated wim early detectnn, diagnoses and treatmmt of eatiw 
disorder were very real and alarming. This researcher noted that many ofMe 
m e n  encountered in clinical practice spoke about h w t h e  illnsss had 
progressed to lhe point where negative effecto were eventually fen In all asp& 
oftheir lives. The k s t  and mplt inportant step ofthe trrabnent process is to 
have a good undentanding of the illness. Because limited informalion was 
availatde descnblng what it is like to live (H1M bulima newosa, the marchef  
decided to punue a phemnenological line of inquiry in lhe current study. 
A phenomen0)ogical ~nquiry a l h  one lo gal" enhance into me lived 
evehnce of bulimia nervosa and to develop a g n a w  undentanding of and 
awmiaiion for what n is like to live with thii Ilness. This information can only 
be gathered through an in-depth, Mematic analysis of narrative desuipliim of 
those liiing with bulimia nervasa. The purpose of the cumnt study was to 
d d o p  a grealer vnderslanding of what it is like to like with bulimia n e w  on a 
datw basis. It was anticipated that Me resulting information gleaned fmm in- 
depth intervkw with study particopants wu ld  help facilitate clinicians' 
undentanding of the unique, personal side of the experience. 
R a u r e h  
Tha current s W  was designed to address Me folkwing rexanh 
questim: 
Whal is me meaning ofthe lEved experieme of bvlimia nemsa for lhs 
individual? 
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CHAPTER 2 
LitmtumR.vinr 
A greater understanding of eating disorders, lace bulimia n e w ,  requires 
imight into (he risk Factors for this illness as well as d i i l i a s  encountered in 
idenWyino e f k h  treatment modartii. Most ofthe publkhed  har 
been quanlilalive in nature, with kw studier focusing on the indmuars 
prceplbn of living with an eating disorder. Increasing prevaleme rates and high 
resistance to treabnent once the disease is eslabllshed, suggest that gteater 
researd eRwta should te dimcad toward gahii in-t into meanim, of the 
ilmrrs for the indivaual. This type of database is nwdsd to ensure greater 
avabbilii of appmpriate healh care servims fw individuals wilh bulimia 
neNOSB. 
This chapter pmvides a d i i i o n  d relevanl IifetaDlra on U i a  
nervma as an eating disorder, (he risk fauors involved in illness onsel and 
perpetuation, the factors shaping prcgnostb potential. and the meaning ofthe 
illness and beatmen1 for affected individuals. The firat section presents an 
overview of bulimia nawosa as a diswder, with patibular emphasis on d i m h c  
cnleria and asw'ated mmorbidii. The second sedim discusses the risk 
faclom involved in the onset and prpetuation of the disorder, as weW as 
prcgnosis potential. The final section reviews qualiWve sludiet on indivlduala' 
exmences wth the illness and the subseqwnt treatment. 
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Buliml# Newow as an Eltim Disad.r  
The term bulimia was derived horn the Grek wads 'born limos' meaning 
OX hunger. Prnr la 1979. lhe absence of a standardized d a s s M o n  s w m  
made l di iku l  lo dwrmine the exad prevalence ofealing dirwden in he 
population. Russell (1979) idenliW bulimia nervosa as a separate antiifram 
anorexia n m s a  and d subwaquenttf recaived k own diagnmic classiimtion in 
the DSM - Ill. Wdh addlional research, fumr changer were made rawltirg in 
lhe DSM - IV. 
Alhwgh slill a secradve d i d e r ,  bulimia n e w  has received much 
media M e e n  aver the past decade, Greater public awanna~ has hem 
linked tothe incresse in (ha numkr of people wilh mis diwrder entering the 
health care sysm.  The d i i  mat tol(ows is wganimd & i  to me 
diagnostb criteria fa bulimia nemrsa and wncomitant illnesses mat often 
ob%ure the ~resence of this disorder. 
h a n o r t i c  C M a  and Emdr iu l  s w u m  
It has been wnjeuured that changes in the characterkatian and 
classification of bulmia nsrvmre have wnbibuted la the increases oboewed m 
prevalence rates. In I980 when anwexia n e w  was wbclsssifed based on 
the presence Or abssm of bulimia. Bruch. a dinician-researcher, mtcd a 
dramatic shfi in referrals. Fdbwing a review of her clinical files. Bruch noled 
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that 25% of anorexic pafknls seen at me Toronto gmup m s m n  predice in 
1973 were bulimic. This propmion had increased b 50% by I980 and 70% by 
1990 (cited in Dorian EL Garfinkel. 1999). Garfinkel. Kennedy and Kaplan (1995) 
noted that the OveIlw amng the eating disorder catqlofks prevents clinicians 
fmm reaching a d e f i  d i k m .  
The medical model and the DSM - IV continue lo be an importam 
mainstay in the identification of risk factor6 and bearment for eating diaorden. 
The DSM - N outlines the criteria for bulimia mrvora as: (a) recvrrent giaodes 
of binge eating, (b) resunem iMppmpriate behavior in order to 
prwent weight gain. (c) bin* eating and mmpenaatory behavior6 oauning at 
La81 h v i i  a veek for three months, (d) self-evaluation unduly Muenad by 
bcdy shape and weight. and (e) disturbances not %curring exclusivebduring 
episodes of bulimia nervose (American Psychiatric Asscdrtion, 1994). There 
are two s u b m  of bulimia newosa: purging and nongurglng forms. Individuals 
with purging engage in the use of laxatives, enemas, diuretics, and self-induced 
vomlng. Non-purging subtypeo ure weight reduction methods such as 
excessive exercising, diet pills, fasting and dieting to lose weight (American 
Psychiatric Assodation. 1994). 
Numerous diagnonic twls haw been developed over the past decades 
based on the DSM - IN CIassEcaiion system Whle some diagnostic tools are 
designed b measure both the behaviwal and atMudinal components of eating 
I 1  
diswdera, Mher t w k  are reslrided to aaaessing one mponent. Some of lhe 
nmre walldgablished sekport scabs noted in the laeralure include the Eating 
AUbdes Test (EAT), the Eating Dipordw Invenmty (EDI), the B i ~ p  Eating Scs* 
(BES). lhe Body Shape (lwslonnaire (BSQ), among &em. The EAT and BES 
assess both aIIiIudes and behavine. The EAT is designed to measure eating 
patterns along three dimensions (i e.. r e r M v e  anihldes and dieting behaviwrs. 
bulimic auiludes and behaviours, and pemonaVsocial mmml over intake). 
whereas Me BES assesses binge eating and feelings and cogndions related to 
binge-eating episodes. Commehl, lhe ED1 lo resmcted to measuring 
psychological awscls (i.e.. d m  for thinness, bulimia, body dksatisfacbon. 
inemctiveness, perfectionism, interpemonal dismnt, and recogniti~n ofemdiins 
and sensrlions of hunger or satiety). As well, me BSQ is reslrksd to measuring 
over-concern or preoccupation with shape and weighL 
In a review of scales designed to assess eating disorders. Heffeman 
(19951 noted that me usefulness of most selfreport scales is restricted to 
providing global estimales ofthe sever* ofsympmrns and auiiudes. As such. 
lhese scales do nM measure the specific3 about and frequency ofcwtain 
behaviors which are needed to nmnbr treatment outmmes. Jarman and Wakh 
(1999) and Wiiiky and Gnlo (1994) alpo argued that many ofthe &-report 
diagnostic tools may be less reliable than interview methods in detecting eady 
symptoms of an eating diiorder. Heffeman (1885) argued that the most eikcme 
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diagnostic t w l  baaed on the DSM - Ill -Rand DSM - IV is the -mi-abudured, 
interviemr-based Eating D~sader Examination (EDE). 
Dsspite some notable diRerences in bulimic symptoms p e n t  in males 
and females, the same standardi i  instruments are used for bcih genders 
(Ricciardeli. Williams, 8 Kmman. 1999). Researchers have mmented on the 
inappropriateness and lhmitatbns of such pracfices without adequate 
psychometric data to justify the use of these instruments with men (Cam & 
Camargo. 1991: Dolan 8 Ford. 1981). Furthermore, it har been suggested that 
the traditional eating disorders whgories used for adulb are mt sens l i i  
e n q h  to diagnose these disaden in children. Children do not present with the 
same symptoms. Eating disorders not included in the d a u i f ~ ~ ~ t i o n  system go 
unrecognized which can result in potentialiy serious consequences for this age 
group (Nicholls. Chater, 8 Last. 20W). 
The limbtions referenced in the preceding paragraphs have led many 
clinicians and researchers to questin Me sensniiily and specifcity of existing 
diagnosbc and screening twls for eating disorders. Additmnal canfounding 
variables to early deteslion and diagnosis are the preaenw of w-mol id and 
wmombnt illnesses. The aspect is discussed in-depth in the next section. 
Arsociaed Conditions 
The high inadence of m-mwbidity with eating disorders makes it d'Mkult 
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to isolate the deflning CharacIerisIiea or pathology of any one specifr dim& 
(Xaer el al.. 20W). Research findings rugged that mood disorders. anxiely 
disorders and substance abuse am me most mmmon co-morba wndiins 
a%odaled with bulimia nervosa (Braun. Sunday. & Hahi. 1994 Bulik. Sulliin. 
Carler, (L Joyce. 1996; Bulb. S u l l i ,  Carter 8 Joyce. 1997: Kendleretal.. 
1981). Them is alw some supponfor me presence of Dthcr m-morbid 
conditions. such as pemnar i  disorders and suicide attempts (Braun el al.. 
1994; Hahi. 1994). 
k i ng  data fmm the Mental Hssiih Supplement ofthe Ontario Health 
Suruey. Ganinkel. Un, et al. (1985) compared the preseme of -led w 
morbidii in female subjecla with full - and parlia!-syndmme bulimia nervoaa $ = 
77) with the tnal female sample $ = 4,208). The findings indicated that women 
with bulimia nervosa had a mreefold increase in lifetime occurrence of malor 
depression and a double rate of anxiety disorders man women In the mmpabn 
group. In addition. the bulimic sublens had a signficantly higher rate of phobias 
(i. e.. social, simple, agoraphobia), panic disorders, generalized anxietY 
disorders, and rfePme alcohol dependence than me mpar imn gmup. As the 
auMors noted. me lower mles of cmorbidii (i e.. affec4i disorders, anlety 
disorders and alcoholism) 0-d in the sNdy sample may be a function of 
using a communily-based, as opposed to a clinical population. 
In another epidemiolqlical study, Lilenfeld el al. (1998) imtigated the 
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prevalellce ram of cmorbidity for eating dimorders in a sample offemales wim 
anorexia n e m u  (1 = 26). buknia nerwra (1 = 47). and nonnal m r o k  @ = 
44). Partidpants mmpkted a modified wrsion of the Schedule for AUaclive 
Disorders and Schiihrenia-Liime Version (i.e.. assesses lidafime DSM-ill-R 
Axis 1 disorders), Schedule for Alfecliva Discwders and Schimphmnibfor 
Sc- ChildrewEpidemiologic Version (i.e.. -es liktime 
psychoparnological disorders in subjects youwer than 18 years), the Srmclured 
Clinical Interview fw DSM -Ill - R Perwnality Disorders, and the Penonalii 
Disorders Examinalion (i.e.. assesses duster B disorders). The a m &  and 
bvhmic gmups had m i b r  rates of major dsprapsive disorder (MDD) which were 
signifmntly higher than those found h the control m u  The anorexic gmup 
had a signMwnHy higher rate of obsessivearmpulsive disorder (OCD) and 
obsessivecompulsive personality disorder than either the bulimic or control 
group. As well, the anorexicgmup srhibned higher rates of generalii anxiety 
d i i e r  and social and sirnpk phobias than me mntml gmup. The bulimic 
group had significantly greater ratn of almhol and dng dependency than the 
anorexic and control group, as well as significantby higher mes of past- 
traumatic stress discwder. OCD and duster B penonaliny disorders than the 
conmi group. 
Zaider et at. (2000) examined the prevalenw of psychiatric w-morbidity 
associated with eatiw disorders in a sample of adokswnts = 403) between 
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I 5  and 18 yean of age who anended medical din* orlhe school nune's dWe. 
Standardid insrmmems - me Pnmary Care Evaluation of Mental D iwden and 
the Shuctured Clinical Interview for the DSM - 1Vs Personalii Disorder - were 
used to identify mental health problems (i.e.. alcohol, anxiw, eating, mwd and 
p m a l i i  disorders). The findings indicated mat only a m a l l  p m n t  ofthe 
sampk mostly femah, had eating disorder symptoms (5.2%) or an eating 
di i rder diagnosis (3%). SiinificanUy, adolescents with a depressive disorder, 
aludety disorder or dyamymia were more l ib& to have an eethg disorder and 
eating d b & r  sympmms than mosewithout such diwrden. HnwMr, on& a 
very few pewna l i i  diirder hlpes (i.e., antisocial, borderline and dependent) 
were significantly associated with the presence of eating disorders and eating 
dborder symptoms. 
-I clin~cians and rewardan have noted that MDDs oscur frequently 
in individuals diagnosed with bulimia nervosa (Braun el al.. 1994; Brewerton e l  
al.. 1995; Bvlik etal.. lM: Fomari et al.. 1999: Gadinkel. Lin, et al . 1995; 
Lilenfeld et al.. 1998; Walsh (L Devlin. 1998). It has been estimated matihe 
prevalence rate for depression in indrviduals with this disorder may vary from 
36% to 70% (Halmi. 1994). Gadinkel. Lm, et al. (1995) found that the lifetme 
occurrence rate for major depression was 37.7% in their community-based 
sample of female subjects with bulimia nervosa In mtrast. Fomari et ai. (1999) 
rrported a 70.7% l i i ime occurrenca rate for major depression in a clinical 
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ample of individuals with bulimia mrvosa. Bed= tk umeRaiWy aver the 
exact prevaknce, %re is wflicting empirical evidence on the sequencing of 
MDDs and bulimia n e w .  S- marchers have found s m w r  suppwt fw 
MDD preceding bulimia (B-rton el al.. 1995: Kendleret al., 1991). while 
0th- reported m i d  ~sulhl(8raun el al.. 1994: Buliket al.. 1996). 
Probably the moat mnvincing evidence for the m m m h n t  mle of 
depression is reported by Kendler el al. (1Wl). In an epidemiological study. 
Kendler el al. imlbgated the presence of mabr psychiatric illnesses in a 
ample offemale twins @ = 2.183) obtained from a populatim-bared Rgirler. 
 he structured Clinical ~nterview for me DSM - ~II - R (SCID) was used m as- 
PSyCh'abiC Illness. Thc Wings indicated mat MDD occumd in 63 ofthe 123 
subjects diagnosed with broadly defined bulimla. 
Other sludi i  have documented the presence of anxiety disorders in 
individuals with bulimia nerwsa (Braunet al. 19% Brewerton etal.. 1995; Bulik, 
el  al., 19%: Oafinkel, Lin. etal., 1995 Kendlar atal . 1991; Lilenfeld etal., 
1898). Estimates ofthe prevalence rates fw anxiely wry acmss studies. In a 
shldy Of m e n  with bulimia newosa l~ = 114) padicipahig in a cliniwl trial 
Bulik et al. (1996) found that 64% of the ample had same hlpe ofanxiw 
disorder. A comparable ale of 62.3% was reported by Garfinkel, Lin, el al. 
(1995). These findings are wnsiderabty hlgher man the 36% and 38% reported 
by Breweflm et al. (1995) and Braun et al. (1994). respedi~ly Sin6wntty. a 
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few stwlies found support for an- d i i n  preceding me onset of bulimia 
(Bremnonetal.. 1995; Buliketal.. 1888). 
It has also been noled that a w n i h n t  numbsrof bulimic individuals are 
substam abusers (Brewerton. 1995: Dan*, Brewerton, 8 Kilpabick. 2WO: 
Garfinkel. Lin, etal., 1995; Grilo. Levy. Besker. Edell. 8 Mffilashan. 1995; 
Holdemers. BrwksGunn, 8 Wanen. 1994; Kendler etal., 1991; Lihfeld etal.. 
1988; Muscari. 1996; Schachtel & Wilbom. 1990; Wiedennan 8 Pryor, 20W; 
WilfIey 8 Grilo, 1994). Substance abuse has been &mated to range fmm 18% 
to 32% in individuals wilh bulimia nervosa (Braun et al.. 1994: EreweRon el al. 
1995; tialmi. 1994). Bulik et al. (1986) r e p o w  mat 47% ofheir sampleof 
m n  with bulimia had alcohol dependence. In mmrast, Garfinkei. Lin, el al. 
(1995) reported a liktirne rate of24.7%. Welch and Fairburn (1996) failed to 
find any significant differences in the alcohol consumption of individuals with 
bulimia m m a  @ = 102) versus compamon group consisting of individuals 
with other psychiatric disorders $ = 102) or Mrmal conhols $ = 204). This 
finding conmsls with moss of Garfinkel. Lin, el al. (1995) who found a slgnifxud 
d m n c e  between bulimic subjaQs and m a 1  mntmls. 
Personality dinordss have also been identmsd as co-momd illness for 
d i n g  disorden. Matrunaga et al. (2000) and Zaider et al. (2000) nded mat h is 
d i l cu t  to determine the exad prevaieme rate of personality disorders due lo the 
methodological inconsislencies across studies Braun el al. (1994) and Halmi 
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(1994) eslimplsd prevahce rates to range fmm 28% to 77%. Despite 
diirepaa Rndingr, mare is suRicient evidence lhat pmnality diam-den are 
relalbty mmmn among aduns with eating dkwdefs. In a sample of 105 eating 
disorder patime. h u n  el al. (1994) reported that 31% ofthe bulimic subgroup 
had clrnler B disorders (aruisodal, bordediw, hismisand nanissklk) and 
30% had cluslerC disorders (awidant, dependem, obsessive compulsive and 
passiwe aggressive). Bulik el al. (1996) found lhat 63% oftheir sample had at 
least one prsonalii diirder. 
Suickie and deliberate &-harm haw also been i n u e s t i i  in 
individuals wMI bulimia nema.  In a study of p a i i i  $ = 125) with bulimia 
n e m a  attending an eating diiorder outpatient clinic. Favam and Santonastaso 
(1998) inmaligated me presence of impu rn  and cnnpulsive sen-injurbus 
behavior (i.e., impulsve Mjnjury, suicide anempe. subslance abuse, hair 
pulng, severe nail biing, vomiling, and laxative diurelk abuse). Ni* subjects 
reported at least one fwm of &-injurious behavior, with suicide attempts 
(18 4%) or sekuning episodes (21.6%) the ma t  mmmon. In a comparative 
study, Wekh and Fairbum (1996) fcund lhat indiiiduah wiih bulimia nemsa had 
higher overdose raies and dehrale 831-harm attemptr man normal wntrols 
and psphiatric controls. In anolher study comparing palients with bulimia 
nervosa $ = 152). anorexia n e m a  $ = 68) or major depression wlh no hisfwy 
of an eating disorder $ = 59). Bulik, Sullivan, and Joyce (1999) found mat me 
peroentage of suicide anempls was equal a m s  all groups. 
8umrurv 
The general amclusion is Mat the diagnostk cdleria dfierenlhtiyl one 
eating di i rdet fmm another continues to evolve in response to clinical and 
research findings. Pan of the p m b h  in reachiyl a definhe diagnosis wim 
individuals suspected of having eating disorders is attributed to lhe absence of 
reliable and vaY messurn vhiih are both senslve and disuiminatwy. The 
di#tkulSes in reaching a d a f i n l i  diagnosis are compounded by the symptom 
mria6ons in males and fwnales. as wll as adults versus children This silualiin 
is fur lkr complicated by the presence of one w more c m f b i d  pswiatric 
conditions. 
Risk Facton for Bulimia N~IVIM. and PmdicWm of Outcome 
The theoretical. clinical, and research literature abovnds wim mjactures 
a b W  and empirical sup@ for, nsk fadors believed lo be associated wim the 
development of bulimia n e m a .  Most research studies dm 1970, born 
quantiktke and qualitative in nature, have tended to focus on ths rirk tadon 
and me effectiveness ofvarious trealment modarti~es. Derpile the expanding 
research on mdi~dual-related risk facton (e.g., age. psychological dnposlion. 
individual and family mk for psychiatric disorden, herbble faam,  etc.) (Walsh 
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8 Devlin. 1998). the etiolqpl of bulimla n e m a  m a i n s  a mystery. The 
Complex interacti relalionship among several risk f a m n  has been hiihligMed 
as the moat important ba- to full mvery fmm the illness. 
The dixussion in this s&n is organized into three mafor sedions The 
first &ion p m N s  a summary of research m d i h  mat fowMd on early 
warning sbns for bulimia newwa. The second section bmadens Me discussbn 
to include studies that have investlgned dimrent risk f e m n  believed to be 
involved in the dws-nt and perpetuatbn of bulimia nervosa in clinical 
populations. The final &ion diswsas some ofthe most important pnd iors  
of-. 
Earn Warnlnq Signs 
Bulimia n e m a .  once thought to develop in female college age students 
is now belng diagnosed in preadolescent and adakxcnt females and in males. 
aithwgh to a iesser degree. Prior to me 1980s. no studies wwe identified mat 
investigated me risks posed by early childhwd eating disturbances for me 
development of eating disorders. Recent rerearch findings suggest that eating 
diiNrbanar which place individuals at greater rirk for ealing disorders am &en 
present in very young children and pre-ado$scew (e.g., Bunon, SonugeBaf!e 
Davies. 8 Thompson. 1996: Caiarn 8 Walier. 1998; Franko 8 Omon. 1999; 
Killen et al.. 1984: Schur, Sanders. 8 Steiner. 20W; Stice. Agras. 8 Hammer. 
A number of antecedents and ccwelates of diohlrbed eating behavion 
have been invesmated in young children, prpadolescense, and eady and late 
adolescence. Sane DfW mwc common individual characWktics i d e n w  as 
signifcam markers for bulimia n e m a  include weight wncems, body mass 
index (BMI), self-esteem, body dituatisfadii, physical and sexual abuu, and 
wbsmnce use. E m p i d l  support for the influence ofweight concerns and 
fluctualbns, d i i n g  mncams, and body dissalisfaclion on early dishlded eating 
behaviwrs is stronger man the influence ofoverwaighl status and d i i n g  
behavwurs (Frenb. Pew. k n .  & Fulkerson, 1995: Hill & Palin, 1998; Killen el 
al.. 1984: NeumarkSdainer. Butlw. & Palb. 1995. Schur et al.. 2000). Other 
researchers have found suppon for ma important role played by selfesteem, 
physical and sexual abuse and substance we (French. Stwy. D-s, Resnick. 
& Slum. 1995: Hill & Pallin. 1998; Neumark-Sasimr el al.. 1995). 
Killen el al (19%) examined potential risk fadors for the development of 
eating disorders in females @ = 839) attending prader 6 and 7. Data wwe 
mllectad wim the EDI, revised Diemrf Restraint scale (i.e.. c o n m  for diking 
and weight Ructuatimns), Center for Epidemblogis Studies depression (CED-D), 
Depfessim M-Rating Scale (DSRS). Farnib Adaptability and Cohesion 
Evaluation Scale (FACES). Pubertal Ddopment, and Structured Clinical 
I n t e w h  (SCID). Based on the SClD findings, participants were assigmd lo  
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eimer me symptomatic h = 36) wasympmmaik gmup @ = 803). The 
symptomatic gmup were significanliy mare developmentaliy advanced, had more 
deqspressive symptoms, were heavier, evidenced grealer maladaplive eating 
atliiudea (i.e.. drive for thinness, bulimia, body disaabdaction, indklbiueness. 
and intemcepbve awareness), and demanstrned greater restraint (i.e.. W M  
fluctvations and dieting conms) than the asymptomatic gmup. Besides the 
smng iink &served betwsan diihnbed eating and psychological and behavioral 
dVafunchons at a young age, lhe authon highlighted Me significanca of Me 
presence of most of the diagnostic cbria for bulimia in the symptomatic gmup 
French. Peny, el al. (19SS) examined wigM redmion strategies on a 
sample offsmaie SWdents @j = 1.015) in grades 9 b 12. A researcher- 
developed inslNment was used to measure dieting behavim and lhe 
Rstrained Eating Scale (RES) assessed weight conowns and fluctuations and 
emotional readions to weight and dieting. A number of single hems were u x d  
lo assess binge eating, history of eating dirarden, and freqwncy of intenfional 
weight loaa. The results indicated thall.9% and 1.6% of the sample repwled 
havlng a history of anorexia nervosa w bulimia nervwa, reapectiiiy. While lhe 
major@ of shjdents (6356) reported mt using wight loss methods during lhe 
past year. those who did so wwe significanny more likely lo use heaithy memods 
(e.9.. Increased exercss and frM and vegetable consumption, decreased fat 
intake, elimination of snacks. *c.) as opposed b unhealmy ones (e.g diet pills. 
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vomidng, appetb suppressants, lqutd d i i ,  etc.). Panicipants who were 
wenvefgM and had higher RES were signficantiy more likety to wrl 
greater might fluhlations and i n t e n h l  W M  iws, and to use b t h  teaW 
and unhealthy di*ing behaviors than participants '4m w r e  of normi weigM or 
had low RES scores. SignWnW, m i n e d  ealing and over c o n m  body 
weigM sur fad as a much bener p d m r  of futun eating pmbkms lhan 
ov~meigM status M dieting behavbrs. 
Using a mmprehensira health beha- s-ad survey, French. 
Story, el al. (1995) inwdigaed m l a t e s  (i.e.. prychologicsi, soda1 and health 
behaviors) offrequenl di*ing in adolescent males (I! = 16.258) and females (I! - 
17, 135) in grades 7 to 12. The findings nvsabd lhat 12% offemaks and 2.2% 
of males had dieted 10 M more Mea and 15% of femaks and 6.5% of maler 
used some hlpe of purging behavior wer the past year. An incread frequency 
of diiing and purging behavwrs was independently assiated with greater 
pgySh~smiaI and health behavior rkk factors. Dieters and purgerswere 
signficanthl more likely than nondkters and nmpurgers lo be binge eaten. lo 
have fears of not being able to atop eating, to have a negative body image, to be 
al greater h k  for suicide, to engage m eexual adi-hiy, to use tDbacm and 
alcohol, and to haw experknced physical w sexual abuse 
In a atudy ofa non-clinical sampleofgirk in grade 10 M= 341). 
humark-Mainer el al. (1995) examined ihe influenca of selfasteem, body 
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diw&kkmn, unhealthy weight lou mehods and the drive for thinness on the 
binging behaviors of d i e m  The ED1 (i.e.. body dirrafisfactim and drive fa 
thinness subscaler), the Rosenterg Sei f Is tm Scale (SES), and several 
resumherdweloped nema on binging and dieting behavim wan uMd during 
dam collection. Study findings revealed that a signlfcant proportion ofthe 
sample were wrrendy dieting (53.7%). had uaed unhealthy or dangerous weight 
lou methods (27.9% and 7.9%. respedwh,), had engaged in binge eating 
(2Wb). and d m  high-risk psychological profiles (16.4%). During logistic 
regrerrion analysis. weight lws method and psychybo(ogical pmflle mre found to 
exert a rignricant effect on the binging behaviors ofdieters. Specifically. 
adolescam dieters who used dangerous weight lnss methods and had lav seC 
esteem, high body dissatisfaction, and a d r b  fwthinness were more likeiy to 
engage in binging behavim than other d i m .  
In a dex r@h,  comlatimal study of students (1? = 8.67 p a n )  attending 
four state Junior schwls. Hill and Pallin (1998) examined predictors of early 
&Wing awareness in boys @ = 90) and girls h = 86). Data were wllensd on 
diaing awareness. BMI, body shape preference, body esteem, and self esteem 
(i e.. -al acceptance, behavioral mnduct, xholastic and athletic wmpelem 
and physical appearam). Although there were no gender diirences in hegM 
or wight, both gmups weighed more l b n  age-standardized norms. W* regard 
to body shape preferences. girls desired to have a thinner shape and boys a. 
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broader shape. There were a)ro signmcant dflerencea MI self-esteem 
measures vifh g i h  Karing lower IM sDcial mmpctence, m l d c  competence 
and physical appearanca but higher on tehaviwal conduct than bcqa. Wah 
r e p a r d t o d ' ~ ~ ~ , b o t h g r w p s H w e m w e ~ ~ w ~ o l h e r s l o  
diet and exercise than themselves, and to believe that their mothan would resort 
to dieting mwe so than their fathers. During regression anatysis, the nwlhu's 
tendency to diet I she fell tat and lamer self.esleem levek and hiiher BMls 
emerged as s g n k n t  predictors of didno awarems in girls. Fw boys. 
perceptions of momen' dieting behaviours and personal disratisfa&n wim 
physical appearance SUM as signifrant predictm of dikng awarensrs. 
Using triangulated methods, Schur et ai. 12WO) inwstigand third and 
sikih gradefa (N = 62) knowledge and beliefs aboout dleting and body 
dimsatisfaction. The ChEAT, a standardized measure, was uaed to assess 
eating disturbances, and a m o d h i  venbn of the Body Figure Rating scale was 
used to assess body dissatisfaction. The BMI fweach pmpan t  was mmpuied 
and rewrcherdeveloped open-ended questions assessed krowledge and 
boliefs about dieting and desired body wight. Shldy findings indicated that 
approximately half of the grh and the boy. (i.e.. 51.7% vs 48.3%, respedwly) 
wanted to weigh Crs and more than one-thii desired a thinner body shape (i.e . 
41.9% o f t heg ihmus  35.5% ofthe boys). SgnEcantt$ higher BMls were 
associated with a greater desire to lose weight and have a thinner body, as well 
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as a higher incidence of eating dishlrbames. A signifcant percenl of the sample 
(i.e.. 41.9% ofthe bop ve- 12.9% of the girls) had actually engagad in w igM 
altering behaviours, by changing food choices and exe* habits as wll as 
eating less, Ib most common meaning of dleting. The aufhors mcluded that 
boys and girls who have high BMIs, report body dlrsatisfadiin, and want to bss 
weight at a young age are at risk for later devewing diiurbed eating aHiludes 
and behavioun. 
It has also been hypohsimd that indiiduals who dewlop eating 
disorders pfogress sequentialtf on a continuum from early disturbed eah'ng 
behaviors to later palhokgical ealing behaviors. Several atidsa were idemed 
from the research l i h r a l ~ ~  that -led the contindly Meo'y. Study mdings by 
Bunon elat. (19W). Calam and Walkr (1998). Slice el al. (1999). Franko and 
Omori (1999) and Kaiiiala-Heino. Risanen. Rimpela. and Rantanan (1988) 
support the prog-ion from subclinical eating dishlrbancea in early childhood. 
to later dinical symptoms, and finally lo a wnfirmed diagnosis of an eating 
disorder. 
In a four-year p r o s p d i i  study. Bunon et al. (19%) examined the m k  
played by self-erteem and oUer paycholog'kal factors in the development of 
eating diorders in a sampk of school g i h  M = 397) horn early 0.e. 11 to 12 
years) lo mid-adolescence he., 15 b 16 yean). Padcipam mmplcted a 
modified m i o n  of the Rosenkrg SES (i.e., items were added concerning 
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school, family, falness, heam, and wwry) at timss 1 and 2. Dw%g lhe- 
phese. sbldentr ah0 wmplemd the EAT and the Hospital Anxiety and 
D e m l o n  Scale. The findings revealed that there was a significant increase in 
rtudenta wim scores indicative of low seH-&eem fmm times 1 to times 2. (i.e.. 
28% MRU~ 40.5%. rewedidy). In addition. 12.1% of the sums wwe 
indicative of an eating disorder, and 1.3% and 31.8% ofthe scores wen, in the 
r a w  for depression and anxiety, respeniveb. Particlpntr also reported 
sevwal weight control slrategiea, wiM d i g  to lose weight (46%) and erercise 
137.7%) me most wmmon, and concerns wim fatness. A higher eating disorder 
score was significantb associated M h  l o w  selfateem and greater anxieay. 
deprernon, and total number of problsms. As well, greater a n x w  and 
depression were signifwntly related to lower Senenearn kvek. During multiple 
regressbn analysii, df(erent combinations of mdependent variables were used 
l o  predict outcome. Low levels of self-esteem at ages 11 lo 12 were significant 
predictors ofself~steem problems, as well as eatiM) pmMms, at ages 15 to 16 
years. With regard to eating be- and wncwns. famess mnwm at ages 
11 to 12 was pWdiUiM of feeling too fat, having a dieting history, greaterweight, 
gnat- weight range, and a greater d'afweme bnween present and ld-l weight 
(i.e.. wightdlssalisfaction) at 15 to 16 pars  of age. 
In a seven-year longitudinal study of young women a = 63). Calam and 
Waller (1998) invesligaled the predictive mle of pWo-social and eating 
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cheracleristics in lhe early leemile pars (i.e.. M = fZ.8yean) on ealing 
atmudes and behaviors in early adulthood (i.e.. 5 = 19.8 years). Eabng 
psychopalhologl was measured wim Um EAT and me Bulimic Indgatory Test 
(ie.. subscab assess the frequency of bulimic behaviors and aUildea and 
serwity of binging and purging behavion). As w, fhe Condifbns fDT Anwexia 
N e m a  Scale assessed self.esteem and wfechnism. In addiiim to the 
young Hnmen's ratings, their molWs assessed variDus aspem of family 
fundion (e.g.. general functioning, communkaim, pmbbmaolving, roles and 
reswnsibililiilitics, ck) !Ah the Fami t y~sommt  Dence (FAD). me findings 
indicated mat mere ma an m m l l  increase in eating psychq~amology levek 
over time. Whib early behaviors were more predictive oflaler purging 
behavim, early bulimic auitudes were mom predinive of later binging behaviors. 
In conhasf to expuatkons, early levek of oeifQ)teem and perfecbbnbm were 
not good predidrs of later eating psychopatholqn. 
In a fwyear perspective study, Sic. eta1 (1999) investgated the timing 
and prediclon of disturbed esting behaviors in a sample of newborns and their 
parents @ = 216) Several factors were sssessed during me study (i.e.. infant 
body mass at bareline, infant sucking behsviwand duration, parental BMI. 
maternal eating behaviors and eating pathology, and child eating disturbances). 
The resub indicated that there was a greater tendency for children B exhibii 
overeating and Kaet i i  ealing than inhibited eating and mreatinginduced 
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vani(ingfnnnin(ancylvflveyesrsof.ge. lhemaprityofihesampl2hadonhl 
one ofthese behaviors present at a time, with the risk for disturbed eating 
behaviors in-sing annually and peaking at five years of age. Using Cox's 
pmpwtro~l hazards regression analysis, the findings revealed M t h e  best 
pmikbm of mretjve e a f i  in chiMren were e M  mabmal BMI. 
disinhibiiion toward eating and hunger, body 2isrra68fadion and buhnic 
sympmrm. as well as a paternal history of being overweight. The best predictors 
of overeating were maternal dieing and the drive for thinness, as wen a8 the 
chius BMl during ,fancy. F i i ,  elevated maternal BMI was the sole predictor 
of inhhited eating, whereas infant sucking dumtbn was the oniy predictor of 
vanling. 
In a desuipl'iRslatioMI study. Frank0 and Omori (1699) examined 
h e  continuity of eating disorders hypothesis in a sample of adolescents = 
207) in their first-prof college. Data were cnllected with the Eating Pathokgl 
Scale (EPS), BDI. Bulimic Automatic Thwghta Test (BATT), lmpulsiv'ty 
Inventory (IMP), and ED1 According to me EPS criteria, the sample was divided 
as Mows: pmbable bulimics (2.5%). at-risk dietem (6.7%). intensive d i m  
(23%). casual dieters (17%). and nondieters (51%). Using multivariate analysis 
techniqws, the pmbable bulimics and a t -M  dieters failed to diier on any study 
measures and were suhvequentiy combined during fume? anaCi .  The 
findings indicated there was a steady downward progression of scores on the 
B A n  and meal wbrcales ofthe EDI, with pmbable bulimia nerwsa 
&mmsbaUng h e  higheat swres and mndietera the kwest %ores. 
Furthermore, me combined high risk gmups demarnraled signiicsnUy higher 
!%ores for depressh. bulimic though&, and several eating N k d a  wrisMes 
We., drive for UIinImSs, bulimia. i-m, and imeqmxonal d&mJ Man 
all Mher gmups. That is, female adhcents vim greater evidence d eating 
parnology mere a b  more likely to have more depressive symplm, mom 
dysfunctional wgnlion, and greate~ d i e r e d  eating m e s .  
lnarrvrveyof1410 1 6 p a r o U ~ a n f s M i s e m n d a r y ~ ,  
KallialaHemo et al. (1999) investigated prevalence d bulimic symptwns. 
bulimk bhavion, and bulimia in a large sample of maks @ = 4.181) and 
females @ = 4.347). AM questions wmming bulimic eating disorder were 
based on the DSM - Ill - R diagnostic uileda. Informsfion was aka w b t d  on 
=led biological, saciodemographic and social variables The findings indicated 
m a  the lmime prevalence of bulimia newosa was 1.8% fwgtrk and 0.3% for 
beys, and bulimic symptoms was 16.5% for gids and 12.3% for boys. The mean 
BMI for barn girls and bays wilh bulimia symptoms was signlcantly higher than 
mose Hnmout burmic symptnns. Althwgh the mean age for girls wilh bulimia 
symploms was signhntly higher than t h e  vimout bulimic symptoms, age 
was not a d'lrenttating factor for males. Furthermore, girls who had 
experienced me o w l  ofmensbualiin and bals 
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signMnW more lilrely to haw bvlimlc symptoms or to meet the uiteria for 
bulimia man those who had nat achiewd this Iml of physical maturation Wiih 
regard to pser gmup adjusbnent, bdmic rpnptwns and bulimia were 
signMntly more amnnon in g i h  and boys who were b u l l i  at ksrt once a 
week. 
The role played by farnib dynamics and the peer gmup in Ihe early o m  
of disturbed eafing behaviors and me later onset dealing disordsrs has been 
examined by a number of researchers. While most study findings suppart both 
Ihe positive and fmgatM influence of family dynamics, there ia rome 
contradidory evidence. The empirical suppon for peer influence b much more 
Sonsistent with greater usc of high risk behaviors representing anempb to make 
canmnim and gain approval. 
In an examination of family factors associated with disturbed eating 
behaviws of girls ingredes 8 and 7, K h  el al. (1994) 1 a M  todcamant 
significant dlffwences between the symptomatic and asymptomatic gmup on 
family mhesiuenes and adaplabilily. Contrasling mdings wsre r e p o d  by 
French. Story. et al. (TWS) and Caiam and Walkr (19981. French. Stoty. et d. 
(1395) found that adolescent dieten and purgers were significantly more likely to 
repm emotmal and family stms, vdca mncems about peer acceptance, have 
Iwr feelings of family and other mnnectedness, and be involved in delinqwnt 
behaviors than n o n t i i n  and non-purgers. While Calam and Waller (IS%) 
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failed lo find a prediktive role for ea* famib dynamics in the Iatu devel~pment 
ofpwging behaviors. They did fmd that pwrer perWwd rde diflerentiatim was 
assocW wah later bulmic a t t i i  and bh6vk-m. and pmrer imfamilial 
COmuniCation with more resbictive smtudes. 
In a sNdy of adolascent dieting behaviors. Huon and W a h  (2WO) 
investigated diflerencea in parental and peer pressure, conformity d i i i l i o n .  
a s s e M w  and parental suppotikmss in Lwo malchcd sam- of females 
aged 12 to 16 years - one group $ = 62) had i n i t iw  dieting and the -d 
gmup $ = 62) had nawr dieted. Dieting was measured with a modired version 
of me Dieting Stahls Measure, perceived parental care and mn td  by 
Parental Bonding Instrument (PBI), peer cmpeMveness wah the Dieting Peer 
Competitiveness Scale, and kvel of a s s e t i i s s  wah Me College SeC 
Expression Scale. Additional researcherde~edlmodified scaler were used 
lo asses peer and parental influenca (i.e.. modeling, conformity and mmptiince 
pressure lo dief) and  on^. The t i n d i i  indimed mat greater parental 
and peer influence, as well as leas supporlhe fahers, were mare prevaknt in the 
dleting initiator group than in me never dieter gmup. W i  regard to the E+XC%~C 
mmponents of parental and peer influence wth the most predictm power. 
discriminant anatfsis revealed mat parental mnformity and mmpliance and peer 
mmpeliiness most dearly diirentiated initiating dieters fmm n o n d i i .  
In a study of third and sixth graden. Schur et al. (2000) also found mat 
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family and peers iMuenced concern about weigM and provided infamafion 
about dieting. Peer W n g  and pressures from family members and me media 
were the mmt common reasons idanWied fw warmng to lope weight 
Fwlhemme, Me family, especiw puems, was M W  as Me mwt f m e n t  
information source fwdbting. 
In a slaieWe survey of adolescent heailh. NeumarkSrtainer. Story. 
Hannan, Beuhring, and Resnick (2WO) reported on factors (i.e.. abuse, family 
fundioning, psyshoaoaal, and depressive symptoms) associated bilh 
disordered eating behaviors in a sample of grade 7.9, and 11 SNderdS $ = 8. 
943). Questionnaire I- aswssed sexual and physical abuse, family 
communications, parental caring, parental monitoring, W r  w w r t ,  family 
strurmre, prental expeclatms, and presence of depressive symptoms. The 
findings indicated that adolescents who had disordered eating ware significantly 
more likely to report higher rates of rcxual and phyrical abuse. more depre-ve 
symptoms, l m r  levels of parental expcmlbns and caring, and l w r  famiiy 
mmmunicalions than Meir peers bilh normal eating behaviors. Furthermore. 
when family, physical abuse and olhar psychoaocial factors were cmlmlled for 
in me analysis. sexual and physical abuse con lwd  to be associated wrth 
disndered eating but lo a much lesser degree. Tho authors mmluded mat 
pwitive famiiy relatonship may buffer lk impact of abusive experiences. 
It is apparent from Me preceding review of studies that the seads fwme 
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development dealing disorders are planted at a ww early age. There is fairly 
smng suwr t  for the lnfluence of personality traits. cc-morbid psychiatric 
fllnesser, cdlbcai events, and Me w i a l  and family envimnmene. The empifkal 
evidence suggeats Mat &-ng disturbam obssrved in childhood and 
adol-nca are due to me ikwrach of a number offactors r m r  than one 
single fador. While there is some suppon for gender differem, the findings 
scggesl more sirnilarifies Man ditfsrences. 
R k k  Facton In Clinical Powlatima 
A number of antecedents and correlates of eating behaviors have been 
invaniaated in cllnical populations. White the correlates or cc-morbdilies were 
addressed in an earlier &ion, the discussion that follows focuses on the 
antecedent fac(wr involved in the development of bulimia nervosa. The 
dwussiOn places pa&uIar emphasis on IMse studies that dealt with some of 
lha m prominent risk fact- (i.e.. psychological predisposlions. family and 
genetic factors, sexual abuse, and gender and sadDcultural faclws). 
P.Kholwiul hston. Psychological trails have been postulated lo 
infiuence tb development of eatmg disorders since the pioneer wwk by Hilde 
B W C ~  (i.e., The I m p t a m  ofOw~gigh l .  1957, and The Golden age. 1977). 
Alhoqh clinicians assen that Me premorbid psychological tral of low self- 
esteem is a signifcant risk facmr for bulimia nemsa, limiled anention has been 
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placed on empirically hvest i i ing the rde mat it plays in the onact ofthis 
disorder (Fairbum elal.. 1997; Fairbum et al.. 1999: G m h s  el al. 1999; Hayet 
al.. 1998; Jenaen. 1994; Kendlerel al.. 1991; M w r i .  1996: Sb'am, 1985; 
wmey 6 Grib. 1994). Beaides the quationable role played by self-esteem in 
the onset of eating dmwders, h r e  is considarable debale concerning the 
imporlance ofdisloned body image concwns, body dirsalisfaction, drive for 
thinness, locus o f c m w ,  and other pwsonaMytIaii (e.g.. moodlaffed, hwtili i. 
a w r ,  etc.). 
Using epaem~ological data, Kendler el al. (1991) investigated the 
personaray pmfilea of broadly defined bulimia cases $ = 123) derived fmm a 
sample offemale twins @ = 2.163). The SClD was used to assass psychiatric 
illness me Eysenck Personalii Pmfile asresped persanali ham, Rosenberg 
SES assessad self-~~teem, and the mod'w Athibulionai Stylea Questionnaire 
assesred locus of control. The findings indicaed that low seUC6teem, external 
l w s  of control, and htgh bveh of neuroticism were signiiicant risk factors for 
broadly defined bulimia nwwsa. 
Williams el al. (1993) investigated perceived control, assedveness, self- 
esteem, self-di ied hostility, and risk for mental health pmblems in five group 
of participants, anorexia n e m a  $ = 32). bulimia narvosa $ = 30). obese 
dieters $ = 31). nw~lbese dieters b = 29). and normal controls @ = 35). A 
number of standardized scales ware mmpleted by all participam: the EAT-40. 
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Bulimia Test (BT). Internal. Powelful Omen, and Cham (I.P.C.) Scales (i.e.. 
p r c s M  ~ t r o l ) .  Ramus Aaetiiness Schedule. H d i  and D i d o n  of 
Hmhity Quenimnnaire (i.e.. guih and self-ailicism). RES, General Health 
Qwtionnain (GHQ), and Roaenburg SES. The findings indicated that both 
d n g  disorder g r w p  scored signffmntly hiiher than the amparison groups on 
ths EAT and BT, with anorexics scoring hiiher on lhs EAT and bulimics scoring 
higher on t!m BT. Fudhermore, the eating disorder groups had sign-ntly 
higher external connol and selfdirected b W i  and l w m r a ~ ~ n e s s  and 
~ l f a t e e m  than ths mmpariwn group. Finaliy. the eating disorder group had 
mwe dysiundional scores on the GHQ than the comparison groups. 
In a casemntmHed study, Faidum et al. (1597) canpared the role played 
by psycho!qiil Factors in samples of women with bulimia newosa $ = 102). 
psychiatric illness $ = 102). and normal wntrols (1 = 204) W e d  fmm the 
same community. ~sycmkgiml baits wnstituied one aswu of the pffsonal 
vulnerability category. The findings indicated that the bulimic group had 
significantly greater expmure to pnonal risk factom than healthy subjecls in the 
control group SpeciWally, women in ths bulimic group were more fikelyto r e m i  
greater negative self-evaluation than their mntewarts In lhs psychiahis illness 
and normal w n b l  gmups. 
In anaher study wmparing women who binge $ = 37) wlh normal 
wntrols @= 41). Sanfbler and C&r (1598) examined variability in saw 
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esteem, mods, shame and guit The Bulmia T&-Revised (BUILT-R) was 
usad to determine binging slalus. Pawpants also mmpleted the BES, 
EatinglDiMing O ~ ~ ~ t h n a i r e .  Revked Restraint Scab (RRS). State Seif-Esteem 
Scak (i.e., levels d performance, appesance, social and mtal wlfesteem). 
Posi l i i  and Negative Affect Scheduk, and Ihe State Shame and Guilt Scak. 
Wwnen who biiged reported signhnt ly lomrr levals of stae selfesteem and 
pi l i ive aRed and sgnlcantly higher levels of shame and guilt than h e  control 
group. Contrary to ewectabbns, a signifcant imreasa ~ r m d  in stak M 
sstnm and p i l i v e  aflest between binges and no innease owned in negative 
affe-3 prior to a binge. 
GMihs et al. (1999) examined the interrelationship among self-esteem, 
depression and body dissatisfaction in a sampk o f m e n  and men M = 117) 
diagnosed with elmer anorexia n ~ ~ o s a ,  bulimia nerwsa, or eating disardnr not 
otherwise specifed (EDNOS). Wf-astm was measured wilh the Roomberg 
SES and the Coppenmm SelCEsleem Inventory (SEl). Maladaptwe eating 
attitudes and behaviors was asseased with the ED1 and depression with Ihe 
Beck Depression Inventmy (BMI). The fmdings revealed that all study 
pa&ipants were low on self-esteem wilh no significant d#ferences deteded 
among Ihe eating dnorderec groupr. As well. for the combined groups, low set- 
eneem was significanUy associated with abnwmal eating amtudes, b d y  
dissatisfaction and depressinn. Finally, during IegressiDn analyses, lk 
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Rosenberg SES merged as a signifKant predictor of all dieting disorder 
psychopalhology but nm the SI. The authm concluded that the Rcsenberg SES 
may be a more vald measure of self-esteem fw individuals with diiiw 
disofdsn. 
Wbdwman and Pryor (2000) invssbgaled tlm impact ofthe drive fw 
thinness on body dissatiafad'i in a dinical sample of m e n  with anm.a 
mrvosa $ = 91) w bulimia n e m a  @ = 142) and depressive s y m p ~ s  
attending an eating disorders clinic. The clinical samples wan mmpared la 
female mllqle students (1! = 228). Whde ail ofthe gmups completed the EDI. 
tlm clinical sampb mmpleted tlm BMI and the mntrm gmup the WelCBeing 
scale horn the MuWimensional Penonalil Que56onnak (MW). The findings 
indicated that increased bulimia, depression and drive for thinness was 
significantly associated with greater body d i i i f a n i o n  in the three groups. 
During regreasion analysis, depression and the drive for thinnw emerged as 
the most significant predictors of body disnalisfadion in both clinical grwps. In 
mnhast. the drive for thinness was the only sign~ficant predictor of body 
dissalisfaclion in the mllege sample. The authors mncluded that study results 
demowratsd the Importance of drive for thin- as an impoMnt mediating 
variable between wgative body image and diaodered eating. 
Using a clinical sample of women with anorexia and bulimia = 53) and a 
randomly salected control group @ = 73). Gupta and Johnson (2000) examined 
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the prevalence of non-waight related concerns and bDdy Image distubances. 
The ED1 aaseMad body d m ~ n  and me d w  fwmmness, whereas 
reseamherdevelc@ec ifems measured non-w'ght dated concerns. The 
hnbis indica(ed t M  Wydi%alisfBmM, the driw for thhmm and he 
average EM1 were SignBcantly greater in the chnlcal versus the normal d m 1  
gmup. Futihermore, disatkfaction wah select facial features (i.e.. skin, teelh. 
jaw, nose, and ean) and body heighirms signifiwniiy m m  common in 
clinbl sample versus the nonclinlcal sample. 
Farnilisl and cnmlie facton. There have been several msearch studi i  
published on me rok played by family and by genetic factors in the d-en( 
of eating disorders. Recently, researohen have examined the g e d c  fink. 
environmental f-, and interaction between the Lwo. The stmngest 
support for the influence of genetic and environmental factors in the 
development of bulimia nemM is pmvaed by rw*l studies. Kendkr el al. 
(1991). Kendler etal. (1995). Bulik. Sullivan and Kendkr (1998). and Wade etal. 
(1999) -firmed the significant conQ3bMbns made by genelic fsctors w r  
shared environmental factors. 
KendCr el al (1991) investgated Me m k  played by genetics in llm onset 
of bulimia. The SClD was used during data cdkction. The findings indicated 
that the lhfe time prevalence rates was 2.8% and 2.9% for definite and pmbabk 
cases of bulimia and pssible c a w  d b u l i m i a . r I y .  In a d d i i i .  me 
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mnwrdance rates for bulimia in mon~nlgolic twins were subMmialV higher 
than those in di?ygotic Wins, and the mnmrdance rates for both sats oftwins 
substantially exceaded lhe genml popululion risk. In addmn, the wnelaion 
lor lisbility fw bulimia in monrygotk twins (50%) was subatantially higher than 
those in dizygotictwins (30%). In a subsequent re-analpis of the same data 
with multivariate techniques. Kendkr et al. (1995) continued to find stmng 
support for the efmlogical rcie ofgenefics in bulimis narvooa. 
In a five-year follnv-up study ofthe same whorl oftwins, Buiik el al. 
(1998) re-interviewed 1.897 femak twins (including both members of854 twin 
pain). Using structural equamn modeling, the gemtic liability for developing 
bulimia and binge eating were estimated to be amund 83% and 82%. 
respectively. The mls played by m l  environmental facton (i.e., slmilar 
childhmd treatment, wsocialiiion bchavnr as twins, emphasis placed on 
similitude, physical similarity degree of twin wntack as adults, and parental 
rearing amudes) were also assesred. However, only msoualization was 
ideniiid to exert an independent effect on twin conmrdame for bulimia. That 
is. a higher tendency fortwins to socialize together during childhood and 
adolescence was associated with an hgher wnwrdance for bulimia. The 
researchen concluded that bmadly defined bulimia nervosa and binge eatlng am 
highly heritable condiions, with some env~mnmenial influence. 
In a prospective, 7-year longtudinal study. Wade et al. (1999) examined 
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the eating behaviors and aniiudes towards eating, weight and shape in a sample 
of female wins @ = 1,682). Survey pamipane wrnpieted the General Heaim 
and L'deslyle Que8tionnaire during the first assessment and the general 
psychm intaw& durhg lhe s m d  assessment. A semi-structured interview 
with the EDE was conducted during the third assesmnt with 325 women (i.e.. a 
random sampk of 225 and 100 with distorled eating). The findings revealed 
shonger cornlation (i.e.. mwe Wan twice the size) for distorted eating am- 
me monazygolic k ina man among the d i i c  twins over We sludy period. 
Tha muiiivariate analysis results also suggerted mat the addlfive genetic faclor 
(60%) accounted for more of the explained variance in the development of 
distorted eating than the --shared (i.e., individual-Wc) environment factor 
(40%). Whlle We genehcs link indicated t k  presence of a latent liabilw or 
m b l e  vulnerabililyfor disordered eating, the environment factor was also a key 
in te ra t i i  factor. 
It has been argued that individuals born within families wth a sbong 
histwy of prychopatholagy are more susceptible lo developing dislwt6d ealing 
behaviors. Tbre  is some suppon fathe increased prevalenca of eating 
disorders within the immediate and enended family (Lilenfeld et al.. 1698: 
Wds ide .  Feld. Gadinkel. 8 Heinmaa. 1996). as well as parental psychiahk 
illness (Boumann 8 Yates. 1994: Garfinkel. Lin, et al.. 1995). 
Using a c a s e - m l e d  study desgn. Bwmann and Yates (1994) 
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ihvestigated the prevalence o fpsych i i  ilfness in females with nmalueght 
bulimia mrvora m= 25) and female wnbo(s C = 25). A battery ofstandadaad 
innrvments related to mental health problems, and me family psychiabic hiatmy 
intervinv (i.e.. Family History Rapearch DiqlmSc Crbria) were canpkted by 
rmmm with bulimia (case p-and group) and m e n  in the mntrd gmup. ks 
well, one family member of b& groups wmpleted the family psychiatric hiatmy 
i n W w  and selkd seFrepwt scales w h ' i  asseased perwnatii disorders. 
alcohol abuse, diiing and eating behavioo, and depression. The findings 
revealed a signifmntiy higher incidence of parental psyshiatric illnasl for the 
case pmband gmup (64%) than the COW gmup (24%). Specif~caliy, MDDs 
and perwnalny disorders were SignWntiy mwe common in parents of care 
probands than normal controls. 
Using data from Me Mental HeaHh SupplemRnt ofthe Ontario Health 
Survey. Gadinkel. Lin. el al. (1995) compand the family psychiatric historb of 
female subjsas w'nh full - and partialayndrome bulimia nervosa @ = 77) wah the 
total female wmple @ = 4.208). The findings indicated that women with full - 
and partiakyndmme bulimia reported a signficantly higher propollion of 
psyshmologl (i.e.. alcohol pmbms, depression, suicide attempts, beabnent 
for an emotional disorder, and anhcial behaviors) m both parents than their 
counterpa* in the comparison group. 
Using a sequential coho* design. WDodside et al. (1998) investigated the 
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pmtence of eating diirders in family mmbera @ = 2.125) of femab 
diagnosed wlth anmexis newosa andlor bulimia n e m a  $ = 93). The findings 
indicated that 9.4% ofrelawes of prWands had eitharanmxia nermsa (5.1%) 
or bulimia m a  (4.3%). S'gnikwny,  firat and third &agree nla(iver (cmsh) 
had higher rates ofbulimiathan sewnd degree relalives (i.e.. 10.9 %. 4.4 %and 
2.2 %, respectiwly). There was also evidence ofa tendency for me r e l a t i i  of 
pmbands to have the same eating disorder. The pmva!ence rates for a l  
r e W i  were higher than those in me mmmunw. Similar results on the higher 
incaeme in first degree relatives were rrpwted by Slrcbr. Lampett Monell. 
Burroughs, and Jambs (1900) and Hudson. Pope, Yurgelun -Todd, Jonas, and 
Frankenberg (1987). 
Usiw epidemnkgical data, L i k k l d  el al. (1998) also investigated the 
fanllial aggregation of psychiatric disorders tn the firstdegree relalives of wanen 
with anorexia neNOsa or bulimia neNoss, as wll as normal controls. Farnib 
members awnpleted the modified Eating Disorders Family History lnfenrlewand 
the updated Family Histoiy Research LXagncsl'c C M a  0.e.. psychiatric-related 
history) R e l a w  of women with anorexla nemna and bulimia nermsa were 
fwnd to be at greater risk for eating disorders not otherwise s p c i k d  (i.e.. 7 to 
12 times more likely) than relatives of women in the control gmup. Funhermwe. 
relatives o f m e n  wiih bulimia nerwsa had significant higher rates of MDD. 
post-traumatic stress dl&er and cluster B pemnalily diiwders, generaliked 
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anxktydisuder, aalmol and drug abuse, end Pank k r d n r  than the ralatirer 
of women in the Mtrol group. 
k has been palutated that famiiy dynamics and hlnclioning play a 
signireant rnh in me development of eating disorders. Sevaral nudles have 
tamd suppDnfmsuch a W m h i p  (Fo& el*., 1999: Garfnkel. Lin, et al.. 
1995; Kendleretal.. 1991. Kendkretal.. 19%: Kind. Traweger, Gwnther. (L 
Biabl. 1994). 
Kmdteret al. (1991) also investigated the risk status of me family 
environment for broadly defined bulimia narvosa. The Parental Bonding 
lnatrument was wd to masure maternal and paternal care, and 
WerprotecliveneM. The findings indicated that only low kveis of paternal care 
was a significant risk for brnadiy defined bulimia. In a subsequent re-anawis 
using mulivariaatachniqws. Kendhr el al. (1995) found addaonal sup+mrlfor 
the substanti rnle played by me family environment in bulimia nervwa. 
In a stral'hd random survey of kmak undegraduahe un ivws i  students 
M = 202). Kinzl et ai. (1994) examined the relationship behvasn eady famiiy 
e n p k n w s  and aduii eating disorden. Pamdpants completed h EDI, fm, 
subscales ofthe Biqlraphic lnvenmry f a  Diagnosis of Behaviwal Disturbances 
(i.e., parental relationship and parentchild relationship). and a m o d M  version 
ofthe ChiM Sexwl Abuse History Questionnaire. The findings revealed mat 
higher eating disorder scores were sgnificantly aenciated wim greater 
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dvsfunnional famiiydynamHs (i.e.. more dishlrbod parental and parent-child 
relationship). 
Gadinkel, Lin, el al. (1995) a h  compared the famiiy backgmunds of 
female s u t W 8  with fuC and parlialayndrome bulimia newosa wlh the total 
female sample. The %dings indicated mat women with fullsyrdmnn bulimia 
r e p o M  signifloanlly greater parental dsharmony man Uwse with part is 
syndrome bulimia or nwmal mntrols (i.e.. 54.5%. 45.5% and 27.1%. 
r e a m ) .  
In a shldy of a indllMuals wilh eating diso* par t i iWtg  ln an 
anpatient pmgram. Fomari el al. (1999) e x a m i d  the role played by family 
functioning Partidpnts mmpkted the BMI, the Sbuclured Diagnostic Research 
Interview and me McMaster Famiiy Assessment Device, which assesses family 
funaiming abng six dimanshs (i.e.. problem salving style, claray of infonation 
transmission, mle dVerent'ation, affeectiue responsiveness, a fk l i ve  lnvolvwnent. 
and behavior mmrol). Farniiy functioning was not found to be a significant factor 
differentlaling lhe eating disorder groups. However. when depression wss a co- 
morbid condition with eathg d i s a m ,  individuals diagnosed with bulimia 
nerwsa demonsIraled significantly mwe unhealthy problemsolving s W a  and 
role diffirenliation man their munlerparls m other e€+ing diiorder diagnoslic 
groups. 
SgMhnl lik eve- have also been implicated in lhe owe l  of eating 
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diirders. Limited support has been found for Ukz efkcts of chngea in famiiy 
mdum (Boumsnn (LYales. 1894: Welch. MI. 6 Faifburn. 1997) and olhw 
s ignImt  changes or events (e.9.. re(ocatian, maim k s s ,  abuse, etc.) 
(Garfinkel. Lin, el al.. 1995: Fairbtun el al.. 1997: Rnty el al.. 1894: Welch et al.. 
1997) 
Rorty el at. (1994) ampared a sample of wwnen d i a g n d  with bulimia 
nervosa = 80) to mnml female sub+ecIs = 40) wim no histov of an eating 
disorder or related d i i i l ies .  Participants ampkted lhe SCID. EAT version of 
Ih= Schedule for AffecWe Diirders and Schuophrenia, UE EDI. Sexual Abuse 
Exposure Quenionnaire, Assessing Envimnmentr - Ill (i.e., physical abuse), and 
the PSY (i.e., maternal and paternal psydological abuse). The findings 
ind i ied that m e n  with bulimia n e m a  reported signficantlv more physical 
abuse, malemal and palemal psychol~gical mahatmenl, psychological abuse 
by at least one parent, and multiple abuse than wanen in the conlrci group. 
Garfinkel. Lin, el ai. (1995) imes@ated Me impact of famib disruptions on 
women vim fuF and parfiabyndrome bulimia wrvow and female normal 
mnhols in Me larger sample. The findings indilled that a SignRantly grealer 
percent of women from Ukz fulbsyndmme bulimia grow repofled having to spend 
time in foater or gmup homes man meir munlerpam in the comparison gmups. 
using a case-controlled design, Welch el al. (1997) investigated lhe role 
played by rignWant IL events in precipitating the onset of bulimia nervosa. 
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Two samples were used in Me sh~dy - 102 females * bulimia nervosa 
resruited frwn 23 general practices dinics and a control gmup of204 females 
without hlimia (i.e.. mohhd fa age and parental social class) selened from 
the same community. The standardid EDE hteNkWand a semi-structured 
intarview des igd to assess life event3 were sompkted with bo(h groups. 
Woman with bulimia nemsa reported several & c a l  life auenls more often than 
those in the contml gmup, including: a major house move, a major episode of 
illness ( h e  relative. f*nd a partner), pregnancy, a change in family atrusturn 
(mmber leaving wjoming), sexual abuse, and physical abuae. During logisilic 
regression analysis, the greater the numtef of abuse events. me greater me 
likelihcod mat participants had bulimia nervoss. Boumann and Yates (1994) 
also found support for the impact of a changing family struclure. with parental 
divorce rates signifcanlly higher fw females wim bulimia n e w  (28%) man 
their counterpar$ without bulimia (5%). 
In a subsequent report to the Welch et al. (1997) article. Fairbum et al. 
(1997) compared me sample of women wim bulimia and controls to a sample of 
m e n  with psychiatric d i i e r s .  SignEcant life evenb were collapsed into 
three categories - pnonal vulnerability (i.e., psychological baib, premofbid 
psychiatric disorders, behavioral problems, and parental psychiabii disorder). 
envimnmenlal fanon (i.e., parental pmbms with communication, afkction and 
control; disruphve events: parental psychiatric disorder; teasing and bullying; 
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sew# and physical abuse), and diatary v u l ~ i i y  (i.e., d M i  risk, obeaiiy 
risk, and parental eating disorder). During mndiaional logistic regression, h e  
bulimic gmup was found lo have significantiygreatw expowre to almost all of 
me personal, envimnmenlal, and dietary risk facbrs man healthy subjects in lhe 
wMml group. Cmmll, lhe g r e m m e  degree of exposure, lhe greater the risk 
fw developing bulimia. Signitiwntiy, parental Pmblems, obesity Bk ,  parental 
pqzhiatric disorder. sexual or physical abuse, and pnmorbid psychiatric 
diaorder were idemEd an w i n g  the greatest risks for bulimia nervosa. There 
were fewer signitiwnt differences noted between subjects with bulimia ne- 
and those with a psychiatric illness. Speciiiuliy. subjests wilh bulimia n e m a  
were more likely man mose wim a psychiatric lllners to report parental 
alwhdism, high parental e e l i o n s ,  and childhood and parental obesii. As 
well. me bulimia subjects were more likeiy lo have low parental contad and 
critcal wmments made b them by fami@ members abwt their shape, weight, or 
eating habi.  
S.xuaI abuse. Early sexual abuse is b e l i i  to increase a person's risk 
for born anorexia n w w a  and bulimia newosa (Everil 8 Waller. 1995). Connors 
and M o w  (1993) reported mat wxual abuw occurs in 30% to 65% of m n  
with eating disorders. Other aumors have reported that 12% to 75% of women 
with bulimla nemsa have expehnwd sexual abuse (Fairburn el al.. 1997: 
Waller. 1991; Welch el al , 1997). In meir mmmunity-based sample. Garfinkel, 
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Lin, el ai. (7905) found that !he chlldhwd sexual abuse rate for women with full- 
and partial. s y n d m  bulimia n e m  (32.7% and 36.4%. mspmhiy) was 
sg rhn t l y  higherthan the ate (13.9%) in the female emparison group. 
Kind el al. (16%) also invesmated lhe role played by childhood sexual 
a b w  in the development ofeaSng disorden in a repEmtaWe sample of 
female undefgraduale univenily atudenta. Participants mmpkted the ED1 and a 
rncdcml version oftha Child Sexual Abuse H ' i  Ques6onnaire. Shldy 
findings failed to support a signifocant relationship belwaen victims of sexual 
abuse and participants al increased risk for eating dhrden. Comparable 
findings ware reported by Row et al. (1994) who FaiW to find significant 
differences W e n  the sexual abuse expriemcs of women with and wiihout a 
diagnosis of bulimia nerwsa 
In m m s t  to Kind el al. (1994) and Rwty el al. (1994). Deap, Lilenfeld. 
Plotnicw, Pollice, and Kayc (1999) found support for a greater prevalence of 
sexual abuse in women diagmsed with eating diswders @ = 73) than normal 
m& @ = 44). Data wsts c o l M  with a rnodflad warnion of the Schedule 
for A M  Diorden and Schizophrenia - LWime and items related to sexual 
abuse. The findings revealed significantly higher rates of sexual abuse in the 
bulimic group with substance dependence than either the bulimic group M o u t  
substance dependence, lhe amrexic, or the conbol groups. The researchen 
noled that the W vanations in the percentage of sexual abuse reporled in the 
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lita(8blre m eating diirders are dua to the absence o f  univenral defniin for 
sexual abuse, reliable and comprehensive instrumem fn itr asse%mM, and 
study inmnsistemies in how eating dilnder subtypes are defined. 
Gander and rosiosuIblnI hslon. Recent research findings are 
ahwving that immunity to bulimia n e w  is not reslricted to gander, race or 
social class. Study findings have highlighted the mmrnonalities and d i hnces  
in male and female risk fadors for the emrgence of disturbed eating behaviors 
and later development ofeab'ng disorders (Carl* 8 m a r g o  ,1991; Keel. 
Klump. Leon. 8 Filkerwn. 16%; Olivard~a. Pope. Mangreth. 8 Hudson. 1995). 
m e  role ofsocimcusral fanon in tha onset of eating disorders has also, been 
discussed in the literature (French. Stwy. etal.. 1995: Kaiiiala-Heirnet al.. 1999; 
NeumarkSltainer. Story. et al.. 2000). 
In a mew of all English language published works with original data 
related to bulimia in males. Carlat and Camargo (1991) found that males with 
bulimia n m a  vahd from 10% to 15% of all camunity-bared bulmoc 
individuals. In addilkan, Me findlngs suggested that buhia neNOSa oniy affects 
abovt 0.2% of adolescent maks and young men. Males wwe also found to have 
a later age of onset to have a higher prevaleme of pmrbkJ  ob-, to be 
more satisfed wth t k l r  body Height to be less inclined to diet, to be more 
realistic about deal bcdy weight, and to have less body Image dii&ns than 
females. Furthermom maler wbh bulimia nervosa had a higher rate of 
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homoseruali and asexualii than their female counterparts. In addiin, maks. 
more so man females, were less cwKemed with shictweight m t m l  memodg. 
less tmubled by their binge esting, less dep& afler tinging. and lass liksty 
to beieve mat binging was not socially sanctioned. Both genders had similar 
clinical symptoms, as well as a higher than average prevalence of m%dive. 
anxiety. and prsmal i i  disorders lhsn non-bulimics. 
Using data obtained fmm a wmmunity sumy. Olivardii et al. (1995) 
mmpared a sam* o fdkge  mm (1 = 25). betmen the ages of 18 to 25 years. 
with mmpulaive dieting and uncontrolled eathg bingas to a saw& of m e n  $ 
= 33) with bulimia mrmsa. Data were collected vith the nviscd Diagtmsk 
Survey for Eating Disorders. the SCID, the EAT and EDI, and researcher- 
developed items measuring sexual abuse and psychiM mndiiins in fint 
degree r e l a t i .  The findings indicated that the men with eating disorders 
closely resembled the comparison gmup of m e n  with r e s w  m age of onset 
tVpep of webht measures, anitudes toward the eating disorder, rates of 
m rba  psychiatric illnessea, and dissatisfacbon with their bodies However. 
me men were less Ilk* to have swght Ireament for their eating disorder than 
the women. Keel et al. (1998) also found that eating disorder symptoms in 
males was quite simikr to those observed in females. 
Besides the gender factor, conskieration has been given to the vanant 
cffedr ofsnciocubral factors in eating d'wrders. Stud* by Story. French. 
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Resnick and Blum (1995) and Neumark-%aim, Wry, el al. (MW) 
inwrIigated elhnichacial and Iocipecnromic status dmrencer wiM regard to 
tady wabM c o r n .  d M w ,  unhealthy eating behaviors, w igM mntrol 
measures, and psychasocial iactwr in adohcent p ~ u l a t h s .  
Smy st al. (1995) r e p d  on sludy findings fmn a mmwehensiw 
health behaw survey offemale @ = 17.135) and male M = 16.258) shldenh 
in grades 7 to 12. The sample was m m p W  ofW% Mi=. 8% blacks. 1% 
Hispanic, and 2% Naive American. The findings revealed aignificam cullwal 
diirence in the eating disorder behaviors. Dieting was high& among Hispanic 
kmalas and 1- among Black female,, whrnas 1 was highest among Asian 
malos and k.west among While males. Inlen(ionai w i l i n g  was highest m 
Hkpanic and Ameman Indian females and Black and American Indian males, 
and I-t in White females and males. Laxabie and diuretic use was Rponed 
by twice as many H i i n i c  females as their female counterpar$ in other gmup. 
Binge eating and out-of-wnbol eating were most frequent in Asian females and 
males and l w s t  in Black females and males. Black females reported the most 
body w i g M  satisfadon, wah Blacks and Asians laasl r*ly to view themselws 
as overvmght than Whites. Another signhnt finding was that unhealthy weQM 
m t o l  behaviors were not wnfined to upper soc ioecmic  levels. Whiie 
females or ma&. 
Neumark-Saalner and Hannan (MOO) a d  dieting and disordered 
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eating behaviors in a national, represenlalive sample of male @ = 2. 139) and 
m a l e  @= 2.498) adobmnts in grades 7 to 12. The Sam* represented 
various ethnicgmup- White (53.7%). Black (14.1%). Hispanic (9.2%). Asian 
(4.2%) and o b r  (2.7%). Dala were colleded milh researchefdeveloped item 
fa weghl-relmd w a n d  behaviors, lhe RES, the mod'&d Children's 
Depression InventMy, the SLmsrful Life Evenb Scale, and s l e d  characIensIb 
(i.e.. grade. BMI, and ~ o m i c  rtatus). A similar percent of sever€+ 
owmeighl gids and boys ware in the sample (8.7% and 7.8%. mspedively). 
The girls were significantly mne Welythan boys to pwceive IhemsbeB as 
overweight, tote d s t r r d  by e x m s h  W h t ,  to have dieted, and to engage 
in the bingelpurge cycle than the boys. Furthenwe, girls of higher 
soc~oeconomk status had lower mtes of dieting and disordered ea6ng. A similar 
trend was noted for boys wim dlswdered ea6ng behavks. Wih resped b race. 
dieting war highest among Whii  females (51.3%) and lowest fw Bbck females 
(37 6%). No significant direncer were obsewed in the dieting behaviors of 
males across ethnic gmvp Disordered eating was highest among Hispanic 
females (19.1%) and lowert among Ebck femak (11.4%). Finally. Black. 
Hispanic and other ethnic gmup were st greater risk for disordered eating 
behaviors than White males. 
The review of study findings dealing unth cl~nical populations reinforces 
the complex interadion of a number of diverse and shlar risk factors hding to 
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Wm onaet and perpetuation of eating disorden. There is empirical support for 
t k  rob played by saW-esteem, enwnal locus of m m l ,  moodlaffed, body 
dissaistaction, the drivs for thinness, and cwnorbd pry=hiiNic illnesses. 
Impwlantly, it is apparent that genetic and environmental factor6 (i e.. especialty 
family dynamics, functioning and slabimy) mnslitute a sbong pmc$ilang fone 
in bath me emergence of psy+hological liibiPim and eating dipaden. Finally, 
gender and scaoarnural fadon have alro been dent i id  as playing a role in the 
develcQmerd of eating d i i e n .  
p 
WiWrey and Grib (1994) noted Rat the consequences and long term 
impact for mose aftlicled with ealing diwrden can be deva6lating and e m  life - 
threatening. Althoylh chmntcihl is associaled rvith higher mortality and m o l i d i i  
rates, -arch data on the long-term ouicmes of bulimia nermsa is quite 
limned (Keel el al., 1999) 
Re6eaWk.e~ have n M  that h pmdidors of recovery and relapse rates 
vary a- studies, wilh relapse rater ranging from 30% to 63%. Keel and 
M i l l  (1997) noted mat me a h c e  d a  uniform oprabonal defmitnn for 
remwry horn bulimia n e m a  makes I diicun to isolate important pmdodicmm. 
For example, remvery has k e n  measured in terms of the absence of abmmal 
eabng behaoral symptoms, but no uniform time frame has been weed upon to 
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dam. hher aulhon (Comings & King. 1994; Keel et al.. 1989; Olmsled. Kaplan, 
& Rocken. 1994) have alro noted lhat me me of d i i ren t  prediuon of m r y  
has resuited in the reponing of variable relapse and remvery rates. 
In a 10-year longludinal atudy, Collings and King (1994) investigated 
predicton of rewvery, defined as the absence of abnormal eating attlkudes and 
behavion, in a clinical sample of $ = 44) women vdlh bulimia nervosa. 
AddNonal rirk fadon used to predict outcornea included age of ornet, length of 
illness. BMI, swa l  and relalinnshii fadon, fanilial taclon, and comarbidii. 
lnsmmenb us64 during data colleclion included the EAT, the Hamiiton Rating 
Scale, ltm SCID. the Eating Interview, and Social Problem Questionnaire. The 
findings m a l e d  that 54% of ltm sampk had fully resowred at me end ofthe 
ten year pW. Younger age of onset, higher roc!al class and a family history of 
alwholism were sgnficant predidon of full-recwev. The aulhon suggested 
mat possibly then t k  individuals observed family members participating in 
programs for abholism, they were motivated to seek ueatrnent for bulimia 
neTV058. 
In an intervention study of 10.5 weeks dunlion. Olmsled el al. (1994) 
explored the pndidora of m r y  ha bulimia n e w  in 48 patientr over a 2- 
year period. Rewwry was defined in terms ofthe absence of binge eating and 
purging eplscdes. lnsmrnents used during data wllect~on included the EDI, 
EAT. RES. BMI, Hamilton Depression Rating Scak Social Adjustment Scale 
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Sen - R e m  and EDE. Pre and posttest wares were taken one week prior lo 
program iniliation, the last week ofthe pmgram, and Mu yean following pmgram 
mmpid-on. A 31% relapse rate war obrenred during followup. The findings 
indicated ha t  the sbongasl p r e d i i  of relapse wne p n g e r  age, higher 
vomiting hsquemy, and higher scares on the bulimia subscale of me EAT bsfae 
treatment. During regression analpjs there mree factors accounted for 2% of 
the variance betmen the r e l a p  and nc-relap groups. Furthermore, highr 
w i l i n g  hsqmncy and greater interpenonal dlDtrust at Me end of trealrnenl 
were sbong predidOR of relapse, acmumg for 29% of me variance between 
the lw groups. 
in a r e w w  of ssvwal lmgiludinal sludier focusing on the bng-tam 
outcomes o fmnen with bulimia nermsa. Keel and Michell(1997) found il 
dificun to mmpare findings due to methodological differences. In general. the 
findings suggested that the iwgterm wtwme fa women with buiimia nervasa 
war somewhat diiouraging, wlh approximalely 50% fully recovered and 20% 
cmtinuing to meet the full The auIhors also noted mat penonal i  
characteristics, like impulskdly, seem to enhance Me c h r o n w  of me disorder. 
b a follow-up study of 177 women wim eating disordefs. Keel e l  al. (1999) 
found mat 11% of me m e n  met the full crileria for bulimia nervosa. 18.5% had 
eating disorder9 not otherwise s p e H d .  28 3% were in partial remission, and 
41.6% were in fun remission. The findings also ldemfied mat a longer duraticn 
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ofthe disorder at pRa%Mwn coupkd with me presence of a hiilory of 
substance abure were hghly predidve of- ouhom. 
Study findings suggest a number of faclon may im-ne lo prevent fuli 
recovery fmm eating disorders. While there is no uniwrsal agreement on what 
mnsIitutes recnvery, the findings s u g m  that a younper age of onset, longer 
ilhleas duratim prior lo treatment, greatv bulimic Niudea and beh-, and 
greater wmiting f r q u e w  are strong predictors of relapse. Howwer, conflining 
findings exist on the pfedictive accuracy of age of onset. 
aK!EuY 
Fmm a wiew ofthe literature it is dearthat Mere ir no single faclor 
inwlved in either the development or perpetuation ofhrmia newosa. 
Signifcantb, the mk facton inwived in Me development of eating dikorden, 
such as bulimia moos, have k n  found to be present in ywng children and 
adolescants. While personably traits and m o r b d  psychiatric condlions are 
important risk fadMs. genetic2 and envimnmrmal fadon h- been shown b 
exert a powerful iduence in the devek+nment of these d i e m  
lndividual'r, Exwmnces wiih Bulimia Nervou 
Few q u a l i i i  rereardl studies have looked at the experience of living 
wim bulimia. Two studies identified from Iha literature search disc& the 
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impntanoe of undorstamii lhe deeper meanings of living wiM mb i h .  H 
was argued mat air W of approach is needed to effectb'sty deal with the 
mmpk inte-on of nu ma my^ facton Ihat lead lo me onset and &mpeluaM 
of bulimia nwvosa. 
h a  phenomendoobl M y ,  Schachlsi and W&om (1690) uplored five 
m e n ' s  experience viilh bulimia ne-. Over the course of three interview 
-ions, patidpam talked about past, present and Mure wncems. The 
findings revealed an obmlon m one's physical mage (i.e.. over m n m  wim 
appearance. weight, and shape) and impeded development ofselfidemi wMl 
fwd being used lo pmted the self fmm feelngs and dalionshipr. Food was 
also used to block enmIional expressions (i.e.. Wings ofangw, radness, or 
fear of bs ) ,  whik releasirq built-up tension and anxklymmgh banging and 
puqing at me same time. Locus of mntrol was located o u M i  lhe self, with a 
rtrong dqendence upon m e n  fw approval. In addition, there was evidence of 
dichobmous thinking (i.e.. lnabilii to appredate the finer shades of meaning), 
o W ~ c ~ m p u l s i \ n  behaviw (i.e.. preormpation with the body, weight, and 
food, as well as the nnd  to binge and purge), excilement and thrill seeking 
tmhaviors (i.e.. concealing the arnountnype of fwd mnsumpbon), drive to 
succeed and be noticed in diflenmt reams (1.e.. academia, social world, and 
PhysiCBl appearam). and the paradoxical nature ofcontml (i e.. the wwmi 
WgM through binging and purging in the early stages became lhe'conholler' 
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as the illmess progres6ed). The meanhers concluded that the behavior and 
personality of each perwn wW? bulimia n e m  should be considered sepaparateiy 
during treatment in order to achieve the k t  possible prognnxtk results. 
Using a phenmenolqlical design. Lyom (1988) examined me experience 
of binge eamg in a sample of pmfwsional wmen M = 6). An open-ended 
awmach was used dunng the interview sessions and Giorgi's (1985) approach 
was used during data anaqsis. Seven mematic categories were identified fmm 
the data. The childhod experiences cabgory dected percepthns of feeling 
overweight wmmeming dieting in late adolescence, Wq fwd as aomsthing 
spacial, and modeling parenk or grandparents behavia. The aduh food hlpes 
category hiihlghted the high calorie, fat and salt content of items consumad. 
The eating behaviors category reRected the secrecy surmunding eating. 
especiaiiy the drive to mnceal the amount eaten fmm significant others. The 
perceived lack of control category reReued the unconscious activity of eating 
unll a sense of diswmfon war reached and disgust with the self. m e  reasons 
for overeating h'ghlimted multiple factors (e.g., stress, loneliness, boredom. 
etc.) The emotional mnsequences of overeating ware described as guilt. 
sham, rationalhation, and Msming. The final category, mmpsnratory 
behaviors consisted of exercising, dieting, and participating In self-help gmups, 
among others. The essence or unifiling h m e  was identifed as me struggle to 
maintain an acceptable weight and gain wnhol of binge eating. 
6a 
Surnm.rv 
W'm me emphasis on obtaining quanliialive data, researchers haw 
ignored me phenomenology ofindiiuak' experience with the ilhess. As a 
mnlequence, there is limited information on the p m s  of chanw whim m r s  
as the illness spirals downward and then W i y  reseder afler mmment. fi is this 
subjective e i p h n a  mat. VcapNred, can provide invaluable informalion on 
effeclii lreatment modamii. 
Discussion 
The majority of reKarch atudii published in the lanature used an 
epidemiological design to i d e m  the risk factors assodated wim the onset of 
bulimia n e m .  Study findings svggest that the separate and i m i r e  efkctr 
of indiiual traits, family dynmb, ganetim, and w%xulNral and 
envimnmenial factors exert a sianncant influence on the development of bulimia 
neNOsa. GiMn the mvHidimensional naNre ofthis diporder. I is not difficuii to 
underatand lhe complexily and challenges involved in the diagnosis and 
beahnent of bulimia nervosa. Aiihough clinicians and research- agree that 
bulimia newosa is a mulidimmional diiorder which requires a multidimensional 
approach to beabnent, Um prevalence of the diirder in vulnerable populations 
is basicaliy unchanged. 
The cumnt research wnoucding bulimia n e m  is rcamd by 
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nMhDdologica1 issues which are partially w n s i b k  for me imonsirtsnl 
findings observed a m  studies (Dorain 8 Garhkel. 1999). Current diagnmlic 
and screening mols fm eating disorders have been crilicdzed for their lack of 
senslib@ in detecting indiwaual variations in dhical manifeslat'mns, especially 
wim respect to gender, age, and wlural daferences. Fmm an extensive review 
of rekvanl literature H also became apparent mat there is a dearth of qual'lve 
dudes inmsligating me human elements ofthe diseasa That is, limle is knorm 
abwtfhe -luted course ofthe illness w how individuals smggle M h  
bulimia m s a  on a day-tday basis. Conaequenlly, me significant predidors 
of short- and bng-term outcornea have yetto be delimaled. 
Early identification of indivauals at greatest risk for this disorder is sorely 
needed if appropriate int-ntion and prevention prqrams are to be developed 
and implemenled in a timely fashm. What is needed is greater interdiiplinary 
research enom to help shed new ligM on the risk factws involved in eating 
disorders Of cwcial imporlance to Mis approach is Me inclusion of& d i n t  
and hir/her prrpedi of living MIh bulimia newma Qualltabve research 
tnelhodologies Mat explore lhe 'lid experknce'of bulimia nervosa will furnish 
UMUI data to help diniaana and researchers understand the meaning of being 
bulimic. By undewanding the W r a l  and communication pattemswahin fhe 
family unl, researchers may glean a greater insight to earlier idenliiabk 
Childhwd risk facmrs. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Methodolcgy and M a  
This qualiastii study was designed to explore and diswver what I means 
to hve wilh bulimia nerwsa. A qua6lative inquiry allam mearchen to approach 
me inherent mmplexily of social interaction and lo do justice to Mat mplexity 
by respecting Pin ils own rigM. In assuming the compkxity of human 
interactions, qualiteti researchem aMid simplifying social phenomena, explore 
the range of behaviora aMociated with the phenomena and examirm variant 
unclerotandings of interactions. A q u a l i i  meamh appmach was c h m  for 
this research sMy  in oder to devebw greaIer insight into me essence ofthe 
lid expehnce of bulimia nerwsa. 
This chapter discussss the methods used for data wlleston and analysis 
The first s d o n  present3 an overview of the memodological approach. 
hermeneutii phenomenology, usad in this study. The remaining sections ofthe 
chapter describe how this approach war used to explore the lid evsricnce of 
bulimia nervosa. 
H-mubic Phemrmnoloav as R- 
Over the past few decades, um phenomenckgical approach to dMa 
wllection and analysis has gained increasing acceptance as a useful mode of 
inquiry into nuning phenomena (Streubert (L Carpenter, 1995). The goal of 
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phenomsmlogy is to develop a greeter undemanding of Un meaning of 
eveIyday Ma uperhces. Phemnokgy pmdes the researcher wim an 
c~~~ r tun i l y t o  gain insightful deruipbbm ofthe way we mexp=rience the m r l  
pre-&divey (van Manen. 19SQ. p. 9). 
While phenomemiopy dercnis the lived exwrience, henneneulics 
makes sense ofmn desaiwn. Semiotirs is used to develop a pradical wiling 
or Knguiabc aproach to the data and Insighla gleaned from using 
phemmanology and hermenew. In henmeul'i phenomemlogy, the goal is 
tlm diamvery ofmeanings, which are nol immediately obvious to our intuifing. 
analyring and describing. Hence, Me W r c h e r  is an interpreter who has to go 
beyond what is d i m  given. This approach to data wllectlon and anamis 
provides lhe researcher wim a meam to grssp 'a deeper understanding of 
human existence through atlentnn to the nature of language and meaning" 
(Alkn & Jensen. 1990, p. 241). Ills through semiotics. or the writing and 
rewriting, that a researchw is able b make exlemal what is internal to lhe 
research parlicipanls. The heneneutic phenomanological approach was 
chosen for this study since it seeks to quesfnn and undentand what a pmcular 
experience is like from the perspective ofthe p e m  experiencing it (living with 
bulimia mrvora). 
Properly wmbining Me phenomenology, hermeneutic, and semiotic 
mmponents is the key to min ing good data van Manen's (1990) research 
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m&od has had an impad on all the human sdencea as it clearly artiwlates the 
interrelationships ofphenmnology, hemneuticr and semiotics. In addiin 
the pmsass of t e a l  reReQimn mnbibutwr to urderstsnding practical d o n .  
The van Manen approach vvlrs selected for this study because it encompasses 
the interplay among me following key m a r c h  advitiw: 
Turning to the phenanena of intereat and M o p i n g  a sense of 
commitment to me m a r c h .  This step inwlver orientating oneself to the 
phenomenon of interest (bulimia neruosa), formulating a 
phenomenological question (What is the lived expehnce of bulimia 
n e m ? )  and explicating (makmg dear) assumptions and pre- 
undmrtrndiigs aboutthe phenomena being s W i .  van Manen 
idenliiiesthe 'practise of thoughtfulness' as essential to the inucatiialien. 
One is abk to cornenbate on the whole, which then renders fullness or 
wholemss to a life m n t .  
r Investigating me expehnce as it is lid as wposed to how lt is 
mncephmlized. Phenomendogy studies Me original experience as it 
m u m d  in the past - a relkciive penpenbe. Informath is gathered 
mmugh various memods such as taped interview, winen journals. and 
expahtial descriptions from others ( m e n  who have lived with bulimia 
neruosa) These methods assist the researcher in reaching deeper 
meanings and greater underatandings o f tm phenomena. 
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Refkcling on essenml l b m s  inherent in me phenomenon. Refbmg 
on the witten laxt m a b k  lhe w r c h e r  to umovsr, mmugh a liw-by- 
lime examination, themes thal bring meaning to the lid exparhe. 
Describing lhe phenomenon lhragh the art ofmiting and M l i n g .  The 
writing and rewiling of me text culminates into a sensitiveiy crafted 
document that gives voice to the lived experimce. This kind of produ* 
allows the reder "lo see' me l i i  warm of another 
Mainlain~ng a stmng and ohnted relalion to the phenomena. Om has to 
remain amplet&# focused on lhn remrch qmtion in o m r  to awki 
outr ie daradions thal can prevenl one from becoming amp4eleiv 
engrossed in lhe lived experimcr. 
. Balandng the research content bymmidm'ng part and W. This step 
a l h  me researcher to t d e n l i i  signflcance ofthe park and how they 
antribute to the whole. 
Powlation and a m o k  
The target population was all m e n  in Nawfoundland who wwe living 
wilh bulimia nervosa. The accessible population was women in me St. John's 
area who lived within 100 kilometers of the dty. Study pam'rnantr had to meet 
the fdlDwing inclusion cntena: 1) a confirmed diagnwis of bulirnla nermsa and 
atlending group or individual covnsel!ng b ra t  least one year. 2) physically and 
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mentally mpelent (clinical mpetencywas datemined by the atlending 
psychiaain). 3) nineteen years of- or older, and 4) fluent in English 
language. 
A plrposive sample of seven women from the sccessiMe popllal'mn 
parlicipatsd in lhe study. Phmomenolqlical research l e d  %saw to fewer 
participants, as penon-topenon inkrviamr provide extremely large amounts of 
narratw data for anahis (Sandelowaki. 1895). Allhough Lwas anticipated mat 
eigM to ten partidpants would be required, a sample size of seven wwnen was 
deemed adequate with Me obsemd mnsistanq in lha t h e m  emerging during 
the dam anaips of each tmnsaipt. 
Polential participants were i d e n t i  through mnsuiiation with 
psychiatriata w l n g  in St. John's. Newfoundland. Letters of suppwt were 
received from two prychiaMr who were cummtly providing care to individuals 
with bulimia nervosa (see Appndn A). Psychiahists applied the imlusim 
crileris to the acceuiMe populatim and mntacled potential participants by 
tebphone or dunng a dinic visa. The intarmediaria informed potential 
partisipanb about the study, arcerlained Wir wllingnets to patlicipate, and 
SOU~M permissim for the researcher to mntad them. Those w o w  who 
uprsMed an inlial willingm to participate in study received a telephone 
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call from the researcher who explained the study mwe fully and addressed any 
questiDns or concerns. Once agreement for M y  patiiipatnn was obtained, a 
time and place wss scheduW for the initial intcrviaw. 
Fw of the intewierm were conducted in the researchets home, as these 
participants fell more comfortable Yling their stories outside oftheir own home. 
The other two women preferred to be interviewed in their own h o w .  T i x  h e  
ofthe imewbw was chosen by individual participants to maximize comfwt and 
m i l i m b  inmnvenienee forthem. 
At the onset ofthe initial interview, each patikipant was presented wim a 
detailed overview ofthe study. The marcher  revierred key mp&s ofthe 
study (i.e.. purpose, data colkl ior memods wch as audio taping and note 
taking). answered questions, and ascertained whether the participant wished to 
conlinue with the study. Informed and witnessed consent for participation and 
audio taping were obtained pnor to the interview (sse Appendix 6). Wflh 
paticipam permksion, the interview was audio taped, and ranged fmm BO to 90 
minutea. 
A second intewiewwas arranged n4lh all seven patic@ants following 
transcription ofthe ffst int- and inWl thamatic anaps. Four ofthe 
interviews were conducted in the researcher's home, and the remaining three 
tnterviews took place in participants' hmes During Me folbmwp interview, each 
participant was given pnonal time to read Me interpretive summary prepared by 
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the researcher from the first inteMew and then asked to confin iOi accurey. 
Any mismncemons or missions were darted and, where necessary. revisions 
were made to the intern& summaner. All of the participants wmimnd hat 
the summary accu- described their expeence with bulimia ne-a 
I-bmmach 
Data were collected using an unstructured interview fomrat (see Appendix 
C). Each intewiew was interactive and fowsed on issues of rmpoRance to L M  
participaa. Partidpants were encouRsed to begin where they f e  most 
c~mfotiable in desdbimg their I d  experknce. Due m the researcher's 
familiarity with the area and professional mmactwith other d t e m  diagnced 
with bulimia nervosa, every effort was made to avdd using a non-leading and 
ran-threatening appmach wnth participants. 
Participants were asked to describe to the test oftheir ablli i their 
experiences in ihing with bulimia " e m .  0pen.ended questions were used to 
ClariNy statements w prompt information fmm the patibipanL Dunng each 
intarview the researcher to& notes pwbdically which were lahr used to assist 
wim the thematic analysis. Once participants had exhausted their descrbtion of 
the phenomena, interviews were brought to a closure. 
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Eth lu l  Cornid.mtk.rn 
Appmval m mndun the study was gought and granted ifom the Human 
Investigmkm Camitbe. Memnial Uniwraiiy of Newfoundland (see Appendix 
D). P r m i W s ,  persons k n m  lo all potental participants and not involved in 
the rerearch study, aaed as intennediark 
Once inlial wntact was made mrough the intermediaries, each participant 
was mntacted by the researcher, the study was fully explainad, and an interview 
w scheduled. Dvring the initial inteNiRH. the rewarchar Outlined the P u m  
ofthe study, the possible risks and bend* to the patikipants, the voluntary 
nature of p a ~ p a t i o n ,  and the time mmmitmentr. Questions or mncems were 
addRgSed and the participants were also infwmed that they a u l d  &draw hom 
the study at any time and refuse to answer any questions posed by the 
rerearch= After the researcher was assured that each participant wanted to 
become involved in the study, illorrrmd written mnwtnt was obtained pnor to the 
mmrnencement ofthe inte* in the presence of Me researcher and a witness. 
Participants were given a mpy of the wnsent which included the researchefs 
name and phone number. 
It was . m a t e d  that risk fmm participating in this study would be 
min~mal. In order to avoid any Wential negative BRects, the researcher used a 
non-leading approach and made every effort to be sensitive to palticipane' 
discomfort while they discussed their experiences. All participants wsre 
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enmuraged to call if any cmcems or quedmns a m  as a result of the 
intamation shard d u r n  the intewkm. 
Appropriate measures were taken to ensure that conwentiality of all data 
was maintained. The researcher banscribed adinlaps verbatim and asigned 
a numerical code to aad hanscript and audiotape. A mas& sheet with a liit of 
participant names and m s p n d i n g  mda n u m h  was secured in a locked 
filing cabinet =prate fmm transcripts and a u d i i  and w a t  -bk only 
to me researcher. All identifying infennation tcgether with Me audidapl will be 
destroyed following study wmphion. 
Pamc~panta were assured that the infwmauon provided would be held in 
shkt cmfdence and repork of findings would indude only gmupd data w 
anonymws qudes. Members ofthe thesis mmmiuee were asked to reviaw and 
discuss the i n l i l  three to four interview to provide feedback on the researchefs 
inte- technique and to assist with identiing underlying themes. Conrent to 
sham information with the mseafcheh wmmiuee was obtained fmm the 
pan~cipams Each partiupant was informed that the final dr& would be 
availaMe to them following the completion of Me study wmpktim. 
D m  Anabfq 
The audibtaped interviews were d e d  and transcribed verbalim by lhe 
researcher immediately following each interview. We researchefs notes 
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addressing nonverbal mmmunicnimn mne also reviewed and mded. The 
m a n h e r  read the transcmts and listend to the participams' p e m a l  
acs0unls of l b  wilh bulimia ne-. Anabis of the data thmugh reading and 
re-reading fowscd on uncwering the essence of each lived expehme and 
exbacling themes. This appmach enabled !he marcher  to reRect upon and to 
become more deeply invcived with the data in order to grasp tha k p c r  
mRaning of each pr t i i paMs expetknee of living with bulimia n e m a .  
The marcher  made every effort to bracket all thoughts, Feelings. 
preconceptions, and beliefs. Bracketing is viarmd as the key component of 
phenomenolcgical redudon because it helps !he marcher  separate hisher 
Previous knowkdge or personal beliefs from that being amveyed in participants' 
descriptions (Streubert (L Carpenter. 1995). As van Manen (1690) noted. 
bracketing is required in wder to accurately 'study the essential strvclvm of the 
vmm" (p. 175). 
While re-reading the text, notes were made in the margins, emerging 
themes were addrewed and questmns that needed further clarifkalion during 
the second interview were winen d m .  The s e l e d i i  or highlighting appmach 
as o u f l i d  by van Manen (19Sfl) was ussd to reveal the thematic exprkncos. 
in using this p-s, the researcher lktened to each t a p ,  read !he texi several 
timer, and under l id  speuflc statements or phrases which captured key 
aspects of living with bulimia n e m .  During this pmcess !he researcher asked. 
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'Whal d m  this seneme or se- clusler -1 about Me phenomena or 
experimce beingdescribed"(van Manen. 1990, p. 91). 
RdlBCtiin m me meanings that came frcin the text assisted the 
m a ~ r i n ~ M l t t h e m u l W l r v a r s o f i M ~ o b W h e s d l  
parlidpant reparating the minor themes from the more awAl ones. Layer by 
layer, more emicit themes began to arise. As each in te~&V was wmpkted. 
crosscomparing began so that me researcher was aMs lo see the memes that 
mre  -on for a l  participants, a well as the unqw themes for individual 
partidpanls. To mwre that there ware rm procedural errors, me researcher 
wnwlted wim the Mi svpervircr for feadback on the approach taken to 
dewlop the wntent of be intarprrtive summar*5. Only after approval was 
given dkd the researcher arrange the second interviews 
Once Me relevant themes were aenfmed and interpretive summaria 
confirmed by part~cipants. the researcher started the pmcess of constructing a 
report on the findings. To faciliate this pmcass, the researcher reRecled upon 
her personal eqerbnces in d i n g  with individuals wim eating disorders, and 
reviewed the notes taken during data collection and analysis which provided 
meaningful insight into the lived experiences of parlicipanls. Thmugh the 
p m  of w i n g  and h i n g ,  the researcher, wiih guaance and inpvt hDm the 
thesis supervisor and wmminee rnernben. developed a dearer undentandii of 
the emergent themes. Eventually, the themes began to assume an unlque, but 
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intanelated form, wilh Me millen acmunb cvlminsting into a hmelwutical 
interpretation of Me text. van Manen (lm) descraed this phase of Me anaws 
as The ihmibing. ihe writing ofMe text isthe te%aarch: Ris a relicofembodii 
refleclions' (p. 129) 
The final nep in the a n a m  is what van Manen (1990) refws to as 
'balancing the research contefl. As ihe Rseafcher m s s e d  me overall text in 
terms of me signficance of the themes for me whok, me essence of me lived 
experience began to emerge and assume a meaninghrl form. 
Cmdibililv of Findims 
van Manen (1990) noted that phsnomenokqy dces n d  knd laelf to 
wnpincal generaliitions. Qualiive research should be evaluated by 
examination of credibility, fitlingnesr, audit ability, and comrmability of findings. 
The researckr used brackdng (i.e.. sening aside one's preconceived notions 
and beliefs concerning Me phenomenon under study) Mmughwt the study. A 
deliberate effort was made to suspend all percaived Ihoughts and &as W r e  
the study commenced, during data colleclion, and while writing a report on the 
findings. 
Credibili. h e  exlent to vhlch an individual can remgnire the WMen 
experience as his or her own, was establ!shed when Me researcher asked each 
participant lo review an interpretive summary of her transcript and verify hs 
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accuracy (i.e.. validate the reseanheh VanafDnnation ofthe intervim text and 
be able to mognke I a8 their own exphnce). Each patikipant readily 
i d e n t i i  the infomatin7 as reflecting Me lived erperience as told by hec This 
mn evident when a patiMaM w: 'That's me, l cant be& my We was 
as dMicub as I was until I can refkd back on -.
Credibilii and audiibiiify (wnsistew) of the findings was enhanced 
fumw by having Mu nunu, researchers vhth eweniee in phenamndogimt 
research, independently analyze Me Vansnipts forhmes. Foliowimg thematic 
analysis at each stage of data cotlection, h e  mearcher and thesis wmminee 
members aimed to achieve intenubj%cWe agreement wnceming the dominant 
themes. This discussion facilbted clarftcation 01% meanings explicated horn 
Me text, and pmuaed greater insight into the meaning ofthe lived expehnce of 
bulimia n e w .  
Fittingness of Me findings (awiicabrlify, similar meaning to others in Me 
same sluation), was ensured when me researcher sought the assistance of 
participants who were able to atticulate their lived erremce. Each partinpant 
was able m prwide rich data as is evident fmm the direct quotes used 
thmughout the discussion ofthe findings. 
Confinabillly was achieved by ensuring that credibiliw. 
avditabilii and fimngness were demonstrated. The researcher, aware of her 
p m n t  knOWledg~ on bulimia newas through literature readings and clinical 
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experience, practiced bnsketing to aarht in maintsining obiestivitythmughout 
ihe rtw. 
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CMPTER 4 
Findings 
What is it like for an indGpdud to l i i  with bulimia n e w ?  What is l 
about a pason's motional and pwbdogrcal makeup that leads lo seC 
destrun'i behaviors? Why do indvauais continue to engage in bingaurge 
activities when lhey have such a w t i i  impact on the emotional and physical 
asp& of h e  sen? This dlapter will explore mess queslions from the 
p m p a m i  of seven women who shared their experiences about living vrith 
bulimia nervosa. 
This chapter is divided inm t h e  W n s .  The firat secbon presents a 
bMintmdu&n lo the seven indivauak who liw4 wth bulimia newma for more 
than one year. The SSWM section describes the M e s  that surfaced during 
me phenaemlcgical anatpis ofthe text The third sectiDn explores the 
essence ofthe lid experience of bulimia mrmsa. 
lmmdution to Particimna 
The seven individuals who pankipat& in the research study were 
diagnosed by a pychtatrist as having bulimm m m .  Three of h e  m e n  
ware m a w  or living mmmon-law, one was divorced, and three were single, 
rn of whom wsra living on heir own. Most of the women ware working full time. 
wim one attending a post-semndary instiion. 
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Partidpants were at differem phases on me continuum to re-ry, but all 
had been receiving indiival andlor group counseling for a number of years. 
Although three of me m a n  ware still a&ly binging and purging, they 
repofled a dgxease in Ihehuency ofmere behaviors. The remaining four 
were in the recovery phase (i.e.. not actively b~nginglpurging for at h s t  six 
monmr prbr to the study). 
Sludy parlicipam aemed a range of markers to describe the onset and 
progression of meir eenng disorders. m o s t  all of Me women prteived 
them%elves to be ovemeght and initiated d i n g  during men pre-adolescent w 
adolescent yeas. While battling real w imagined weight pmbfems. these 
women grewtired of the dim regime and wentuaity pmgresed to the more 
derbudive behaviors W i n g  Me bingelpurge cycle. There was a wide vahtion 
in the duration of binging and purglng adiV1ies. ranging from 3 Xy 16 % 
years. 
In addition to having bulimia nervosa, most ofthe women were diagnosed 
with - d i d  psychiatric illnepses. Wiioutexception all ofthe women had 
elher a primary or secondary diagnosis of an affenive illness (i.e., depression or 
bipolar illnesses) A few ofthe parlicipants also had other concomitant 
diag-. such as oboerriw-compulsive disorder or substance abuse. While 
mree of the wwnen required hotpiilizat~on at some pomt for their eatlng 
disorder andlor conwrba i i l m ,  the others received treatment on an outpatient 
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basis. The majority of the wmen had suicidal ideations, wlh two adually 
atlempting suicide. 
Through the candor ofthe seven women who gave Meir time and shared 
their private UmugMt and feelings, this marcher  began to apprecime 'the h e  
experience of living wlh bulimia nervosa'. By reffecting upon the descriptive 
cwnmentary provided by t h  women, themes w r e  idenmed fmm similar and 
dimrent aspects of their lived experience% Ailhough Me themes are in&- 
mey will be presented separately to enhance darity. The themes which emerged 
ha the participants' text were: a) feelings of inadequacy, b) rtnggling for 
control, c) concealment, d) consumed by the illness and, e) Ih elusive mad to 
remvery. 
Feetinas of Inadeaursy 
Webners Didionary (1999) definms inadequav as 'a lack of what is 
needed or the amount needed: deficienq" (p. 686). The Oxfwd Thesaurus 
(2000) uses such phrases as unmel needs, or keling inept, daCcient, or flawea 
as synonyms for ~nadequacy. Feelings of inadequacy ancompass a broad range 
of negatii emotions. The message to the self is lhat you have much less man 
.whal is required" to become a worthy Person. The stories of sewral study 
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ParaciPants contained words and phrases which conmyd the impression mat 
they wwe 'feeling inepl". "difkree. 'Ilawed', or "not good enough". 
For most of the women, inWl feelingr of inadequacy began in ea* 
childhood and continuad into Me teen years. All pariicipants talked abwt how 
early feelings of low &-esteem and seif-wnh dampRned Meir ab i l i to  like and 
busl M e m s .  One woman dascnbed how she fen about hersem at a younger 
age: 'I didn't like m y W .  In later years it pmg& 10.1 hated myself and 'I 
was diw, haled mysalf. She expehnced feelings of low self-worm: 'I had no 
idea I was a wollhwhii human being, no due, no clua". Another m a n  talked 
about how her feelings of ins-uacy persisted fmm childhood Mmugh 
adolescence: 'I always felt inadequate, not gwd anough'. Still a n d r  m a n  
fen that'Mmeming was m g "  with her horn Me age of m. 
I always felt like there are people a lot betterlhan me and why couldn't I 
be llke them. There mvrt be something m n g  Wh me that I couldn't be 
like them. So that is Me earlimt memow I have of me wm~arino mvself 
to other children, When l was 7. 
. - .  
Olher wmmentr used by participants b descrh how they felt about themsehes 
were: 'I never liked myself; 'Wasnt used to that pehg -pfeg; 'It [seif. 
esfs%mlwas very low, reslly, really, really M; 'Omwing up. I didn't feel gwd 
enough I never felt lhke I could do anything Mht. No mamr what I dld, I was 
gonna upset somebody". 
As the wanen shared Meir ston- about bulmii newoaa, il was apparent 
that they viewed theu bodies w lh  dissatisfaction. One m a n ' s  comments 
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&ecled an intenss dislike for her body: "By the age of 14 years I hated who I 
was when l looked thmugh the minor l actually hated what l saw. l was 
reuolted. I was disgusted'. Omer partidpants echoed similar bDdy image 
mncems: 'I was a m  pudgy. . . . I was heailhy but pudgy": 'I was atmy% la as 
a child'; 'I was a really big girl all my life'. The dwrcMve narratives of other 
participants conveyed a atmnger measage about how they viemd their bodier. 
One woman's awnrnents hinted at the presence ofa diiorted body image: 'I 
looked dispmportbnaliy huge.. . .I was atuays chubby" 
Fmm early in life these mmen did not trust Uwir abi l i to do 'anfling 
right" and they aloo did not 'like" wha I k q  were or how they looked. Feeling 
unable to hust themrelveo w rely on Wir own judgement. thesewomen began 
looking to others fm acceptance. One woman talked about how her IL long 
feelings of inadequacy aRecled her ~meractions Wh others: "You feel like a 
failure if like you're not living up to sameone else's eapedations'. Feelinga of 
low selfesteem eho prwented these women fmm ampting compliments from 
others. One woman commented thus: 'When they told me I looked good. I 
mured I had to lose weight. I had weight on'. Another m a n  talked about how 
she could not bring herself to sceept positive comments fmm others: ' E m  
Wugh people were saying, you're a pr3lq girl, or you're talented, or you're 
smart, R Was klnd of like. 'Yes, whatevef. You hear it but I would never blieve 
ff. She elaborated furlher on how ihsecure feelings prevented her from not 
being abk to trust herself or ohm:  
My insecurities. I always fa like I W~M? g o d  enough. If I fen I WnY  
gwd enough them was no way that I war going to belrve that I wss 
Just because oUnr w p k  sald r Oldn t man that 1 was mr L*e I 
a h y s  fen dlRerenPy ll odn t matter h a t  other w p l e  sad to me I 
dld" t Wllcve n 
Still another woman described how she felt m lh p m n c e  d slrangen: yl hed] 
ma*. really low [ m  . . paopk who saw me on that bus, whatda they 
Mink". 
By reflecting on their liwd expmemes, all dthe mrmen talked about 
meal events in their early childhmd Mat impaded and reshaped howthey saw 
themselves. Wilhout exception, each woman talked about Me d i i i i i e s  famlty 
membem expriericed in trying to express theirf&ngs. One woman fen 
somehow deprived because her parents nevwsaa. 'I love you". A second 
WOMn echoed a similar sentiment: "At 'At age d 336. II was the 6mt time I heard 
my rnohar say. 'I love you'. And then only one time'. A third m a n  feH slighted 
because her parents seemed to care more for her bmther than her "I knew they 
lxed me, but I always felt like. . . I always fen like Mey loved him lyoclnger 
bdherlmore'. Another m a n  talked abm how she feH m in i zed  by her 
mather who mstantly compared her to her hiends' children: 'I always felt 
judged'. Still another woman d e s m  tm she druggled with her parents 
inabili to provide her with the encouragement that she needed to help her feel 
good about herselF 'So like nobody ever thought lo sH dorm and ray you are a 
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briliant child; you muld be anything you want to be. I never heard that, although 
they am wonderful parents" 
The absence of a nurturing home environment was idenlifmd by several 
patiidpants as having a signifscant impact on howlhey fen about themaelver. 
Whetha Iwas  an emotional distancing or a m m b i o n  of physical and 
emolional separation hwn their parents, the outame was the same - the 
diicuily in fonning meaningful bonds with others d e p w  the self of a s e w  of 
s a w  and securily. One wman talked about the limited availabiw of her 
parents because oftheir won mmrn&nenls outaide the home: 'I s u w s e  they 
worked a b t  and didn't show I WET. Anolher young m a n  talked about how 
the emotional and physical separation from her parenls at an early age deprived 
her oftheir love and anention: 'I had to go and live with my grandparents when I 
was 3, and I didnl know why=. The most poignant atwy was heard fnnn two 
women who described how the callous miefof their childhood innocence was 
k t  at the hands of an abvsiva family member 'I ddn't really know that I was 
m n g  what he was doing, but just that I didn't feel very good. . . .[Abuser] realty 
had a hold on me"; 'He [abuser] mntmiied my life'. 
In summary, the prcephon that an individual has of one's self is m*ll to 
healmy gmwih and development. Many of these wnnen, for one rearon or 
sndher, were left questioning their self-worth: 'My self-esteam was almost non- 
existent", 'It [seK-esleem]i6 terrible, terribk. I didn't like myself at all'. Fdinga 
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of WOMlleSSness and inadequacies made fhem vulnerable and subject to me 
inflwnce of &en. Ali of the m e n  16enfme6 earty Me mr!ewes, especialiy 
pmblematic wmmunic8lion within famil'is and a bread oftrust fmm an 
aulhority figure, as the main culprits naponsibk for these feelinga. Unable to 
deal with inner conflict in a heaiihy mannr, these m e n  began to reiy on 
negative w i n g  mechanisms in their shuggk for seFmntml. 
SWaa l i i  for ConW 
Webster's Diclbnafy (1999) dcfiws m b o l  as regulating w 'a m r n  of 
holding steady or in c h W  (p. 291). When awad to a p w n ,  the mncept of 
Wnkol SUgsesls that ind i iuak  who are in wnhol of their lives posaeaa the 
power to "hold things togethe? in their'lived worids". Control 1s not intrinsic, but 
is acquired (i.e.. a learned response to events expenemed at each stage of 
gmwth and development). Control implies that a prson feels in charge of 
hislher life. Conveneiy, out-ofconhol sylgests that a pmon feels unable to 
meaniwfully assimilate or regulate the stimuli encountered in hisher world 
As the participants talked about living M bulimia nwosa, all either 
dire* or lndimtiy spob about earty c h i l d M  eventathat leR them W i n g  like 
they had limited or no mnml  over their own lives. Whether vvluntariiy or by 
force, these women relinquished c m m l  of themselves to significant o h m .  
starling with famW members. 
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Some ofthe siudy participants l a b d  about gmwing up in a controlling 
envimnment. One woman mmmented on the early years thus: "My mMher 
controlled my l i i .  Another m a n  spoke about how her parents' expedatimns 
controlled her lile: W e  aka)% had to have gwd grades in schwl. Mom and 
dad wouldn't accept anything blow a 75. . . .So I learned really quisk Iwt to get 
kbw 75". For olher panidpants, parenlal attempts at control continued into 
their adun hues. As one woman talked about the dunlion and intensity of her 
parents controUing tad-, her body language and voice tone indicated that she 
was both amazed and dismayed: You have to come home earlyl'[Pause] 'Im - 
ag - ine. I was wt working and I had to mmr hme  early!'. The presence of 
ab-ong controls in the home environment led these women to b a l i i  that they 
had very lime control over events in their worn. 
The inabliito develop a sbong mse of self-control left these m e n  
more open and vulnerable to inRuenuK fmn events and shratiwns pnsem n 
their social worms. Wdhout exception, all of the wwnen talked about early 
exposure to weight contrci measures and how these measures, instituted by 
others, led them to embark on the life long pumay ol M i n g  control through 
bulimia nawosa. Quits o h n  they were introduced to dieting and weigM contml 
by family members or friends One woman described how her mothah 
0bsess10n With weight influenced her dieting behaviors: 
Mom was really concerned about her weight, espedally after her 
pregnancy. . . .Mom would haul me intD the bathmom and gel on the 
scales you know like she wanted to know what I weighed and W. Dont 
eat that or elre yw'll gain weight. Mom was really umcemed about her 
weigh. She was always on a diet and she had a calorie counter out all 
the time. She would have her weight on the calendar every day. 
Omer women echoed similar sentiments: 'Mom was always on a dier; 'Mom 
was ahvays in might watchers": 'h started dieting with me when I was 
12, just to help me. M, I WldnY have to do a by myself Another woman 
received her first inatrusfion on dWng fmm a neighbour, Who was always 
dieting'. 
For most ofthere m n ,  the eating disorder started as a normal d l  
that eventually became SomHhing else that they found d i i v n  to mnhol. 
One Participant commented on how something that was at first easy to 
manage became unmanageable. 'It started out as a diet Then it got wt of 
contrm'. Another partiripant talked about how her career path inflwnced the 
dewlopment of the eating disorder: "When I joined modelling school, weight 
became a big i sue  for me . . .They would make comments like. 'Your lhgh 
are a 1We big'. Then I would feel hmible. I wu ld  have to fn that right away. 
work our. 
All of the women talked about how inlially, their pursuit of weigh loss. 
through dteting, helped bring some)oy mto their l i i .  The feeling of being 
mnnected to something in their world made them feel good about themselves 
AS their storles unfolded these m e n  clearly articulated that dieting and 
exercise was feeding their need to be loved and accepted. 'I started going out 
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~ m y ~ s ' : ' l ~ t o ~ ~ a n d w U m ~ t r - " .  Swed 
pat@d!Janh canmenled on lhe positive reinforcement receind ha dieting: "I 
felt wonderful". 'I feR really good when I lonme 12 pwrds": 'When I lost my 
m g M  l fen good about myser; When I first loat my weight p2pwnds h 8 
months]. I fek lib a million dolbm'. 
Fulhe firsltime in meir lives. some ofthe women feltthq had found the 
key to happiness. As one m a n  $0 prmdly W: 'I could finally do mething 
ight". The positive feedback from @!hers beMo a powerful tool in 
mmmunicaling he message mat =If-worm couW be measured by weight loas 
and p-l appearances. By &rolling their body size, they had found a way 
to please Ummaelvas and gain appmval from omen: 'Everybody was amazed 
and astonished'; The coah was all of a sudden a real womanlzef. For me first 
time lheq m i v e d  themselws as being judged pmiiiily by om=. By 
engaging In migM reduction and r u d i n g ,  ma possibilii of gaining aomrol 
over same aweel oftheir lives was me dking force thal pmpelled hem b 
pussue resbidive behaviors with a vengeance. 
The message conveyed by most ofthe pamdpanb' s W s  was mat the 
happiness denved ha dieting was short-lived. Evemually, their inabilii lo keep 
me weQht dorm resulted in nwalive vibes from mose around them. It was nol 
What was raid, but more impwtantly: Whatwas not said, me posnive oommems 
had stopped". A cwpk of m e n  commented on hav they became hushated 
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wilh me challenge o f w g  m conbol their wight: 'Oh. my god, I'm gelling fa. 
I'm getting W 'I just a u l d  nol keep l up". Feslimgs of s&fa&n with the seif 
were quickly replased by anger at the self for being a failure and k i n g  cMml  
yet again. A couple of participants demited feeling inept because they could 
n n  sustain the self-discipline required to maimain a desired weight .G€es. I 
can't even keep 12 pDunds oW; 'I was feeling really angry'. 
W#h the boost to the self-estewn from the posib've reinforcement related 
to w g h t  loss no longer present, many oft& m e n  began the s8arch for 
control thmugh mwc W c t i v e  behavon, such as laxalive, diuntica, purging 
and exercising. Participants alluded to the prcgresswn horn normal dieting to 
more atypical measures as the amiety, p e M ~ e d  rej&on from 0Uwn and 
d'kappoinhnent in themselves increased with weight gain. Many ofthe women 
described their w igM control e m m  in the follaving manner: 'When you go back 
on a diet you do SO Mlh a vengeance!", .I slatted oWsIowh,wlh laxafives. I 
didn't do mat Wmw uplnghtaway, but I did after a while and that was amanng 
because I hate to thmw up': 'I started taking l a x a h  big time, taking them 
everyday, six a night I would take': 'I'd exercise and exercirc, eat and thmw up". 
On a daily basis. these rmmen were alwaqa searching to hold on lo 
something that would give them a sense of control. The dnve for thinness 
thmugh the reshictk behavlm became their method of dealing with life's 
stresson: 'I fek absolutely nc4h'q in my life was in contd, but I could control 
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where I threw up, when I threw up, hwd I did it.. . the only thing I wuld mnbd 
was the bathmrm'. In times of increased sbass and anxiety hese restficliw 
behaviors would escalate: 'I wouldn't be eating at work. . .when I'm working 
co&anHy I never think abotd fwd. . . .When I'm h ~ l r  day and nigM day and 
night. I think I eat more and just get rid of if: 'My husband had no control over if I 
threw up, becam he dun? know anyming about it. So I had wntml over my 
migM always. . .forever and always'. 
Dunng increased periods of stress, the women resorted lo familiar coping 
strategies. They had leamed that the binging would numb ~eiuemotions and 
pmvide an escapa from lk p i n  that was associated wiih high degrees of 
anxiety: 'I was anxious before I ate a lot of fwd to numb emotbns". ARer eating. 
they would feel guW and want to get rid of the food, lo they purged. ARer the 
purging, some deacnbed feelings of relaxation, while the others described 
i n m a d  feelings of guilt, which then rein- th i r  Wings of inadequaq. 
The narratives indicated that many of these m e n  m o d  fmm one 
controlling situation m anomer. It was only upon refledion that they came to Mly 
appredats how much wmml m e n  had ouer them. For some. the tendency to 
relinqu~sh selfmntrol pneated their emire existence. One woman's 
commentaly vividly captured how out-ofcontmi feelings dominated her life: 'I 
had no wnlrol in my 16, evwylhing was always, liked was planned out for me'. 
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For olhm, me famillar panems and feelings of not k i n g  in conkd were mast 
avidant in dme &tionshii. One wman mmented  thus: 
I was gang wlh this guy I went wth hom tor two yean he was vefy 
mntmllmg a m  posressm Then I beam mvobed W h  a n o h  
-on WhO MI 005se6. M and men mat &tlonsha ended I met and 
kamed my hus&nd who was vev conholl~ng 
The extent to which significant others were permitled to exert comol was ah0 
captured in another woman's description of hav her boyfriend man ipuW her 
into passively comphling vim his wishes: 
He would have hues $1 wanted to go out with my hi. lwasnl 
aIIoWBd. Not that I wasn't alkwed, he would never ray that, but he would 
g u t  me into not going out. . . .Okay, h e  earlest way to deal with this was 
not to go out wilh my friends. 
She elaborated further on hwr his i&nsejealousy and possessive khavlon 
generated feelings of guil and shame: 'My clolhing, he diinY like it if I wwe 
anything h e  least b'bit clingy bccause lhe bm would be lwking at my chest. 
Then it was my faun that hey  had wandering eyes". A poignant statement made 
by another woman captured her inner turmoil while stnving for mwe control in 
her fife: 'Why are you going here and why are you going them, and he /husband] 
was gone all the time. . . .H he didn't agree with what I had to do, it was like. 
'Yw'm mupa, you're nunned pauser. As lhese m e n  becam bombarded 
with negative me- horn significant &en, hey began to k l i r ve  what they 
were told. 'And I believed him' 
In summav, all of h e  sludy partiupants fen they had limited control m r  
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events in IkirworM fmm an eady age. Whether real or imagined, wt-ofcoMml 
Wing states leR these women in emotional turmoil. continuousiy searching for 
ways! to enhance their sense of feeling in c o m l  ofmeir I-. Their stotories 
reRecl a l'fe(ime of moving fmm one mnbolling utuation to anolher. Allhough 
diirenl circumstances led them to embark on a p a e  
and result was me same - pmgre~ion to being mnbolled by me illness. 
Ponssolnmn 
Wabsteh Didionary (19S9) detines comsal as 'to mvn and hide, to 
k0ep secret, avoid diaclooing or diiulging" (p. 275). From liitening to all seven 
m n .  ancealment was a part oftheir eveway existem. The need to 'cover 
up' and 'hide' the bw selffrmn omen was a very real and pervasive part of 
their I'm: "I used lo lake food, like eat fwd to cover up my pain'. Fmm a very 
eady stage in their lives mese m a n  talked abovt how they leamed to hide 
me~r t ue self frmn others. 
For several m a n .  early fears of abandonment led them to silence 
memrebes in the home and to hide or suppress lheir emotions and Wings: 
'Like I aka* covered up my feelings. . . many times behind c l o d  doon I really 
W. These m e n  had leamed that what mey had to say was not perceived 
to be important by omen: You couldn't voice ywr opinions'. Andher 
participant who had been abused found it difficul to nust herself and othen. 
H!ding the sewel ofM abuse was essential lo her orm survival: 'I kept quiet. I 
did whaf l had to do". SIN -r participant who e ~ ~ r b n c e d  a temporarj 
s e p a m n  hom her family home at an early age, talked about how Mia 
infiuenad her m s e  of safety and security: 'In orderto slay with mom and dad. 
because I wanted to stay with mom and dad, I had lo prove m w i i  all the time'. 
She alsa spoke of how she had learned thmugh her parents to hide her feelings 
and amobions: 
Myself and my brother modsllad ourselves [afterourpamnb], you juat 
kind of kept things to yourself, you ddn l  want m rock the boat . . .mere 
was never any kind o f c o m m u n d n  among the four of us. We always 
held our oplnions ~nride. . il seemed like a nonnal family lie, but we ju8l 
didnr talk .you were not allowed to [aIk 
Many of these women had learned socially saeptable ways to hide 
Memseivec 'I always put a mi le  on my fa*, just to keep. . . not to let my famihl 
know what was really wrong': and 'I always played the game. I did what I had to 
do. Iwas  all an a#. OWr women talked about howthe'cover up'eRwts 
affected them. 
I don? k m v h a t  I could do to myrelf. llkc I war so rnotted up nslde but 
yel I war always mla calm and coalected away8 m codml I fell .lke I'd 
lore 1 an0 I ten lake I m not allowed to loss 1 beaure I oldn't know what I 
was capable of and I was afraid I was UOIW to hurt smebodv else 
. . 
bestdes myself 
Still another m a n  dercnbed how her outside persona hid her inner secur@M 
and intense longing for acceptance fmm others: 
l always wanted to please others and l still do lo M!s day. . . . l was always 
in a gmup. I tended to be the gmup leader, class dorm. . . I think 
lo cornpenrate for Bverything else, I juQ aded funny.. .at the expense of 
whatever, I jusl aded funny. . . maybe for l ~ v e  who k n m .  . . . It was a 
need for me to be accepted and to belong. 
For t k s e  women, the process of hiding their bue self from mhen became 
increa~lngly m r e  chalknging. Unable to c o p  wiih life slmson the restridw 
behaviws became a mechanism, which albwed them to hde themaelves and 
avoid Me's demands: 'I wonder what did they all think of me [gaging on the 
c h d b  barsr. Hiding unacceptable restnc(ive behaviors was critical to 
mahtaining amplance fmm mhsrs: 'My rother would be h o w  'I was 
afraid to tar: 'I think if they found out [pauser. 
Study participants atso talked about how caments about their weigM led 
them to conceal their eating habits from others This hding or mncealing of 
behaviors fmm others is captured in lhe fo lmng I lus t ra l i  quotations' 
So then I slatted hiding my food. I started baing. I w u l d  never eat when 
he was around 
I was hiding my fwd in my mom or hiding the empty bags ofthe food. If I 
had eaten a bag of chlps or something at nlght wh!le I was watching N. I
dtdn'l want peaple to know I had eaten that bag of chips, so I would hide 
me garbage in my room. 
AS their storks unfoMed. m e  talked about how they had learned to equate the 
mnsumplbn of food and eating with failure. Eating and f w d  became a sign of 
weakness, a trail that they all struggled to hide. One women commented thus: 
i didn't want them to th~nk Iwas this b- lg p-l-g eating! So I would always 
hide food or garbage of food in my mom and Vd thtnk of il wlh ever bile. 
every lmk ounce of food. But I would always h8de, wouldn't eat a lm n 
front of m a .  I thought they might know or something. 
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Omen talked about the need to eat abne w, mat they m l d  ' h i  their 
bingelpurge activils: When I would go to a mataurant by myself. I would eat. 
mmrr up and eat again. i fsomgw came in the washmom I w l d  SICQ and 
wail and lbn  start again". Amther participant was able to manage her bulimic 
behaviors besame she had her own mce at &: .I woned in an oflica by 
mysslfso I muld do this mally &I. No one knew hav much I ale, and i would 
go to dl& places to b y  my W. 
For omen the ordeal of hiking h i r  re%Wlive b e h m  became a 
p r e o w o n :  "I'd run the barnub. That was the onty ming I d  enough that 
w l d  dmm out when i was urging"; 'If I vras in the bammom. I'd turn on me lap 
or turn me shower w, mat mey vmuldn't hear me do il [wgiwT. 'I wuld run me 
bathtub or I would take a radio in'; 'I frequently flushed lhe toilet": 'I'd go out in 
the laundry mom wilh a bag and do it mat way. Thmw il in a couple of baga so il 
would not smell". Th~ae indii~duals who were bulimic during their high-achool 
yean would purge in the schwl bathmorns and were able to hide it because of 
the loud flush of the Wets. Om woman commented thus: 'I would wail until I 
heard no mae feet, that w l e  nwre gone and I would stay in me stall, there 
was no gaing me out of men'. At times the purglng became very 
unconlrollable and often resulted in emesis on the W r :  "So I began me clean up 
before the family got home. . . I swear I did Shopph Drug Mart good wRh air 
fresheners'. 
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Ouertime, the progressive nature of W resbidbs behaviors madelhe 
wncealment more ofa dallenge: 'My hwd was always racing m see what l 
couM do to hide lhs phmwing upr. All parlicipanb m m m m M  on spending 
laborbus hours mncealing their hue behaviors from &era: 'I remember 2 
months bsfwe my graduation talking m my therapist saying. 'How am I going to 
get rid ofthis fwd7 There are going to be tonaof people around: tons of people 
in h e  bathroom". Smra l  ofthe m n  found that their eyes w i d  water during 
the purging activities and dried themaelm to the waahmom for exmd€d 
periods: 'I'd make swe my eyes wen not waiery, I'd rtay in the bathmom for a 
few minutes because of my eyeseyes. 
AS the self became sacoldaryto the illness, participants hid their hue 
persona han others for fear of rejection or hawng to lusliilheir &ns to 
others: 'I never talked about I pulimia mrvosn], itwas not something I felt 
comfwtable talking about. I guess I waa ashamed of C. &cause the risk of 
others finding out about W i r  restrictive behaviors was too great, these Wmen 
put a lot of time and energy into creating a facade. One woman, wtlo was able 
to hide kr i l l -  from her bast ffiend and husband, became consumed with her 
illness' 
Not one of them knew I was bulimic.. . I war so mrrtive, and I gal so 
g d  at Delng ~ w e t l v e  about n that nobody k m  They n m r  mew 
They never went through any of that [the Dul,a/rmh me Decause you 
keep that secret That r your innermost s m t  
For these m n  the need to engage in behavim that asnsld in physically 
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hiding the self fmn 0th- k a m e  a part of their eveway life: 
When l was out to a restaurant nnr and man mmt M to eat. and I was 
so big. I would always have to have my hand over my face, on the sue of 
mv face so vw couldn't see me eatina. I was biq, I didn't want anwne to 
k k w  what (was pmmg in my mouth.- 
As the illness pmgressed, the physical man4feslatbn ofthe d i m  made 
it mom challenging for meK m e n  to 'hideo or "mnceal'then behaviors from 
others. Even when hospaalii one panicipant continued to use puging 
I'd go home on passes and l snuck them flaxativeslin and l was taking 
them, and they didn't know. . . .I got to the pomt where I was hiding shdf 
when I g d  weighed. so I had to get wnighed in a johnny coat. . . You get 
trade secrets and everyihing [hwn febw patients]. 
For m e  of the partinpanla, wnceahnent of their mshictiva behaviors bscame 
kti8 and less of an iwue as the obsa~ion with the need to rid the body of fwd 
contents escalated. One woman commented on how the desire to purge 
became so i m s e  that purging in public washrwms became mom acceptable 
as lwyl as she was with someone she knew well: 
n depended on who l was with. If l was with one of my girlfriends, I 
wouldn't. If I was with my boyfrknd or someme like that I would bscause 
they would expect if fmm me. My gldfnends were n d  around me so much 
when I would thmw up 
Eventually all participanla developed physical aymptoms as a result of the 
long-term effects of the resIMve behaviors Often their b d i s  became so 
weakened Mat they physicaliy collapsed, but this did not deter them horn 
continuing with these behaviors. O w  m a n  recounted oeveral episodes of 
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faimng as she tried m mmnue on with her facade: 
Several b m a  l passed oul al wmh ha the bul~mma I lhmk d lhey (co- 
&m]Wouc vrUms/~pmbablywsnt to Iv lwwhyandlwar  
Phald ID el whSI Ml mlM 0" Wlh mY l fe I Was eBrMn0 0" 
l h w  dldnl mink there &s h h l n a  &no I was alwa& s m l i k -  the 
smie was to h i e  and lo kill t i e  pain, notio let lhern kn& what was really 
going on. I dld my crylng behlnd closed dwn.  
This particutar participant fell pressured to conhue me abusive mlatromhip. 
while hiding h w  ermtional pain, because the risk of losing her family was H) 
great. All of the participants had a stmng need lo mnceal restwve behaviors 
H) thal Omers would not think of them. One m a n  explained the 
teeth saatches on her knuckles as wema: 'I just sakl I had emma, l'd try to 
hide my hands, and I had to work the cream in'. 
What drives t k e  women to continue with these deatnrctive behaviors, 
espcially when the body is sending signals indicating R is wearing down. After 
purging for several m o d .  five times a day, one study participant dlapsed: 'I 
remember I fainted, I had school the next day, mom and dad took me m the 
hospital'. Another study participant spoke of purging for m l  years, and on 
the day she presemd to the hospital she had purged eigM bines: 'I was up to 
the point o f t h m n g  up eigM limes a day and my body went into SW Whm 
Wd by me hwpral staff that she had a psychelogical problem and meded to 
see a psychialrkt. she experienced disbelief and shock. Similar sentiments were 
conveyed by the mmments of dhar participants: "I rapidly cut back food, ran 
harder . . .I was running "Mi1 1 collapsed". 'I have w, many cavities, the dentnt 
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said it is tom the purging", .I threw up Mood m", "I have problems with my 
stwnab and I will have to take m e d i i o n  for that f o W .  
In summary, by comealing atanant behawax, all of the participards were 
struggling to maintain m e  semblance ofsellconbd. Denial ofthe dispriiy 
tetween the adual and pmjedsd relves pmvided these women with a temporary 
coping mechanism. The fabe sense of semrily about me sef, that a m p a n i e d  
the nshicti behaviors, allanred them to feel in conbd oftheir lives. W h h  
concealment o f r e e M i  and purging behaviors fed the illnear, it ako 
veakened the self. As -1ment of abenant behaviors became a n u m k  
one priority. the balancewas eventually tipped in favour of Me illness and the 
True sei? became hidden or o b l i i W :  'There's two percent of me kit". It was 
n d  until physical symptoms bacame so promnced that it t e a m e  i m p i b k  to 
hide and eventually they confided in s- that they wen svRering from 
bulimia nervosa. 
Consumed bv the Illnrur 
Websteh Dictionary definer consumed as 'lo spend, exhaust, to absorb 
w overwhehn" (p. 287). All of Me paltkipanta, talked about the intensity ofthe 
bulimia new088 -laling to a point were they became engrossed with and 
ovehelmed by the resnichve behaviors. initially, the women talked about 
feeling in c o m l  ofthe eating disorder, h i c h  then progressed to the point where 
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the ill- iwaded their everyday thinking. and consumed their being. 
At the jumture where these women m r e  unable to maintain their chanic 
d-inflicted schedules o f d i i n g  and reshidive behaviors, wigM gain became a 
-bk sign offailun The overpowering need to have their lived worn 'in check' 
a'steedy' led them down a deslrucl i~ path. In many instanceo these m e n  
wwe forcing lheii bodies to endure or reach beyond thur physical capabililies. A 
muple o f m n  commented on the intensity o f h i r  re r t r i t i i  behaviwrr: 'I 
was swimrnmg had- and faster, and harder and faster kept going through my 
head. . . .You gotla do it faam, you g u  do il harder er.u g m  keep going': 'I 
had to get il all out . . l had to do C. As the p~wer  ofma reab i t i i  behaviors 
weakened, mere m n  became even more vulnerable and less ablo to 
mainlain a semblance of normalcy. 
The intensity of h restrictive behaviofa became more and more 
demanding, driving these m e n  to fight harder and harderto gain control: 'I 
rapidly cut back, ran harder did ealra laps. I was swimming 3 timer a day. I was 
~nn ing ,  Iwas mnniyl until I collapsed. I wouldn't stop running until my k m  
gave OYt. I was lust running around and amund and amund unhl lneralv I 
muldnr stand upm. Anolher parlidpant followed exwcise videos: 'I put in my 
video and work out for at least an h w r  or two straight. I would be thinking as I'm 
working out. 'Okay, hou many calories is that gonem 
The & b mamain m lhrough me resirklive behaviors escalaW 
b the point where all waking hours were consumed with though of- 'I think 
of [(hmwing up]ewfy bit, evwy liHb ounce of food'. For Nt~ers lwns meirfint 
thoughts as they entered every new day: 'I was so pre-xcupied with fwd. . . .I 
wuld get up in the m i n g  my firsf thoughl was fwd, not b see if it was sunnr: 
That's ail I mncenlraled on, you don't know whafs wrong to a degree because 
1 k m e s  part of ywr eveNay liilyte". For all thew m n .  e m  spndiw 
tine Mlh their families andlor socialiiing with friends became increasingly 
stressful. Social and family commthents invaded the time lhal the resbifliva 
behavim demanded. 'I can remember being out in places and wmying about 
what I was going to eat and that being an issue'. One m a n  described h n  
family gatherings: 
When we go to dinner. I'm not comfortabbe aler dinner because I have to 
lhtnk. When is a good lime for me b go to me bathroom7 That's when 
conversahon Wes on. its after dinner and rm absorbed in. 'When IS a 
gmd time for-& to go to lb bathmom" 
All the p a W p m  woke abwt reaching a paint ware all their lhoughb, 
perceptions and a c l i  ware didated by thew restriclive behavion. Several 
panicipanb desfflbed how their preacupalion with rcDtridive behaviors 
pmgressed to the pent of becaning an obsession. The follwuing quotes convey 
this sentiment: 
I was consumed. Bverything was. 'Thinklh~n, you gdto bethm, p u  gotto 
b e  weight.' 
All l talked about was my WeigM. . . l don't think llre gone a day yet in 23 
years vrithouttamg about my wight. 
You think you am ugly and you think you're fat and you Mink you're 
insane. 
On a fat day I would p-ly check #n me mfnor about 10 b m s  I m 
amsp wmd soout me way l lmk When l fry on my leans and l k v  
don t 61 I -Id "st as won w to bed and stsv thwe I don t want to uo 
thmwh this day.. . .My whoiilife revolves a h n d  my webht and b - 
. .
neverever chaked. . 
I was so absorbed in my weight and self-hnage. 
Pamcipanls obrnrrriwn wilh reMric3A-e behavim imposed extrame demands on 
their Ume. The timeconsuming nature ofthe illness is mnveyed in the folWng 
Very t i m  consuming. . . this purm n e r ~ ~ a 1 m u r n e d  my life for t w  
long.. . it consumed my life so much. . my head was always racing to see 
what I muld do lo hide this. 
I was consumed . . .I just did what l had to do in ordw to be able to t h m  
UP. 
l t w l d  alwayo be in my head I I ate. It wu ld  alwayo be in the back of 
my head to thmw it up and I'd just do it and mme back out as lf evaQihing 
was normal. 
O m  pamcipant spoke about how bulimia ne-a consumed her life f r m  an 
early age: 'It consumed my Ife from the time I started thmwing up'. Another 
patikipant was feeling so cmumed that she muld not detect a difference in her 
eating behaviors during good or bad days. All emotions and feelings were a 
reason for celebmtbnlover-eating: 
N w  I mink celebratnn and i mink food. I overindulge. During a bad day 
[peuselgo into work in the morning, order bnakfast, bamn and hash 
bnmns. set rid of d .  At wflee time. I mwld have 2 muffins and I would gsr 
nd ofthat Ldnchtlme I W J I ~  pmbabiy have t n s  onssnngand gravy get 
roo f  that m the mnlng  maybe a ralao and a Ianmch and hat I would 
keep becauae n was good A snack at nqht an0 I wod 0 get nd of that 
As participanb became immersed in their resbiclii behanors, merewas 
no time for the &f. As one participant indicated she Ibsl who she Wa6 an an 
individual: 'I had no time for me''; "All l have left is my butimia'. Another 
paeipant remark@ on how cinumatancea in her life prevented her from being 
the penon that she was pnw to becoming bulimic. She spoke about her efforts 
to rake her own daugMer dmrenlly: 9 enmurage her[daughferJto be the Lind 
of penon I was before Mom had me a d e m .  I guass he hlpe of pemon mat I 
am now, but let her be her own person". Anolher partidpard mmmantcd on how 
daily living had improved wnriderably for her: 
I am obsessed M h  bulimia at t ims. . .here was a lime when at work. 
people would be talking to me and all I would be thinking about is. 'When 
am I going to get my next food. When am I going to get my next food'. 
Now I can carry one full tlme job and manage my bulimia at the same time 
without being all absobed 
Om participant described the intensity of keiing abrorbed and overwhelmed by 
bulimia nermsa: "There's mat chunk of lime, where I was my eating disorder, my 
eating disorder was 98 % of me and mere's 2% of me left". 
For these young women, the emotional pain twk a toll on their 
psychological well being. W i  only one exception, ail partiupants reached a 
point in N i r  I'm where they felt suicidal and would rather not e M .  One 
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wamm canmented thus: 'It war an existence. nota W. Another ruoman 
remarked on how she feu so distraught that she *anted to end her I&. 
I uas a wry nsgahM unhappy stmsed out anmus peMn uho really 
wshM I dado7 have to be alnve I mruldnt k~ll mysell muss mat would 
h a n  hun mv tsmh I d ~ d  so mal mono when I war amno down Ma 
hihwav tnLd lo oh mv car over I dGthata coi~tz  oftAes more Man a 
&.'but I kinda tho;ghI b it looked hke an acudent and of I really didn't 
make that tum, fl really would bean accbdentand then I would be 
absolved But I cem nly ondn t want la be here was very angry Angry. 
very angry frustlated rueamlng at God 'mere are so many people Wm 
wan1 lo love and yaL re kt1 mg them I want to d e and I can I what's m g  
wlh yod' I d  be screaming ms m the car 
Another study participant described how she reached h point where she 
contemplated ending her 'fe at me wheel of her car 
I uas reali~ depressed. I would be driving dawn the mad and just want lo  
smack into a pole. I don't know what kept me back. I mink I love my 
family too much to do Mat to them.. . .Enough was enough. rve been 
through eno~gh of m#s vap I n thrown up too mum. I m )us s& of 
everytnrng klnd of feelmg I coulo never never don bR I w n t  munt 
tne ndmber of llmes onwng mat I woblo want lo do that 
One study participant went fmm one addinion to another searching for a 
way lhat wwld end her life, but she felt she could not take her own life: 
There were times I didn't want to live. . . I used to always mink about it. 
how I would do IL Driving my car over the clii, cutting my wrist, but I just 
wouldn't do it. 1 used to f@ht l. 
Even during munsellng the suWal thoughts w e  still present: 'I was looking for 
a way wt. I really wanted to end my lik'. For another patiiipant the suicidal 
idastions mntinue to thls day, and sometimes she feels that there is ncthing that 
w n  cure her of this disorder. 
I got realty depresred. l used to cry, I just w a W  to c m m l  sulcide. ll 
was jua all these feelings I had of weight, it was k e  'Oh god. I'm W i n g  
fat. I'm gemng fat. Like I could not deal wilh lhe mougM of W i n g  fat 
again. 
oM pamcipsnt became suMal  primto her first a d m i  b I .  A 
m m  of sexual abuse, she became suicaai and made explicii plans about what 
todoandwhenlodot 
I wanled to shmk away. I didn'lwanl anythmg to ba I& of ma. l wanted 
to become invisible. . .when I was admined to the hmpital I war a high 
suicide risk. . . .My plan was lo. when I got home, because dad and step 
mom a m a r  pot nome later and I had leners d e n  Lo evw@ody and 8 
had s bonk d I nad 6 bDmFI d weno exim strength and mat war 
aanna 00 Just maw1 #mo oed and 00 l o  s k o  an0 let mat be 1 because I 
Was lured of lhvlna I lust dldnl wanlio a Dan ofthrs thmg called llfe 
- .  
anymore. 
While most of lhe women talked &out having suicaal bdealbns, only one 
participant made an anempt lo take her own life: 'I have trad surcide before. 
three years ago. . . I overdosed on my piiW. Once admitted to hospital shc 
b q a n  to receive the lherapy necessary lo help her wilh her recwen/ kwas 
also during thii hosplalization that slm b d e  her secrel about baing bulimic. 
In summary, h a e  womsn talked about how the pmgressive nahlre ofthe 
restrictive behavlon was associated M h  their strylgle to gain and maintain 
mntrol in then lives. Their relenlkss pursuit offinding happines through 
reshidive behaviors became a way of&aling wim the w1. Eventually, t W  
became consumed by lhe diswder, wilh all of their daity thoWhl-3 and behaviors 
revolving amund plann~ng and executing restrictive behaviors. Control through 
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Me r e a k l i i  behavion became a paradox as Me fa-d 
h a w m s ,  gained horn wing nstrictive behaviors in Ihs Barter stage ofthe 
illness, eventually mok contrd of their lives and mnsurned their being. 
Rn, Eiulve Road la  Recovwy 
Acmrding to Websteh Dicb'mary r e m r y  means Ithe regaining of 
something bat ortaken away; reoto~~+br or mum to any former and bener 
mndnbn, especiafty to health from sickness, injury, and addiimn" (p. 1104). All 
study participants spoke of their struggle to regain aome sense of normalcy in 
Meir liver. Recovery became, for all of the women, a stnggle. 
Bulimia mNosa consumed so much oftheir time, there was none left fw 
me set These wmen had lmt who they were as human beings, and no longer 
fell connec(ed m anether pnon.  Semal partiwants reached a point where 
mey no longer concealed meir purging behaviors from athen. The need lo feel 
Me inner peace that binginglpurging permi(ted, if even fm just a W Seconds, 
was stronger than h need to corneal: 'I didn't care who saw me' Unknown to 
mem. amen were on to theirwet:  'We knew yw had an eating disorder, %a * 
was no seem to anybodr. Fortunatsty many of these wmon reached the pdnt 
of 'breaking me concealment" and surrendered themselves to professionals in 
the hope of being rescued fmm the binging and purging cyde. 
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In order to accept help each penon had to te  ready to make changes in 
her li. Readiness according to Websler's Dimnary means: Yhe mndlon of 
being d y ;  willingness, indnatiar' (p. 1098). Initially this uar possible, but as 
rnesswS i n c m d ,  these m n  qukJdy relapsed into previous mhktbe 
behavias. Despite weling he@, they wntinued to slruggle with regaining 
mntml oftheir livw and for long periods of time continued the bingelpurge cyck. 
Being faced with the posa~bilii of more stringent controls, these women mswled 
to concealing ahenant behaviwr: 'I told them lies I couldn't keep going on': 'I 
actually lied to my doctors. I nver told anybody, I dbnleven tell my hiends that 
I was taking laxatives big limn". 
For many of these m dIsdosing that Umy had bulimia n e m a  came 
as a result of yean of suflwing from the disorder and reaching a point where 
they no longer had tha energqto conceal their actions. Several participants 
began lo purge ln public washrwms when the need to purge became stronger 
than the need to maintain secrecy. One woman 's wmment wnveys this 
sentiment: 'I got to the pant wilh eating and thmwing up. that I d in?  care who I 
told aUer". For another participant, her young child began to make innocent 
comments to hsr husband: 'Mommy's st&, mommy's sick. . .I  was standing up 
and I was fine'. Amund the same time her famlly doctor began n M n g  vmlght 
variations: "Your WeigM is too erratic. You are going up, you are coming down. 
you are wming in and yw're pudgy, you're coming badc and you're skinny. . . . 
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So there was a whde M of people gelling in on my aecretma'. Another 
m a n  recalled haviyl a doctoh aWointment and how OW-sontml she 
m m e  m u s e  of how she felt in her clothes: 
I had a short set on, and I just fen F-A-TI in t I took my shorts and j u t  
Rip -d, ripped it off my back! At mat poi* I said. "Oh my God, lhii is 
not normal. there's something mw.  I've teen back and faih to the 
. .
doctor ever since. 
At this point she talked about how il was slowly dawning on harthat she was 
loliing the bsme for cordmi of her life. Her body WigM wnbvllad how she fell 
about herseK. Andher pamcipnl a$o was aware that she should seek the 
assistance of a health care professional but wn, ahaid of relinquishing what 
wntml she had lefi in her lik: 
I did not warn help fmm a d0dw. I wouldn't have wanted a dodor to say 
to me, You have 10 stop thia'. m u s e  I knew pelfeclly well he would 
say you have to stop this so I wasn't golng to tell 
Fwolheo the real i i ion that they needed and were vnlling to accapt help 
was a milestme on their mad to recovery. For several of lhs women, accepting 
help changed their lives. Over time and thmugh wnsultatlon wim a psychiatrist 
one woman was able to Mnfmnt her lam* regarding bulimia n e w :  
I was able to wsr a penod of bme make myself a number one PnonV 
Ultho~t feelnng greedy or gunlt l war able to go to my famlly a m  ray 
Look I suffer from bul mla I m not lhmmng up anymofe om I suffer fmm 
n- 
Anolher palkipant also ackrowledged how her psychialrlst was able to help her 
come lo terms with her bulomia nervosa: 'My pychiatrist, who was absolutely 
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wonderful, who made me fael likethere was something wolfhwhh going on and 
I was intelligent and a good penon'. Yet, all health care pmden  did nd 
m&e equal nWngs as one m n  desaibed n w  as,"being guards.. . .The 
numa just stood there watching us'. 
In add'wn to weking munse(ing, one woman fovnd solace in her 
spirituality. She mmented on how her sbong faith helped her cope with 
bulimia nervosa: "It was terrifying discl lo sin^ bulimia] but it was almost liwe a 
relief. Here God this is what's wrong with me, please fix me. I am just so sick 
and I am sick of being sick". This insight came only aRar a svlde attempt: 
I ovwdosed on my pib, was hospbmd and that's when I came dean 
with evenlthing. I kind of felt gocd actually It was like therapeutc, not 
while I war dolng it but afternards I feitgwd. IS llke somebody k m  
my secret 
Today she ackmwWge% tha: 'I'm not out of the closet with it yet. I'm not that 
comfortable. My husband know about it, my immediate family and his 
immediate family know about it". For another woman, the breaking of her secret 
came as a result of an encounter with the law: 
I'd put a botUe of vodka in my clmet and drank it straight and this is how I 
all came wt. I had a doctoh appointment and I think I took too many 
pilk and had too much to dnnkthat morning and I drove my cartothe 
doctor's oRice and I hit her. 
Many ofthe participants were not pure how their loved ones would 
respond to disclosing their eating d i i e r  to them. One woman who was 
sexually abused initially felt that her family would not b e l i i  her and had made 
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anangammk to live -re: 'I told them all h t  I was doing and mom filled 
up'. Andher paRicipant she disclorred to k r  W n d  early in her ilm: 
'When I fist g d  sick. I h9d him, he got really angry wim the mmwing up and 
M. What are y w  doing to yourself, and yw're going to k I  y a r m l  and lhen 
what about me?' 
As the breaking of the cyde unfolds, i n d i u a k  are I& wim a 4 in meir 
l k s .  Their past &ng ahategims and ways of dealing with me vmM and b 
isues are changing, they are CR feeling vvlnsraMe to everyone and everyming 
amund them. Several ofthewomen have yet to reach this stage in the life cyck 
of the disorder. For o l h e ~ ~  I w a  and mntinues to be, at I'm, an hnw 
struggle. Several panicipank used sari-taw as a w&ve coping shategy to help 
them mmugh minute by minute. 
Recovery har been a long time coming lor one panicint .  However, 
&er going mmugh counsaling. she is n m  ableto say. The way l lwk at it, I 
don't care anymore. If I gain weight fins and dandy, I I lbse l fine and dandy'. 
She b beginning to feel more cafDrtable about who she io as a psson and is 
trying to mow, on wiih her life. RetlecZing back on her life she is now able to 
realire that selfesteem was a major isue for her Only after seeking munsallng 
did her s e i f e r t m  gradually improve. Anaher m a n  continues lo struggle 
wRh her body image. She has made some pwitive impmvemem in how she 
feels abwt hem*  as she dewloped greater insight into her p m b h :  
S e l l . m m  mpmMmenls 8s *at you muJ That n where a l  d my 
wlght and lms* prmkms awned U e  lsad l m a  124 pounds l really 
thouaht I m s  WIV because I was 5 to t o  oo~lnh neaner than me c h a ~  
saidi should b e .  
Seeing a psychiatrist and being diagnosed wiih 0bSEasiueaunpulaive d i i e r  
has had a p m a i  inRuence on turning her Me around. When she entered 
u n i w n i ,  she began to feel more hopeful about the future. 'I get exmllmt 
p o s h  feedback from professors and you know peopk. . . mey say a lot of 
really nice posilii things to me about my work, about myself, and mat k e w  me 
going'. 
For anomer woman. the help received fmm mun@ing sessions 
molivated her to by and regain mnbol of her life. She wmmented on Be 
pmgreul made: 'I'm n d  eating as much as I used to be doing. I ussd to eat a 
13". Since emering coueling, she realizea that recovery is a slow process: 'Itr 
hard, there are temptations. They are still there. . .but then when I gel vpret or 
anylhing, there's temptations there to go to the bathroom but I make myself b u v  
or go out, get in the car and go". 
Another study panidPam reached a poim in her illness where she sought 
medical a t t e n k  to help her recover. Today she is ab!e to refiect on her past 
and i d e m  how far she has wme in her recauery: 'So between my psychiatrist 
and my family.. .I guess llke my self-esteem starled to pick up. . .I fe!l okay 
being who I was and I was at my desired weight". Wnh time, she was able to 
c m m u n ~  to her hulband. .You're goiw to have lo accept me for me". 
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Although in m i a s i m  fw a number of years, she continues to struggle with seF 
esteem issues: 
P e w k  s w  lo nm. You know what wu want. vw have a M of sew 
conbol". .I .But sometimes b like tw mud? iresrure, because yw feel 
I ~ e a f a l U R l y o ~ r e ~ h u " J u p b ~ e ~ s ~ x p e R a t M  am1 
expecting too m ~ c h  of myself trylng to please everyone else then you 
klnd of ha" your& back lnto pempechve 
Sill another participant commented on how she fen better about herself after 
turning her lifa arwnd 
I'm a U h a p p  m .  I don't feel that l have to prow anyihi i  to, 
estmciall~ to mv familv, because I mink I've alreadv done that. I made th8 
0ean.s lik. I dli gel n;y lob. I have my m car ani  my apamnerd and I 
feel llke l have done n now. So I feel l don't have to pmve to them 
anpore..  . I finally realrzed that is the best that I can do, so I'm a lot 
happ~er. 
However, there are also timas in hw life when she doubts herselt 
I don't think il Iseif-~%sfe~mIwill ever be normal. I wma down on mveB 
really hard d snyin.ng at all gees wmng A~tomatlully Iblame myself 
nght away. mat n a s  my f a d  or I anould navetoresm somethong mat 
u,nd of thona but 11 0s better I eon t ahran I can OD o ~ t  of the house now 
wlthoul mab-uo on I don t have m looirrertea i the bme i tw the best 
I can, f Ib not docd enough well. I come down on myself. 
. 
Several women mmmemed on the positive effects of counseling. After 
sswral years oftherapy, one paMpant is abk b feel mwe posifiw about 
herself and in so doing, is moving on with her life: 'I'm darting b feel good about 
m p l f ,  selfesteem is shll low . .but b e < .  Other m e n  also commented on 
the ten& of having both counseling and family support. One woman talked 
about how her feelings about herself improved: 'So batween my psychiatrist, and 
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my famiiy, my selfesteem started m pick up and I fenokay being who I was". 
h o h r w o m a n  stated: 'When I namd to see a wchialrist my ~K-es leem 
starled m imp-'. For another m a n ,  Me reparalion from her moMer caused 
unforgettsble memories. Oniy Meryeam of Meetion is she able lo focus on Me 
whOle picture, accept Ux rnuation and put it in penpaaiue. Resolution forthis 
pnicipam bqan durmg a period in her life when she was feeling mMe mnfdent 
about who she wzs as an individual 
I was bating a lute more mnMent. Atmis potnt [third year univamityl. I 
knew whv l was kind of abne when l wit6 3 w r a  old. So Mal made me 
feel a b tbetler I knew there war a reason vmy I was mm my 
grandparents and my bromer was wlh my parenn ddn t know the 
thnngs that nao been klnd of hsppenmg tmhmd the scenes 
In summary, all of Mese women reached lhe win1 in their lives were they 
could no longer battle or fight the disorder alone. Realization of the devastating 
effects of mi restrktb behaviorawas s p u d  by a critical incident in M l r  
I ~ e s .  Out of mnbol behavnra lead Wee women to embrace the s u p W  of 
health care wo*era All of Mem talked about their readiness to change as being 
critical to the recovery p m s .  Their mad to recoven/ began at the junclure of 
breaking the concealment. However, there women continued to nruggle wim 
the disorder long affer Meir secret was revealed. For all there women, periods 
of i n c r e e d  stress created oscillations in their aberrant mtriclivw behaviors and 
tarnished their mad b recovery 
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Ep.m of the Uved Emerienu of Bulimia N w v q  
Through formal, u w m r e d  ~mervlem, the participants rdected upon 
and daauibed Meir lived experiemes bulimia nervora. The themes that 
emerged from the reports of study parlicipants were: feamgs of inadequacy. 
struggling for wnbol, concealment, mnwmed by me illness, and Me elusive 
mad to recovety. Phenmlogicai thmes may be undarstood as "the 
structures of expehnce.. .the experiential sbuctvre t h l  make up the 
expliance'(van Manen. 1990, p. 79). What made patiipanb' expehnces 
with bulimia n e w  what they were, rather than being something eke. was the 
wnstant search for acceptance and a meaningful living. 
For all of Me study partidpants. the onset of the illness was marked by 
early feelings of inadequacy. With memories of childhocd scarred by unhealthy 
interaaions and wmmunicaton paitems within the family, ParlicipanD 
described how they fen vulnerable and sensmw to the needs of others. Lacking 
a sense of inner control and peace, all larked outside themselves to find a way 
to gain ameptance and control. UHimaW, the self and sM-worlh were 
constantly being judged In tenns of one's ability to measure up to others' 
expectations and beliefs - an unattainable goal. Feelings of inadequacy 0.e.. not 
liking or busting Memsehres or the way they Wed)  were enhanced as they 
struggled to meet self-impored, unrealistic eweclations. The end rerun was a 
further pfummelmg in the sense of sew (i.e.. self-steem, selfconcept, and body 
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imasc). 
Peer pressure also influences how one views the saK Some of the 
women were left feeling vuhemble, unloved, leu valwd as a p a n  and not 
acwpted as individuals. Such mmmenk as 'I always tended to be the group 
leader, class cbnw. . .It was a need m be accepted and w. Another 
woman stated, 'I always fek like I wasn't gwd enough". There were poignant 
reminders to memsebes that they were not as WOW as Others. 
The shggle for internal and external cmbd became a daay bame in all of 
these mnnenss l k .  ConbolM by Othen and out4contml behavior were 
strongly associated with participanls'eating disorders. 60th hlpes of control also 
iMuenced how they fell as indiiauals arid related wim others. Control oftheir 
illness allowed them to maintain a balance. albeii unheallhy, in their l i i. In 
reality the illness was controlling them and caused a disruption in 'normal" 
lifesws. This out-of-conbol behavior can be equaled lo one who appears to 
i& lhe abilities to respond lo strear in a heakhy manner. When controlled by 
Others t h y  offen k a m e  enraged internally arid t M  to rebel, oRm resuiiing in 
an increase in me bingelpurge cqck 
Not feeling a mong sense of internal wntrm, they quickly learned how lo 
gain a sense of mhDl  by responding to d l a l  pmrures to be thin. One of 
the ma t  basic fundamental needs of man. food, was swnething Mi their 
reach and something that they muld and wuld use as a means of seif-contml. 
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Pmitive comments fmm &en abwt theirwight b s  and dieting became a 
critical factor in determining their senso of *if and selmrrth. 
The concept of w m l  is paradoxid. The ppMn with bulimia narvosa. 
who atlempts to gain mntml through resWctive behaviors (i.e.. dieting, exemra. 
and laxaria), b also using them to deal with me strerwn of daily living. 
Reatriclbive behaviors became a way of coping with life because pkipants 
lacked tha emotional developmental skills and selfesteem to deal with stress 
The daily streswrs that acwmpanied adolemnce and ywng @dul(hood 
appeared inrurmountable - 'R [msbkth behakwJwas always m e  when I had 
a bad day at work". As reslricfive behaviors began to dominate the lid W. 
feelings ofinadeqwcy inaeasad Md rekifmm the pain of cwmwfing Be self 
was m longer attainable. ParadoxicaiTy, bulimia n e w  was gaining cDntrol as 
these women desperately sought to have contml ovn their Ik. 
The progressive nature of the illness led Wlese women lo Ihe point where 
their total existence revolved around planning and executing reslrictive 
behaviors. While thew women wwe inhialw subject to control by others' 
expectalions, they later became wntmlkd by a fwce chosen to help Ule self 
gain acceptance and approval fmm othem Ail of me women eventually became 
OMmhemed with the smss of adhering to saFimpored demands. When the 
intensw of restrldve behaviors became all encompassing, the me self was 
almost wmpletely lost to Ule ill-: 'Thare was 2% of me left". Penonal 
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identities could only be defined in t e r n  ofthe &hg d'lwrder - the hue self, who 
t w  wanted to conceal from otlwn, now becam an elusive em. 
A9 paMpants became mnsumed with the illness. they struggled to 
conceal their abenant behsviws hom othm. Revealing insecurities and 
vulnerabilities would be a sign of weakness that would leave them more open to 
rejection and criticism. Fears of rejsct&m guiit shame, as well as the need to be 
lOMd and cared for. wwe high stakes in the 'mncealmenl" gam. I n t u i i y .  
these m e n  knew that reshidiw, behabiors were not hc@ing them but were, in 
fact, destmcliw. But feelings of insecurity and inepmeps pnmmted them hom 
working to regain sM50nkol. The junaure atwhlch crads appeared in their 
ability to appear normal surfaced with ths mergence of Mil p m k m s  and 
tix external physical signs of the illnsrrs. 
The elusive road to recovery unfolded as these m e n  talked about how 
their entire existencerrvoived amund weight reduction measures They 
believed that me 'sdf muid only be strengthened by obtaining an ideal body 
weight This is an unattainable goal, as the bulimic's altered bcdy image 
precludes one's ability to see an accurate reRection of the set. When the body 
is seen as reflecting the strength ofthe mind and soul, the prqected imags is 
d e n  gmrsly distorted. The set 4s perceived as weak and the peraon is 
constantly searching tor s m a  means to stabilize the emdmnal turmi l  
associated wim these feelings of ineptness. The relentless pursuit of thinness 
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Mmugh the bmgelpurge cyck gives mntrol to Me weakened bulimic. 
individuals with bulimia neNosa are bunting with insecurities. 
unFBrtaintiBS and fears, as Mey try lo deal wilh daily stressm. Percerved 
weaknesses negate their abilii m cnnmi lifeewnts and they feel powerbs to 
shape or regutate meir Mum; a Mum that appeen bkak when perwnal gmwUl 
is impeded. The essence of Me iiwd e x p r i m  of Bulimia N e w :  Bulimia 
nervoaa is a searchmg for acceptance and a meaningful ewence. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DiKuulon 
lh6 chapter discusses this sMy's findings in relation to reloram lW2rature 
dealing with bulimia mmsa. The Kmt section deab d m  the five i d e M d  
themes and the e m c e  ofthe lived experience of bulimia newasa. The sewnd 
se&n offers new insrghk into what it is like for an individual to rkewith bulimia 
newosa on daily basis. 
Liiina with Bulimia Nervou. 
Study parlicipnts described the dWuU challenges that they had to 
endure in their search for pence, tranquillii, meaning, and acceptance. While 
me themes that emerged from Me phenmenological analysis reinforce some of 
me clinical and research findings in the literature, they also provide new Insights 
into r ing with buiimla nervosa. The d'rcussion ma t fd l~m focuses on each of 
the themes and HE essence sepratev. 
Frl inas of lnadeauacv 
This lheme describes how ptiimi developed feelings of inadequacy 
at an earlier age due to a number of personal. familial and envimnmental 
factors. The mre mncepk used by Me women to desuibe how they felt about 
memseks were lowself esteem and self-worlh, and stmng dislike for their 
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bodies. S e w  aulhon have documenled Me M s  pased by low self-esteem 
andlor self-- (e.g.. BuUm e l  al.. 19%; Fairbum el al.. 1997: Faifbum etal.. 
1999: Grirmhselal., 1899: Hill 8 PaUin, 1998: Kendkrel al. 1991; Neumark- 
-inn e l  al.. 1995) and slmng dislike for one's body or body dissatisfanion 
(eg., Bullon elal.. 1 M ;  French. Story, elal., 1995: Hill 8 Pallin. 1998; Kilien el 
al., 19%: Neumark-Sdaineretal.. 19%; Sdruretal.. 2000, Wiiennan 8 Pryor. 
2000). 
PaMdpnIs dislike for the self emerged fmm peneplims of not feeling 
valued, loved. or accepted by signifKant Mhan. The wid or emptiness within 
I& Mese m e n  unable to t ~ s t  memrelves or omers. There study results am 
s u p p o w  in Me litcralure as low seif-estswn and poor self-worth (Calam 8 
Wallsr, 1998: Fairbum elal., 1997: GMIW eta.. 1999, Hill 8 Pallin. 1998: 
Nemark-Szlaincr el a!., 1995: P w r  8 Wi i rman.  1998: Williams e l  al.. 1993) 
andlor negalive body image (Akan 8 Grilo.1995; French. Story, elal.. 1995: 
Goldlein. Walsh. 8 Midlarsky. 2000: Neumark-Sdainer el al , 1995: Schur el al. 
2000). 
The women m mla study described how their beliefs and a l l i i e s  about 
eating, minneu, and wplng were shaped by h i r  famiys teliefs and pradims. 
Although none of meir family members were diagnosed with an eating disoidw 
several participants were exposed to unhealthy eating and wping pailems within 
their family. Numemus authors have noted Mat a familial history of eating and 
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affecWe d i i e n  increases a pwaon's vulnerability to devel~p bulimia n e w  
(Bulikel al.. 1998: Fairburn et al.. 1997: Hwn 8 Walton. 2000; Kendler et el.. 
1991; Wadeet al.. 1999). In addltion, totblnlluerrss offamily mwnben soma 
pamicjpants dsscribsd the role their'slmmer" and 'dilng' peers played in 
shaping their drive to gain acceptam through dieting and restrictive behaviors. 
The impact of peer relatimships in the development of eating d i s d r s  n noted 
in the l i temre (French. Stwy. et al.. is%; Huon 8 Waltm, 2000; Schur el al.. 
2000; Thompson. Cooven. Richards. Johnson. 8 Calterin,l995). 
This theme also addressed how a critical life eventtriggered V*, onset of 
bulimia nwvosa (i.e., death, d'iuone, and parental sepamlbn). There were 
sirnbr findings in the literature on tb impact of life cvems (Schmidt. Troop. 8 
Treasure. 1999); parental loss (Boumann B Yates. 1994); and parental problems 
(Dolan. Lieberman. Evan. 8 Lacey. 1990: Fairbum et ai.. 1997: Kendbret al., 
1995). 
Study's findings revealed the role that family relationships and dynamics 
play in the development of bulimia nervwa. Whether real or perceived all thew 
women experienced a lack of open, honest, and direct family mmmunieation 
patterns which impeded their ability to develop Meir expressive self Halmi 
(1994) noted that family chanclerisbcs of Miiduals with bulimia nerwsa 
indude greater hostility, chaos, faclings of isoYion, and substantial deficb in 
nunuring and empathy. Other authors have documented the important role 
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played by family dynamb and family functioning in the onwt and perpetuation 
of bulimia nervosa (Fomari el al.. 1999: Garfinkel. Lin, etal.. 1995: Kendler et al.. 
1991; Kendleretal., 1995; Kinzletal.. 1994). 
Unable to l a w  and articulate their feelings, these women mre driven to 
find a means of expression and aaeptance from outsie ofthe aeK All entered 
Into a relentless pumey of d i n g  acceptance ofthe self by pleasing others. 
Numemus a&on mcurwim these study findings (BNc~, 1969: Calam & 
Wakr. 1998; French. Story, elal.. 1995; Leon, Fulkenon. Pew. (LCudedr, 
1993: Zbwowaki, 1998). 
SlrUWIIMI for Ccntml 
This theme captured patiiipanW descriplions of living mth Wings of nol 
being in comml. Without exception, all of the women spcke openly about 
moving fmm one controlling silualbn to another fmm childhmd, thmulh 
adolescence, and into adutthwd. This tendency to relinquish mM to omen 
was a resun of pemving the self as weak and unable to make independent 
judgmenb, Timse women looked outside of the self to find external measures to 
gauge selfworth and identi, while saeking approval and acceptam. Similarly, 
Schachtei and WiRorn (1990) reported thatthe bulimic women ln their study 
relied heavlly on others for approval. Numemus authon have dewibed how the 
b u l i i r s  slru&tle for control r e w k  in compliam with the expectations and 
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demands of others to gain acceptance (Calam 8 Waller. 1898: French. Stwy. el 
a!., 1995: Gamnkel. Kennedy, 8 Kaplin. 1995: Huon 8 Walton. 2000: Newnafk- 
Mainer, Stow, elal.. now: Rodin. 1899). 
The drive for seW~mlrol kd  lhese women to embark on a palh of 
=Wive behaviors. Subjed to the influence of olhem in their lived worlds 
p a t i i a m '  comments caplured the movement from the i n w n c e  of early 
dikling measures to the Mfku -k to find mntml through waigM 
reduction measures. Several aumon have nnad thal iMivKlwk with bulimia 
nervosa enter this illness lra@lov via the innocent d Y  mute (Chlress et al.. 
1993; Muscari. I9W: Sasson. Lewin. 8 Rolh. 1995; Wahh 8 Devlin. 1996). 
/\II ofthe p$scipantr hlk6d about how lhe rewards of dieting (i.e.. wight 
loss and p o r l i i  mmments from others) pmvided them with an inlisl boost to 
their self-esleem. Whik bed pmvided Ihem wim a means of conbol in me early 
stager, lewntually became Mmethmg &a that they found diRsul to mnlrol. 
Unable lo maintain the s m  seffimpored dieting regime, me vinual signs of 
weight gain and the prceived re,eclion by others conflrmed their sen doubts, 
enhanwd their annely, and their ae(f.esteem plummetea. In an effort to regain 
wntrol, refuge was swght by intensifying reshMw beha-. Clinicians and 
researchers have d e r c n i  this struggk to maintain c o m l  sa progressing fmm 
healthy dieting to unheanhy mtrklive behaviors (Fnedman, Wilfley. Welch. 8 
Kunce. 1997; Pipher, 1995). 
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c o m u l q  
The theme of concealment captured Me pamdpamr drive to hide lheir 
"Wem insemre and inadequate seiffmm othen. Concealment ofthe Inn, seW 
and use of aberrant behsvioa was perceived as essential to maintaining 
acceptance hom olha. While serving as a pmwctbe mechanism in the early 
yeaa to hide the se t  it lakr becsme a sbong f m  for blocking feelings and 
hiding personal failures, erpecially the sham. and guik assDdated with binging 
and purging behavh. Lyons (1998) alw reported on how Me women m her 
sample were driven to umeal how much they had eaten fmm signk%antoha. 
Numemus auVlon have noted that the secrecy sunounding the eating di- 
perpetuates the illness and predudes eady diagnosis and tnabnent (Bnrmtton, 
1995: Fredsnberg el al.. 1998; H e m .  1982: Huon. 1994). 
This theme alsn elucidates the emotions and feelings that engulf the 
bingelpurge cyde. All ofthe partidpants in this study talked about the feelings 
sufmunding the cyde. Binging was described as a bmfpernd of "numbness' or 
'escape" from real i .  The use offood as a form of emotional blocking ir 
reported by Schachtel and Wilbom (1990). In a somewhat milarvein, Lyons 
(1988) reporled that the women in hor sample -bed binging as an 
unconscious activity that comnued until they k k  decomfon. 
Upon realiring horv much food had been consumed during the binge, the 
resulting high levels of anxkdy dmve Mase women to purge and 1 their bcdaa 
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of lhe fod. Lyms (1998) nned Mat the waen  in her nudy npomd feeling 
disguskd with memsetves following a b i w  and e x p e w  guilt. s h m .  
ralionaling. and blaming. In mntrast. SanfmeI and Cmwmer (1638) rrpomd 
that the m e n  in Meir rampie experkmad a s i gnkn i  increase in selfsrtpem 
and p s l i w  affect behnen binges. Scha~htel and Wilbom (1980) also found 
Mat Me wasn in their study used purging lo m a w  t e k n  and anxkty in me 
aftermath ofa bmging episode. 
For some siudy patikipants, the pursing adivilywn folkwed by a wave 
of quilt and shame mat invaded Meir minds and remrmed their feelings of 
faibre. Mher researchers have rspoRed similar findings (Johmon-Sabine. 
Wood 8 Wakeling. 19LU: M a c h l d .  1996: Wilfreya Grilo. 1904). 
All these participants d e s n i i  how me b i w u r g e  wle  escalated to 
Me poim whem much time and enargy was dinaed towards planning and 
executing reswve behaviors. The lived world of bulimla newosa was 
characlerhed by a prwavpaliin with food and mshidiw behavim. Similar 
findings are reported by Schachtel and Wilbom (1990) who found that lhe 
women in their sample became preoccupied with f d  and the need to binge and 
Purge. 
The strong reliance on restrictive behaviors as a coping mechanism for 
dealing with stress eventually began to weaken the bcdy and Wings of being in 
control. Although these m e n  ware slowly becaing mgnizant of Me mgal'w 
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BRBas and the increased chalhge of adhering to a stricl fmrkwe regime. mcy 
ten p o w e w  to change their behaviw a d  actually began m intensify meii 
effwts. Numemus avmm mncur mat burmia n w a  is a &perpetuating 
disorder bscause its inknnt  nature is I y p M  by strong resisbnce to change 
abefrant behavbrs due to me high reliance on reahidbe behaviors as a coping 
mechanism (Hay el al.. 1998: Low. Gleaves. L Murphy-Eberenr. 19gs). 
Consumed bv tha lllne8s 
This theme duddales lhe paradox ofmnbol. While i n i t i a l i y t h  vanen 
found COnbol and refuge in mhkW behaviors, the llnaaa eventualiygained 
mnhol ofthem. As feelings of inner mnbol dissipated, pamdpnta intDmiRed 
their use of restrictive behavloo to try and regain earlier feelings of being in 
mntml. In so doing, the illness eventuaiiy moved lo permeate their emire 
existence and the self, which Itmy had soughtto conceal fmm dhers. and 
became elusive even to themsalves in the ensuing stntggle for conbol. A 
number of authwa have described how bullma neMlra escalales to me point 
ware an individual's total anMy is lost to lhe illnerr (Claude-Piem. 1997; 
Heaog. 1982. MacDonald. 1996, Pipher. 1995). Schamel and Wilbwn (1990) 
also dentifed the paradoxical nature ofwmml in their sample o f m e n  with 
bulimia nervosa as they desuibed moving from experiencing Me mnhol brwght 
by the bingelpurge wle  to evenually being wnholled by the illness 
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This theme also describes the intwnsl turmoil ew'enced by these 
m n  as they began m redre mat resWve behavim were not provkiing 
then wim the safety and securty that they so d e r p e  As restridbe 
behaviors escalated to the pointwere they were no longer pmductii, they 
found i t much mwe difmuii to maintain a mblancr of normalcy. Ulimateb. 
their lives became so distravgMwiM the obsession to maintain the bingingl 
purging cy& and other Mi behaviors that May ramtemplated suidde. A 
number of researchers have reponad on the use of oelfdemuctive behaviors in 
individuals with bulimia nervosa (Bulk et al.. 1999; Favam 8 Santonastaso. 
7998: Welch 8 Fairbum. 1986). 
The Elvrhn Road to Reccwm 
This theme capturer the diicuites experienced by these women in the 
struggle to overcome the holding powan of the eating dnoder. For many, the 
mad to recovery started as they became aware ofthe adverse e R m  the illness 
was havlng on their phyecal and emotional heam. Ahugh  the crka l  turning 
point was unique far each women, all p t i i n t r ,  through force w choice, 
eventualty sought professional help. A number of authors note that people 
suRenng from bulimina newma usualty do not seek professional attention until 
they reach a crisis state (Hay et al.. 1998: Keel et al.. 1999) 
All ofthe participants had received various types of treatments (i.e.. 
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individual Merapy fmn a psychialrist w psychdqlist, and all anended gmup 
mwapy). For the most part, participants described lheir enmunten wilh heallh 
cam professionals as having a posi6ve iMuence and Wped them Wm meir 
l i i  artwnd". However, n u n s  were not idemed as playing an ac l i  mle in 
lheir treatment or recovery. The importance of having helpful and understanding 
famw m b e o  was alw highlighted by mew woman as playing an important 
role in lheir recovery Cdtings and King (1994) found in their study thal the 
pamen' friends and lhe payshdherapirt were lhe mod helpful cornact persons. 
The partrcipants desdhed lhe shallengas and barrien mat lhey 
encountered on lhe mad lo recovery. Slress became me moa daAwn 
challenge, wim frequent relapses to confortable and familiar coping behavDrs 
and Rsbiti i behaviors. This was a common behaviwsl response in lhe early 
s b g s  oflreabnent for all oflhe panicipants. Fw many. lhe prceived be- 
of healmen1 were continuously balanced against Me need to maintain control 
wer heir l ies  thmugh weight reduction measures, The bulimic's struggle with 
recowry and relapses is well documented in Me literalure (Callings 1 King. 
1994; Comia, 1995: Keel 1 Mitchell. 1997; Keel elal., 1999: Olmsted. Kaplan, (L 
Rockert. 1994; Wilfrey 1 Grilo. 1494). 
Today, recovery remains a daily struggle for these women and cominm 
lo in response lo shesson encountered in their worlds. One important 
fadw thaf clouds Meir ability to a c h h  full recovery is the interactive effects of 
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m m o m  and concommbm illnessas (e.9.. majadeprassion, anx* d'aorder, 
o ~ i o m p u l s i v e  disorder, wbstance abuse, aexual abuw, etc.). 
Researchers have documented the high rates of associated memi haalth 
p m m  in women wim bulimia nervora (8.g.. Brewerton, 1995; Dansk  
Brewenon. 6 Kilpabick. 2WO: Fomari etal., 1999, Garfmkel. Lim. elal.. 1995: 
Kendleretal.. 1S9l: Lilenfeld et al., 1998; Za'dcrst al., 2000:Zbomwski. 1998). 
The essence ofthe lived experience of bulimia -aa was M e n t i  as 
a rearch for acceptance and meaningful existence. There is some wppml in Me 
Meramre Fw the theme of searching for acceptance (French. Story, el al.. 16%: 
Fornari etal.. 1999: Kendier et al.. 1991: Schachlel (LWilborn. 1990). S c h W  
and Wiiborn (1990) noted that women with bulimia n e m a  were constantly 
Karching for approval and acceptance hwn &rs encountered in their lived 
d S .  
What became obvious to the winen in this study. when they eventually 
embarked on the road to recovery, was that they had to fim accept and believe 
in memselver. Engaging in meaningful relanono wilh others was mntingent 
upon giving the self lint priority. Whole this meant undoing and reshaping the 
ways in which they had lved their lives, all of the w m n  r e a l i d  that this was 
me only means ofachleving a meaningful existence. 
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New Inaluhia into me L F  Exmrkna of Bulimia We- 
Most dinidans and researcher agree Mat Me multidimensional nature of 
bulimia ne- h d s  itself to a muitidanemionat approach. CUnictam 
rewgnile Mat tho interrelationship ofa muilipli&ies offactors play a rok in tho 
onset and lrajecmty of b v l i  -. There is also an agreement m 
and among professionals that early detection and bealmentfaaliite more 
wsitiw ouhnnea. Yet. Mis study elucidates the findings that health care 
pmviders fail on two accounts. First, diniciana do not di as-s for eating 
disorders. Second, a unifled appmach w t r e a m  modalii forthere 
devasming eating dlrorders m a i n s  elusive. The need exists for a unified 
appmach in dealing with eating disorders and until Mir goal is realized the 
prevaknce and incdeme will continue to -late. 
Collings and King (1994) nned that me peopk who provide Me most 
support to clients with bulimia nermsa wwe family, M s .  and psychiibmL 
These findings were replimted in Mis cunem study. These women talked abouf 
the support they w i v e d  after their disdosure and breaking their silence. The 
wmen related Meir i n w l  fears and anguish wiih having to bust and share their 
t r w  wakened sefiwilh another person. For mosl of Mese m e n  the hlming 
poim culminated wiih a cril iul event which maniksted as eilher a physical or an 
emotional wllapse. These women's stories describe the cluea, traces, signals. 
and indicators oftheir internal conflict and tho presence ofthe eating d m e r .  
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Yet. the Signals were never paneiwd to k heard Or ackmv!edged by another. 
Clmicians, nursing. and society as a whole need to be ed& about me rkk 
facms and the warning signs of bulimia nervosa. 
In the them mmaalmenl. the haing ofthe bw seii is alignad wim 
pefwnal failure. These women as wry young children shared feelings of being 
less valued or lass loved than other family membars. They v*wad themselves 
as never aeeming to measure up to the expedatbns of others. They pemived 
their best as never k ing gwd enough. The unmndiSonal lare and acceptance 
they needed and longed for was akvays an elusive d m .  These women bared 
WcIion and spent a liMetime sbuggling to find a way to please dhers and avoid 
fumr rejection. 
Although the laeralure describes socatal massagas abart thinness and a 
slim physique as a predisposing f amto  the de-mnt of eating disorders. 
the parfkipanta in th1s shdy did not dimly date WE omet ofthe diwrder with 
societal values on thinness. The emphasis on thinmrs was talked abwt in 
terms ofthe inpartame that family and fnends placed on fwd, eadng, weight. 
shape and si7.m. Numerous authors (Childre% etal. 1993. Gamer 8 Garlinkel. 
1980: Normandi 8 Roan. 1998: Pipher, 1995: Wilhey 8 Grilo. 1994) note that 
cultural f a m  (i.e.. societal emphasis on thinness) are now wnsaered 
essenbai in undemanding, diagnosing, and treating individuals wah bulimia 
n e m .  However. Lee. Ho. and Hsu (1993) argw mat the onbst of bulimia 
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mrwsa cannot be Independently amibuted lo societal emphasis on lhinnass, as 
bulimia n e m a  is also evident in non-westem urunb+ss. 
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CHAPTER 6 
UmitlUom. Nursing Impliutionr. and Cancluaion 
The finding8 in this study haw Ihiialbns, as well as implications fw 
nursing in tern  of education, practice, and research. 
!.lmltationa 
The nature ofqualiiabve inquiry precludes the generalkability of Ihe 
findiw. Phenomnological research requires the selection of participanb who 
can clearly articullte lheir I ~ e d  excmriem. A possible wnseqwnce ofthi18 
requirement IS the issue of"el i i  bias" vhich m u n  when rtudy participanb are 
me mort a h l a t e ,  -riM, or highltatur membem of Iheir gmup. 
Addlionally, all parlidpants were diagnosed and w i v i n g  beabnent which could 
be a key differentiabng feature from their counterparts who have not been 
diagnmd or receiving treatment. 
All of the participant8 in this study were Caucasian who were su~xssfully 
empbyed or attending poat sewndary education. Therefore, it is conceivable 
that omen diagnosed wilh bulimia nervosa, especially maies and m e n  wiih 
vawng cultural and sDciwconomic backgmunds, may describe the lived 
experience a link differently. 
The partiapamr were all females. Since the issues were social in nahlm 
and there are different pressuras on men. it is very likely that a similar study with 
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maler might reveal d i i nn t  irwes. All participants had a sacDndary diagnais 
of-r an afficlive or an anxisly disorder, which makes l d i i w n  at ti- to 
aeparate the pure charactemtii of bulimia n e m  from aher DSM - IV 
d i i m e s .  
Imlllic.tionr 
ThE findings fmm Mia study have pmvidod insight into the I W  world of 
those with bulimia nervora and meir day-today e m n c e s .  While there war. 
wme mmonaliies within me m ' s  experpncss, mere war an c h n t  of 
uniqueness that heipad shape each m a n ' s  ellperience and made I her own 
personal struggle. Allhough me imp(i&ns d k w d  below are presented in a 
broad mnhxt, clinicians must be f o m r  mindful of individual dlffngnces when 
dealing wim t h e  wwnen or men iiving wim bulimia nervosa. 
Nunina Educltion 
Nursing educabrs have me mponsibilii lo hemten nusing students 
awareness abwt their M cultural b e l a  and biases about ?ahless" and 
"thinness'. Selfawareness is essential in the dellwry of nursing cam. Before 
nurses can care for othen. they must be aware oftheir own thoughts, feelings, 
and beliefs. An indiiaual's thoughts and beliefs shapes their behavior and 
intendions wilh men .  Nvnes have me respmibi l i  of providing optimal care 
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to lhwir clients. S&-awareness is a prerequisite to meeting this emi i l  and 
professional responsibilii. Nurse educators and Menbi must be given the 
opportunity to examine and explore lhwir roles and responsibilii in me 
aenlifmlion and delivery of care lo indiiauals wlh eating disorders. Pamlar  
atlentimn to the lived experience is important in understanding the illness from 
the penpecf'va of the person experiencing it. 
Nunina P- 
Horpiialued W n l s  lypkalty interad mwe with nu- than wah other 
heanh care pmfesmnak, yet this study weak thal paopk with bulimia nervora 
mnfide in physicians and view the nursing staff as "lhe gua&. Nursing staR 
wre not presentad in a pmilive IiiM mr i & n W  as a wurce of support. 
Most of the study p*ipants talked abDut other disciplines (i.e.. 
psychialrist. psydmbgiit, s d i  worker) as pmviding them wm the guidance 
and m m n t  lhq  needed to gel lhwmlrlver on the mad lo rec-. Nuncs 
were only visible in lhe hospbi Setting and wen viewed a the 'law enforcers' 
who ensured lhal mabnml pmt& were being followed. The participanm also 
d- nurses as lhw ~ n e s  who twk awaytheir mnhol and caused them 
more anxiety It was the other health care members who mre helping lhem to 
learn about themselves and hcilnaled the replacement of old mplng strategies 
with heanhy ones. To more effectively care for individuais wim this d'wrder. 
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better and more &diva use of high wntscl time provided by hospitsl nuning 
slaffwah lhess palents is E-Z&Y neadd. The health care of peqk  with eating 
disordem needs to be reviewed and me nuning pmfession is being challenged 
to plsy a mle in Me development of uiliil dinical p a m y 8  for eating disorders. 
King-Murphy (1997) mtedthat numemus authors (Cahlll, 1904: Chidresa 
etal., 1993: Conrad. Sloan. Jedwsbny. 1092: h r i n g  (i Uuiolek, 1988: Hami. 
I99'l: Wn.  1993: Llly. EM-Sanders, 1987: Meades. 1993) have addresf& 
the mk  of nursing (primary, recondary, and tertiary) in Me provision and 
management of health sare for dknts with bulimia nermsa. Wi  these 
dired'ons and resources, moat pfac6dng nu183 in mental heaiih remain 
reomed to in-patient unm. This study w n f i m  lhe need fw nuning to expand 
b m!%s in the areas of primary and wwndary care. 
A good example of lhe d i d n  mat nursing efforts need to go in is the 
recent incspbon in the pmvince of Newfoundland and Labrador ofthe Body 
Image and Youih Network Program. This network is an intediiciplinary 
appmach to develop a uniW heanh promotion appmach to abate the escalaling 
prevalence of eating disorders Nu= involved in this netwofk are menton and 
endeavor to make inmads in Ihe develwmnt of primary and aemndary 
treabnents of eating disorders. 
The mmunily health nurse is in an deal pmition in me WmmunW to 
pmvae primary intwventicms. The communny health nurse can help educate 
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teachers. schoci munsebrs and peer mnrelors on the signs and symptom of 
eating d i ~ o ~ ,  including their sirni lam and diHerences. Information 
sessions on hw to  approach studenta t h q M  to demonstrate signs and 
symptoms as mll ss pmfarsional contact p e w s  h the mmmunW would be 
beneficial to schwl staff. For students with the diagmes of an eating diwder, 
further edufation for the teachers on medical m p l i c a t i s  may assist in eaW 
tmabnenl and improved pmgmis. A cultural environment that promotes the 
&captin9 of onesol in the primarf &ml wars may help to avoid the 
dwdovment of eating dimden fcisme indlvMuak. 
NuninaRa.Nsh 
TO date, epidemiological studii  have not been conducted to determine 
the prevalence and incidence of eating dibrders a m p  Newfoundland 
adolescents and young adub. One pilot study conducted at a rural h i  rchool 
in Newfoundland revealed that the prevalence of eating disorders was 
comparable to ~ h o n a l  statlstii (King-Murphy & Dale. 1995). Unlil prDfegsionals 
know mwe abwt the etiology of bulimia n e r w ,  further research is necessary 
to pmfik prrmlence rates and the ri& fadon mat increase the Ikelihmd 
for an individual to develop bulimia n e w .  This data base win ba useful for 
developing more eRect~ve treabnent plans and heath prevention strategies to 
meet the news of those at h k  or suffering ha the diwrder. 
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More research is need& to explore the lived experience of bulhia 
nermra. FurtherqW@akive studies need lo be mndmtd m delermine llm 
commonamii and dliierences, within and !mvmn, all cuilural and 
souDBmnomic group. Man should also be mdied m determine whether the 
uniqueness o f b i r  lived expriences d i i  from lhose of women. ParGciinls 
wilhoul a m o b i d  diagnosis will be invaluable in helping isdate Ihs t n r  nature 
of bulimia nwvma. 
The s e n s w  of me cunenl diagnoslii tools (e.9.. DSM-IV) has been 
questioned by researchers and diniciuns. Furmar esarch Is wananled m 
assess Ihs sensitivity ofcurrentbw!a in eaftyM&n, diagnosis, and 
trealment. Lasay, res8mch is required m design evaluation measures to 
evaluate eif icaao~~ treatments for bulimia mmwa. 
Shldv Summary 
This study has p m v w  an undemlanding ofthe lived experience of 
bulimia ne-. The researcher h ~ p n  ma( the findings from lhib study will 
assist in the developmem of primary, secondary, and tedhry levels of health 
care that will assist in lhe early detedion, diagn- and Ireamrent of bulimia 
n e w a  suffers As primary caregiven, nunes must lake a lead mle in the 
development of heaiih pmmdion and prevention programs for the school 
system, wh~ch will hopefully decrease, and some day eradicate, the diagnoss of 
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bulimia newxa. 
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APPENDIX B 
lnfwmd Conrent 
FACULTY OF MEDICINE - MEMORLAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
AND HEALTH CARE CORPORATION OF ST. JOHNS 
ConsentTo PatiiciDate In Health Care Research 
1iTI.E: The L i d  Expehnce of Bulhia Nervora: 
A Phenomenological Study 
SHORT TITLE: h i n g  with Bulimia NeNosa 
INVESTIGATOR: Sheik* Dale 
Telephm: 745-6816 
SUPERVISOR: Dr. Chrisene Way 
You h m  been asked to pamopah m a research study Pan#umon In MIS 
study 4s entlreiy wluntsnl You may deade not to padmps(e or maywlhdnw 
hom Me study m any tome wlhout aMmng your normal Imamant 
Information obtained fmn you or about y w  during mis shldy, which could 
ldem-fy you, will be kern mnfidential by the investigator(s). The mvestigator will 
be available during the study at all timer should you have any pmblems or 
questions about the study. 
Pvrpoae of study: The purpare of Mis study is to gain a greater undenrtanding 
A' 
what It means lo llrs M h  bullmls nervora A related purpose s to Increase 
health care pmtesslona s understandong of bullmla nervora 
Description of pmcadum and tesb: You are being asked to palticipate in two 
t n t m e m  whld will be mnduded at a time and place Mat 1s convenient for you. 
lntewrem will be audiotaped (with your permission). The tape will be t r a n s c M  
word for word. and wlll be used to help the inte~ewer emember Me details of 
Me convenalion and construcf summaries for you to r&ea upon at a later date. 
Durlng the first ~ntewiew you will be asked to reflect upon and depcnbe your 
emenences with bulimla newosa Durlns the semnd mtew~ew. you wlll be 
asked to read a wnlten summary of the fint interview and confirm whether a not 
it accurately reflects your experrence wth buldmla newosa. You wlll also be 
gwen an opportunity to prov~de any addittonal information at this time. Ail 
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identifying data will be d m d  fo~~aving mmplstion of me study. 
Dun(ion of prt is lpl ion: The fint intmiewwll take approximately60 to 90 
minutes of your time. The second interview will be scheduled mhin two monlhs 
and will 1st  about 30 minutes. 
P o u i b b  riska, di.comfor(l, or inconvenienws: There are no expenad risks 
fmm participating in Mia study. You may refuse to answer any quertions Mat 
make mu feel uncomfortable, and terminate the imMew at anytime. All 
informat~on that you provide will be kept stridly mnfidential. secured in a locked 
fie an0 amsrlble only to me mveshgmor and thess mmmmee membsn It 
you b e m e  emm onal y upset dunng the mtewew suppon mll ba offered and 
the lnwstgator may refer you b a a  to your psychtahlst tor aod Ilona munselllw 
B m e h  Y w  may nm deriw any dmct beneflh fmm pmc~pating in Mir study. 
However, the lnfomatron that you provide may help nurses and physicians 
develop a bener understanding of the needs of persons wiih bullmla n e m .  
babolriy strbnant. Your sgnature lndlcates your consent and M a  you haw 
unaerrtood the nformatlon regammg lhe research study In noway awa M n  
wawe "our Caal nam nor rekase the mvest#sa(on or lnvolvea agencles from 
OU1.r information: Findings of this study will be availabk to you and health 
care professionals upon request. Findings may be published but you will not be 
ldenliied 
m o f  P m i e  Living rrllh Bullmh Weno8a 
Nameof Plimpsl lnvellgsmr Sheilagh Dak 
.me underugned. agree mmy pmc~pffion m 
me m h  study dgy;nbBd a h  
I n y  qmbms Mn W*I - am l UndeRWd wha(!smVnvd om me s P 1  I ma, 
mat pamclpabm ls wlunta'y am Mmne D nag-tR mat I wll benemtmrn my 
mvdvemenl I ' 
To me ml ot my ao q I hm y cxplamcd me c a n  d m *  R W . ~  % M y  I have m v a d  
.ayesons and pro, aeo an-- I cum ma me pamcoml l u f y  L . L . O ~ O S  me 
mpl<sahonS and vo ~nfary nmn ottnc rbey 
(Bgn~lreofl-tigamr) (Oat=) 
P w w  Number 
APPENDIX C 
lnterviw Schedule 
experlince wlh bulimia n b o s a  I would like foiyou to take m time to refled 
upon your ewncncc and tell me an your o m  words rrhat Is lhhe to Iwe vlth 
bdllmla n m a  YOU may share any thoughts and feellngsabout your llrrsr 
Feel tree lo la k about whatever comes to your mmd 
Examvb ofvmbedo/ouestiom lo  wide t k  int& 
1. When dd you first realize Mat you may have bulimia newma? 
2. Te4 me about your average day l m g  with bulimia newom. Wh& makes 
Me differenca between a good day and a bad day for yw7 
3. What do yw find most aggravating about me si tuah? What are swne 
of your biggest concerns)wwnes? 
4. How has your illness afkded your interactionslnrl81mshipwith your 
family, r g n h n t  others, andlor friends? 
5. Rekcling back, can y w  remember anything that would haw triggwed 
the onset of your illness? 
6. Can you remember any p h l a r  thing andlor penon Mat led you to seek 
help7 How do yw see paople who try to help you? 
7. Whal aspem of your treahnent have you found mostlkast he@ful in 
wping Mth your illness7 
8. How do you cope wilh bulimia nsmsa? What helps? What does not 
help? 
9, Are mere any lhoughts or commem Mat you would ime lo share with me 
about your experience wlh bulimia n e w ?  
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